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TO 

Mrs. MONTAGU. 

MADAM, 
I Believe, you arc persuaded that I nc* 

ver entertained a thought of appearing in 
public, when tire desire of 'being useful to 
one dear child, in whom I take the tender- 
est interest, induced me to write the follow- 
ing betters: perhaps it was tlic partiality 
of friendship, which so far biassed your 
judgement, as to make you think them cap- 
able of being more extensively useful, and 
warmly to recommend the publication of 
them. Thpugh this partiality could alone 
prevent ymir judgement1 from being consid- 
ered as decisive in favour of the work, it is 
rngrejlattering to the writer than any literary 
fame; if, how<ivtT,yo'u wiA allow me to add, 
that some strokes of your elegant .pen have 
corrected these Letters, I may hope, they will 
be received with an attention, which will en- 
sure a candid judgement from the reader, and 
perhaps will enable them to make some use- 
ful impressions on those to whom they are 
now particularly offered. 



IV DEDICATION. 
They only who know how your hours area 

employed, and of what important value: 
they are to the good and happiness of indi- 
viduals, as well as to the delight and im- • 
provement of the public, can justly estimate ) 
my obligation to you for the time and con- 
sideration you have bestowed on this little i 
work. As you have drawn it forth, I may, 
claim a sort of right to the ornament and 
protection of your name,and to the privilege 
of publicly professing myself with the high- 
est esteem, 

MADAM, 
your much obliged friend, 

and most obedient 
humble servant, 

HESTER CHAPONE. 
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LETTER I. 

ON THE FIRST PRINCIPLES OF RELIGION 

MY DEAREST JiEICE, 
Though you are so happy as to have pa- 

rents, who are both capable and desirous of 
giving you all proper instruction, yet J. 
who love you so tenderly, cannot help fond- 
ly wishing to contribute something, if pos- 
sible, to your improvement and welfare: 
And, as I am so far separated from you, that 
it is only by pen and ink I can otfer you my 
sentiments, I will hope that your attention 
may be engaged, by seeing on paper, from 
the hand of one of your warmest friends, 
Truths of the highest importance, which 

A 
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though you may not find new, can never be 
too deeply engraven on your mind. Some 
of them perhaps may make no great impres- 
sion at present, and yet' may so far gain a 
place in your memory, as readily to return 
to your thoughts when occasion recals them. 
And if you pay me the compliment ot pre- 
serving my letters, you may possibly re-pe- 
ruse them at some future period, when con- 
enrring circumstances may give them addi- 
tional weight; and thus they may prove 
more efie6iual than the same things spoken in 
conversation. But, however this may prove, 
I cannot resist the desire of trying to be in 
some degree useful to yoh, on your setting 
out in a life of trial and difficulty ; your 
success in which must determine your fate 
for ever. 

Hitherto you have “ thought as a child, tc and understood as a child but it is time u to put away childish things.”—You are 
now in your fifteenth year, and must soon 
adt for yourself: therefore it is high time 
to store your mind with those principles 
which must diredt your condudt, and fix 
your charadter. If you desire to live in 
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peace and honour, in favour with God and 
man, and to die in the glorious hope of ri- 
sing from the grave to a life of endless happi- 
ness—if these tilings appear worthy yonr ambi- 
tion,you must set out in earnest in the pursuit 
of them. Virtue and happiness arc not attained 
by chance, nor by a cold and languid appro- 
bation ; they must be sought with ardour, 
attended to with diligence, and every assist- 
ance must be eagerly embraced that may e- 
nable you to obtain them. Consider, that 
good and evil are now before you ; that, if 
you do not heartily choose and love the one, 
you must undoubtedly be the wretched vic- 
tim of the other. Your trial is now begun; 
you must either become one of the glorious 
children of God, who are to rejoice in his 
love for ever, or a child of destruction—mi- 
serable in this life, and punished with eternal 
death hereafter. Surely you will be impres- 
sed by so awful a situation ! you will ear- 
nestly pray to be directed into that road of 
life which leads to excellence and happi- 
ness ; and, you will be thankful to every 
kind hand that is held out, to sit you forward 
in your journey. 
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The first step must be to awaken your 

mind to a sense of the importance of the task 
before you, which is no less than to bring 
your frail nature to that degree of Christian 
perfection which is to qualify it for immor- 
tality, and, without which, it is necessarily 
incapable of happiness; for it is a truth ne- 
ver to be forgotten, that God has annexed 
happiness to virtue, and misery to vice, by 
the unchangeable nature of things ; and that 
a wicked being (while he continues such) is 
in a natural incapacity of enjoying happi- 
ness, even with the concurrence of all those 
outward circumstances, which in a -virtuous 
mind would produce it. 

As there are degrees of virtue and vice, so 
are there of reward and punishment, both 
here and hereafter : But, let not my dearest 
Niece aim only at escaping the dreadful doom 
of the wicked—let your desires take a nobler 
flight, and aspire after those transcendant ho- 
nours, and that brighter crown of glory, 
which await those who have excelled in vir- 
tue ; and, let the animating thought, that 
every secret effort to gain his favour, is noted 
by your all-seeing Judge, who will, with 
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infinite goodness, proportion your reward to 
your labours, excite every faculty of your 
soul to please and serve him. To this end 
you must inform your understanding what 
you ought to believe, and to do.—You must 
correct and purify your heart; cherish and 
improve all its good a flections, and conti- 
nually mortify and subdue those that are e- 
vil.—You must form and govern your tem- 
per and manners, according to the laws 
of benevolence and justice ; and qualify 
yourself, by all means in your power, for an 
useful and agreeable member of society. All 
this you see is no light business, nor can it 
be performed without a sincere and earnest 
application of the mind, as to its great and 
constant objedl. When once you consider 
life, and the duties of life, in this n^anner, 
you will listen eagerly to the voice of in- 
struction and admonition, and seize every 
opportunity of improvement; every useful 
hint will be laid up in your heart, and your 
chief delight will be in those persons, and 
those books, from which you can learn true 
wisdom. 

The only sure foundation of human virtue 
a 3 
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is Religion, and the foundation and first* 
principle of religion, is the belief of the one 
only God, and a just sense of his attributes. 
This you will think you have learned long 
since, and possess in common with almost 
every human creature in this enlightened age 
and nation; but, believe me, it is less com- 
mon than you imagine, to believe in the 
true God—that is, to form such a notion of 
the Deity as is agreeable to truth, and con- 
sistent with those infinite perfe<ftions, which 
all profess to ascribe to him. To form wor- 
thy notions of the Supreme Being, as far as 
we are capable, is essential to true religion, 
and morality ; for as it is our duty to imi- 
tate those qualities of the Divinity which are 
imitable by us, so is it necessary Me should 
know what they are, and fatal to mistake 
them. Can those who think of God with 
servile dread and terror, as of a gloomy ty- 
rant, armed with almighty power to torment 
and destroy them, be said to believe in the 
true God ?—in that God, who, the scrip- 
tures say, is love ?—The kindest and best ©t 
Beings, who made all creatures in bountiful 
goodnese, that he might communicate to 
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them some portion of his own unalterable hap- 
pines !—who condescends to stile himself our 
Father! and who pitieth us, as a father piti- 
eth his own children!—Can those who expect, 
to please God by cruelty to themselves, or to 
their fellow creatures—by horrid punishments 
of their own bodies for the sin of their souls 
—or, by more horrid persecution of others 
for difference of opinion, be called true be- 
lievers? Have they not set up another God 
in their own minds, who rather resembles the 
worst of beings than the best ?—Nor do those 
aft on surer principles who think to gain the 
favour of God by senseless enthusiasm and 
frantic raptures, more like the wild excesses 
of the most depraved human love, than that 
reasonable adoration, that holy reverential 
love, which is due to the pure and holy Fa- 
ther of the universe. Those likewise who 
murmur against his providence, and •repine 
under the restraint of his commands, cannot 
firmly believe him infinitely wise and good. 
If we are not disposed to trust him for future 
events, to banish fruitless anxiety, and to 
believe that all things work together for good 
to those that love him, surely we do not real- 
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ly believe in the God of mercy and truth. If 
we wish to avoid all remembrance of him, all 
communion with him, as much as we dare, 
surely we do not believe him to be the source 
of joy and comfort, the dispenser of all good. 

How lamentable it is, that so few hearts 
should feel the pleasures of real piety !—that 
prayer and thanksgiving should be perfor- 
med, as they too often are, not with joy, and 
love, and gratitude; but, with cold indif- 
ference, melancholy dejedlion, or secret hor- 
ror !—It is true, we arc all such frail and 
sinful creatures, that we justly fear to have 
offended our gracious Father; but, let us re- 
member the condition of his forgiveness : If 
you have sinned—“ sin no more.” He is ever 
ready to receive you when you sincerely turn 
to him—and, he is ready to assist you, when 
you do but desire to obey him. Let your 
devotion then be the language of filial love 
and gratitude ; confide to this kindest of Fa- 
thers every want and every wish of your 
heart;—but submit them all to his will, and 
freely offer him the disposal of yourself, and 
of all your affairs. Thank him for his bene- 
fits, and even for his punishments—convin- 
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cod that those also axe benefits, and merci- 
fully designed for your good. Implore his 
direction in all difficulties ; his assistance in 
all trials ; his comfort and support in sick- 
ness or affli6Hon : his restraining grace in the 
time of prosperity and joy. Do not persist 
in desiring what his providence denies you ; 
but be assured it is not good for you. Re- 
fuse not any thing he allots you, but em- 
brace it as the best and properest for you. 
Can you do less to your Heavenly Father than 
what your duty to an earthly one requires ? 
—If you were to ask permission of your fa- 
ther, to do, or to have any thing you desire, 
and he should refuse it to you, would you 
obstinately persist in setting your heart upon 
it, notwithstanding his prohibition? would 
you not rather say, My father is wiser than 
lam; he loves me, and would not deny my 
request, if it was fit to be granted ; I will 
therefore banish the thought, and cheerful- 
ly acquiesce in his will ?—How much rather 
should this be said of our heavenly Father, 
whose wisdom cannot be mistaken, and whose 
bountiful kindness is infinite !—Love him 
therefore in the same manner you love your _ 
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eiU’thJy parents, bat in a much higher de- 
gree—in the highest your nature is capable 
of. Forget not to dedicate yourself to his 
service every day; to implore his forgiveness 
of your faults, and his protection from evil 
every night: and this not merely in formal 
words, unaccompanied by any act of the 
mind, but, “ in spirit and in truth in 
grateful loye, and humble adoration. Nor 
let these stated periods of worship Ik your 
only communication with him ; accustom 
yourself to think often of him, in all your 
waking hours :—to contemplate his wisdom 
and power, in the works of his hands—to ac- 
knowledge his goodness in every object of 
use or of pleasure,—to delight in giving him 
praise in your inmost heart, in the midst of 
every innocent gratification—in the liveliest 
hour of social enjoyment. You cannot con- 
ceive, if you have not experienced, how 
much such silent aCts of gratitude and love 
will enhance every pleasure; nor what sweet 
serenity and cheerfulness such reflections will 
diffuse over your mind. On the other hand, 
when you are suffering pain or sorrow, when 
you are confined to an unpleasant situation, 
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or engaged in a painful duty, how wilt it 
support and animate you, to refer yourself 
to your almighty Father ; to be assured that 
he knows your state and .your intentions; 
that no effort of virtue is lost in his sight, nor 
1he least of your actions or sufferings disre- 
garded or forgotten ;—that his hand Is ever 
over you, to ward off every real evil, which 
is not the effedt of your own ill-condu6t; and 
to relieve every suffering that is not useml 
to your future well-being. 

You see, my dear, that true devotion is 
not a melancholy sentiment that depresses 
the spirits, and excludes the ideas of plea- 
sure, which youth is SO fond of; on tire 
contrary, there is nothing so friendly to joy, 
so productive of true pleasure, so peculiarly 
suited to the warmth and innocence of a 
youthful heart. Do not therefore think it too 
soon to turn your mind to God ; but offer 
him the first fruits of your understanding and 
a flexions ; and be assured, that the more 
you increase in love to him, and delight in 
his laws, the more you will increase in hap- 
piness, in excellence, and honour :—that, 
in proportion as you improve in true piety. 
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you will become dear and amiable to your 
fellow-creatures; contented and peaceful in 
yourself; and qualified to enjoy the best 
blessings of this life, as well as to inherit the 
glorious promise of immortality. 

Thus far I have spoken of the first princi- 
ples of all religion : namely, belief in God, 
worthy notions of his attributes, and suita- 
ble afle6tions towards him which will 
naturally excite a sincere desire of obedience. 
But, before you can obey his will, you must 
know what that will is ; you must inquire in 
what manner he has declared it, and where 
you may find those laws, which must be the 
rule of your actions. 

The great laws of morality are indeed 
written in our hearts, and may be discovered 
by reason ; but our reason is of slow growth, 
very unequally dispensed to different persons, 
liable to error, and confined within very nar- 
row limits in all. If, therefore, God has 
vouchsafed to grant a particular revelation of 
his will—if he has been so unspeakably gra- 
cious, as to send his Son into the world to 
reclaim mankind from error and wickedness 
—to die for our sins, and to teach us thq 
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way to eternal life—surely it becomes us to 
receive his precepts with the deepest reve- 
rence ; to love and prize them above all 
things; and to study them constantly, with 
an earnest desire to conform our thoughts, 
our words, and actions to them. 

As you advance in years and understand- 
ing, I hope you will be able to examine for 
yourself the evidences of the Christian reli- 
gion, and be convinced, on rational grounds, 
bf its divine authority. At present, such in- 
quiries would demand more study, and great- 
er powers of reasoning, than your age ad- 
mits of. It is your part, therefore, till you 
are capable of understanding the proofs, to 
believe your parents and teachers, that the 
holy scriptures are writings inspired by God, 
containing a true history of facts, in which 
we arc deeply concerned—a true recital of 
the laws given by God to Moses, and of the 
precepts of our blessed Lord and Saviour, 
delivered from his own mouth to his disciples 
and repeated and enlargedupon in the edifying 
epistles of his apostles—who were men chosen 
from amongst those, who had the advantage of 
conversing with our Lord, to bear witness of 

B 
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Jus miracles and resurrection—-and who,'after 
his ascension, were assisted and inspired by 
the Holy Ghost. This sacred volume must 
be the rule of your life. In it you will find 
all truths necessary to be believed; and plain 
and easy directions for the practice of every 
duty\ Your Bible then must be your chief 
study and delight; but, as it contains many 
various kinds of writing—some parts obscure 
and difficult of interpretation, others plain 
and intelligible to the meanest capacity—1 
would chiefly recommend to your frequent 
.perusal such parts of the sacred writings as 
are most adapted to your understanding, and 
most necessary for your instruction. Our 
Saviour’s precepts were spoken to the com- 
mon people amongst the Jews; and were 
therefore given in a manner easy to be un- 
derstood, and equally striking and instruc- 
tive to tire, learned and unlearned; for the 
most ignorant may comprehend them, whilst 
the wisest must be charmed and awed by 
the beautiful and majestic simplicity with 
w hich they are expressed. 01 the same kind 
are the Ten Commandments, delivered by 
God to Moses; which, as they were design- 
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ed for universal laws, are worded indie most 
concise and simple manner, yet with a ma- 
jesty which commands our utmost reve- 
rence. 

I think you will receive great pleasure, as 
well as improvement, from the historical 
books of the Old Testament—provided you 
read them as an history, in a regular course, 
and keep the thread of it in your mind as 
you go on. I know of none, true, or ficti- 
tious, that is equally wonderful, interesting, 
and affetting ; or that is told in so short and 
simple a manner as this, which is, of all his- 
tories, the most authentic. 

In my next letter I will give you some 
brief directions concerning the method and 
course I wish you to pursue, in reading tlie 
holy scriptures. May you be enabled to 
make the best use of this most precious gift 
of God—this sacred treasury of knowledge ! 
May yon read tlie Bible, not as a task, nor 
as the dull employment of that day only in 
which you are forbidden more lively enter- 
tainments—but, with a sincere and ardent 
desire of instru&ion ; with that love and de- 
light in God’s word, which the holy Psal- 

b 2 
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mist so pathetically felt, and described; and 

■which is the natural consequence of loving 
God and virtue !—Though I speak this of 
the Bible in general, I would not be under- 
stood to mean, that every part of tbe vo- 
lume is equally interesting. I have already 
said, that it consists of various matter, and 
various kinds of books, which must be read 
with difierent views and sentiments. The 
having some general notion of what you are 
to expert from each book may possibly help 
you to understand them, and heighten your 
rebsh of them. I shall treat you as if you 
were perfectly new to the whole ; for so I 
wish you to consider yourself; because the 
time and manner in which children usually 
read the Bible are very ill calculated to 
make them really acquainted w ith it; and 
too many people who have read it thus, with- 
out understanding it in their youth, satisfy 
tlxemselves that they know enough of it, and 
never afterwards study it with attention, when 
they come to a maturer age. 

Adieu, my beloved Niece! If the feelings 
of your heart, whilst you read my letters, 
correspond with those of mine, whilst I write 
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them, I shall not be without the advantage 
of jour partial affeftion, to give weight to 
my advice; for believe me, my own dear 
girl, my heart and eyes overflow with ten- 
derness while I tell you, with how warm and 
earnest prayers for your happiness here, 
and hereafter, I subscribe myself, Your faith- 
ful friend, and most affectionate Aunt* 



LETTER II, 

ON THE STUDY OF THE HOLY SCRLPTUBE!l. 

I now proceed to give my dear Niece 
some short sketches of the matter contained 
in the different books of the Bible, and of 
the course in which they ought to be read. 

The first Book, Genesis, contains the 
most grand, and, to us, the most interest- 
ing events, that ever happened in the uni- 
verse.'—The creation of the world, and of 
man ;—The deplorable fall of man, from 
his first state of excellence and bliss, to the 
distressed condition in which we see all his de- 
scendants continue :—The sentence of death 
pronounced on Adam, and on all his race— 
with the reviving promise of that delive- 
rance, which has since been wrought for 
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us by our blessed SaviourThe account 
of the early state of the^orld :—Of the uni- 
versal deluge :—The division of mankind 
into diflerent nations and languages -.—The 
story of Abraham, the founder of the Jew- 
ish people, whose unshaken faith and obe- 
dience, under the severest trial human na- 
ture could sustain, obtained such favour in 
the sight of God, that he vouchsafed to style 
him his friend, and promised to make of his 
posterity a great nation; and that in his 
fcetl—that is, in one of his descendants—all 
the kingdoms of the earth should be blessed: 
this, you will easily see, refers to the Mes- 
siah, who was to be the blessing and de- 
liverance of all nations. .It is amazing that 
the Jews, possessing this prophecy among 
many others, should have been so blinded 
by prejudice, as to have expected, from this 
great Personage, only a temporal deliverance 
of their own nation from the subjeftion to 
which they were reduced under the Romans: 
it is equally amazing, that some Christians 
should, even now, confine the blessed effects 
of his appearance upon earth to this or that 
particular se6i or profession, when he is so 
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clearly and emphatically described as the Sa- 
viour of the whole world ! The story of 
Abraham’s preceding to sacrifice his only 
son, at the command of God, is afiefting 
in the highest degree, and sets forth a pat- 
tern of unlimited resignation, that every one 
ought to imitate in those trials of obedience 
under temptation, or of acquiescence under 
afflicting dispensations, which fall to their 
lot; of this we may be assured, that our 
trials will be always proportioned to the 
powers afforded us: If we have not Abra- 
ham’s strength of mind, neither shall we be 
called upon to lift the bloody knife against 
the bosom of an only child i but, if the al- 
mighty arm should be lifted up against him, 
we must be ready to resign him, and all we 
hold dear, to the divine will.—This aCtion 
of Abraham has been censured by some, 
who do not attend to the distinction betweea 
obedience to a special command, and the 
detestably cruel sacrifices of the heathens, 
who sometimes voluntarily, and without a- 
ny divine injunctions, offered up their own 
children, under the notion of appeasing the 
anger of their gods. An absolute command 
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from God himself—as in the case of Abra- 
ham—entirely alters the moral nature of the 
aft ion ; since he, and he only, has a perfect 
right over the lives of his creatures, and may 
appoint whom he will, either angel or man, 
to be his instrument of destruftion. That it 
w as really the voice of God, which pronoun- 
ced the command, and not a delusion, might 
be made certain to Abraham’s mind by means 
we do not comprehend, but which we know 
to be w ithin the power of him who made 
our souls as well as bodies, and who can 
controul and direft every faculty of the hu- 
man mind : and we may be assured, that if 
he was pleased to reveal himself so miracu- 
lously, he would not leave a possibility of 
doubting whether it was a real or an imagi- 
nary revelation: thus the sacrifice of Abra- 
ham appears to be clear of all superstition, 
and remains the noblest instance ot religious 
faith and submission that was ever given by 
a mere man : we cannot wonder that the 
blessings bestowed on him for it should have 
been extended to his posterity.—This book 
proceeds with the history of Isaac, which 
becomes very interesting to us, from the 
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touching scene I have mentioned—and still 
more so, if we consider him as the type of 
our Saviour : it recounts his marriage with 
Rebecca—the birth and history of his two 
sons, Jacob, the faflier of the twelve tribes, 
and Esau, the father of the Edomites or I- 
dumeans—the exquisitely affefiting story of 
Joseph and his brethren—and of his trans- 
planting the Israelites into Egypt, who there 
multiplied to a great nation. 

In Exodus, you read of a series of won- 
ders, wrought by the Almighty, to rescue 
the oppressed Israelites from the cruel tyran- 
ny of the Egyptians, who, having first re- 
ceived them as guests, by degrees reduced 
them to a state of slavery. By the most pe- 
culiar mercies and exertions in their favour, 
God prepared his chosen people to receive, 
with reverent and obedient hearts, the solemn 
restitution of those primitive laws, which 
probably he had revealed to Adam and his 
immediate descendants; or which, at least, he 
had made known by the dictates of con- 
science, but which, time, and the degenera- 
cy of mankind, had much obscured. This 
important revelation was made to them in 
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the Wilderness of Sinah : there assembled 
before the burning mountain, surrounded 
“ with blackness, darkness, and tempest,” 
they heard the awful voice of God pronounce 
the eternal law, impressing it on their hearts, 
with circumstances of terror, but without 
those encouragements and those excellent 
promises, which were afterwards offered to 
mankind by Jesus Christ. Thus were tire 
great laws of morality restored to tire Jews, 
and through them transmitted to other na- 
tions ; and by that means a great restraint 
was opposed to the torrent of vice and im- 
piety, which began to prevail over the 
world. 

To those moral precepts, which are of per- 
petual and universal obligation, were sup- 
added, by the ministration of Moses, many 
peculiar institutions, wisely adapted to dif- 
ferent ends—either to fix the memory of 
those past deliverances, which were figura- 
tive of a future and far greater salvation— 
to place inviolable barriers between the Jews 
and the idolatrous nations, by whom they 
were surrounded—or, to be the civil law, 
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by which the communify was to be gover- 
ned. 

To conduct this scries of events, and to 
establish these laws with his people, God 
raised up that great prophet Moses, whose 
faith and piety enabled him to undertake 
and execute the most arduous enterprizes, 
and to pursue, with unabated zeal, the wel- 
fare of his countrymen ; even in the hour of 
death, this generous ardour still prevailed : 
his last moments were employed in fervent 
prayers for their prosperity, and, in raptu- 
rous gratitude, for the glimpse vouchsafed 
him of a Saviour far greater than himself, 
whom God would one day raise up to his 
people. 

Thus did Moses, by the excellency of his 
faith, obtain a glorious pre-eminence among 
the saints and prophets in heaven ; while, 
on earth, he will be ever revered, as the first 
of those benefaftors to mankind, whose la- 
bours for the public good have endeared 
their memory to all ages. 

The next book is Leviticus, which 
contains little besides the laws for the peculiar 
ritual observance of the Jews, and therefore 
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afibrds no great instruction to us now; you 
may pass it over entirely ; and, for tlie same 
reason you may omit the first eight chapters 
of Numbers. The rest of Numbers is chiefly 
a continuation of the history, with some ritual 
laws. 

In Deuteronomy, Moses makes a reca- 
pitulation of the foregoing history, w ith zea- 
lous exhortations to the people, faithfully 
to worship and obey that God, who had 
worked such amazing wonders for them : he 
promises them the noblest temporal blessings, 
if they prove obedient, and adds the most aw- 
ful and striking denunciations against them, 
if they rebel or forsake the true God. I have 
before observed, that the sanctions of the Mo- 
saic law were temporal rewards and punish- 
ments ; those of the New Testament are e- 
ternal: These last, as they are so infinite- 
ly more forcible than the first, were reserved 
for the last best gift to mankind—and were 
revealed by the Messiah, in the fullest and 
clearest manner. Moses, in this book, di- 
rects the method in which the Israelites were 
to deal with the seven nations, whom they 
were appointed to punish for their profligacy 
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jtik! idolatry! and wliose land they were to 
possess, when they had driven out the old 
inhabitants. lie gives them excellent laws, 
civil as well as religious, which were ever 
after the standing municipal laws of that peo- 
ple. This book concludes with Moses’s song 
and death. 

The book of Joshua contains the con- 
quests of the Israelites over the seven nations, 
and their establishment in the promised land. 
—Their treatment of these conquered nations 
must appear to you very cruel and unjust, 
if you consider it as their own aft, unautho- 
rised by a positive command ; but they had 
the most absolute injunftions not to spare 
these corrupt people—“ to make no cove- 
“ nant with them, nor shew mercy to them, 
“ but utterly to destroy them.” And the 
reason is given—“ lest they should turn a- 
“ way the Israelites from following the Lord, <c that they might serve other Gods*.” The 
children of Israel are to be considered as in- 
struments in the hand of the Lord, to punish 
those whose idolatry and wickedness had de- 

Deut. chap. ii. 
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servedly brougbt destruction on them : this 
example, therefore, cannot be pleaded in be- 
half of cruelty, or bring any imputation on 
the character of the Jews. With regard to 
other cities, which did not belong to those 
seven nations, they were dirc&ed to deal with 
them according to the common law of arms 
at that time. If the city submitted, it be- 
came tributary, and the people were spared; 
if it resisted, the men were to be slain, but 
the women and children saved*. Yet, though 
the crime of cruelty cannot be justly laid to 
their charge on this occasion, you will ob- 
serve, in the course of their history, many 
things recorded of them very different from 
what you would expert from the chosen pro- 
pie of God, if you supposed them selected on 
account of their own merit: their national 
character was by no means amiable ; and, 
we are repeatedly told, that they w ere not cho- 
sen for their superior righteousness—“ for 
“ they ware a stiff-necked people, and pro- 
“ voked the Lord with their rebellions from 
“ the day they left Egypt.”—“ You have 

Deut, chap. xx. 
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£{ been rebellious against the Lord,” says Mo» 
ses, “ from the day that I knew you*.”—* 
And he vehemently exhorts them, not to flat- 
ter themselves that their success was, in any 
degree, owing to their own merits. They 
were appointed to be the scourge of other 
nations, w hose crimes rendered them fit ob- 
jects of divine chastisement. For the sake of 
righteous Abraham, their founder, and per- 
haps for many other wise reasons, undisco- 
vered to us, they were sele&ed from a world 
over-run with idolatry, to preserve upon 
earth the pure worship of the one only God, 
and to be honoured with the birth of the 
Messiah amongst them. For this end they 
were precluded, by divine command, from 
mixing with any other people, and defend- 
ed by a great number of peculiar rites and 
observances, from falling into the corrupt 
worship pra6iised by their neighbours. 

The book of Judges, in w hich you will 
find the afte&ing stories of Samson and of 
Jephtha, carries on the history from tire death 
of Joshua,about two hundred and fifty years; 

Deut. chap. ix. ver. 24. 
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bat the facts are not told in the times in which 
they happened, which makes some confusion, 
and it will be necessary to consult the mar- 
ginal dates and notes, as well as the index, in 
order to get any clear idea of the succession of 
events during that period. 

The history then proceeds regularly through 
the two books of Samuel, and those of 
Kings : nothing can be more interesting and 
entertaining than the reigns of Saul, David, 
and Solomon ; but, after the death of Solo- 
mon, when ten tribes revolted from his son, 
Rehoboam, and became a separate king- 
dom, you will find some difficulty in under- 
standing distinctly the histories of the two 
kingdoms of Israel and Judah, which are 
blended together, and, by the likeness of the 
names, and other particulars, wall be apt to 
contound your mind, without great atten- 
tion to the diflerent threads thus carried on 
together : the index here w ill be of great use 
to you. The second book of Kings con- 
cludes with the Babylonish captivity, 5S8 
years before Christ—till which time, the 
kingdom of Judah had descended, uninter- 
ruptedly, in the line of David, 

c 2 
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The first book of Chronicles begins with 

a genealogy from Adam, (hiough all the 
tribes of Israel and Judah ; and the remain- 
der is the same history, which is contained 
in the books of Kings, with little or no vari- 
ation, till the separation of the ten tribes : 
From that period it proceeds with the his- 
tory of the kingdom of Judah alone, and 
gives therefore a more regular and clear ac- 
count of the afi'airs of Judah than the book 
of Kings. You may pass over the first book 
of Chronicles, and the nine first chapters of 
the second book : but by all means read the 
remaining chapters, as they will give you 
more clear and distinct ideas of the history of 
Judah than that you read in the second book 
of Kings. The second of Chronicles ends, 
like the second of Kings, with the Babylo- 
nish captivity. 

You must pursue the history in the book 
of Ezra, which gives an account of the re- 
turn of some of the Jews, on the edi6t of 
Cyrus, and of the rebuilding the Lord’s 
temple. 

Nehemiah carries on the history, for a- 
bout twelve years, when he himself was go- 
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vernor of Jerusalem, with authority to re- 
build the w alls, &c. 

The story of Esther is prior in time to 
that of Ezra and Nehemiah ; as you will see 
by the marginal dates ; however, as it hap- 
pened during the seventy years captivity, 
and is a kind of episode, it may be read in 
its own place. 

This is the last of the canonical books 
that is properly historical; and 1 would 
therefore advise, that you pass over what 
follows, till you have continued the history 
through the apocryphal books. 

The story of Job is probably very ancient, 
though that is a j oint upon which learned 
men have differed : it is dated, however, 
1520 years before Christ: I believe it is un- 
certain by whom it was written : many 
parts of it are obscure, but it is well worth 
studying, foi the extreme beauty of the 
poetry, and for the noble and sublime devo- 
tion it contains. The subjeft of the disjnite 
between Job and his pretended friends seems 
to be whether the providence of God distri- 
butes the rewards and punishments of this 
life, in exa£t proportion to the merit or de- 
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merit of each individual His antagonists 
suppose that it does; and therefore infer, 
from Job’s uncommon calamities, that, not- 
withstanding his apparent righteousness, he 
was in reality a grievous sinner: They ag- 
gravate his supposed guilt by the imputa- 
tion hypocrisy, and call upon him to 
contcs t, and to acknowledge the justice of 
his punishment. Job asserts Iris own inno- 
cence and virtue in the most pathetic manner, 
yet dot* not presume to accuse the supreme 
Being of injustice. Elihu attempts to arbi- 
trate the matter, by alledging the impossi- 
bility that so bail and ignorant a creature 
as man should comprehend the ways of the 
Ahmghty, and, therefore, condemns the 
unjust and cruel inference the three friends 
had drawn from the sufferings of Job. He 
also blames Job for the presumption of ac- 
quitting himself of all iniquity, since the 
best of men are not pure in the sight of God 
-—but all have something to repent of: and 
he advises h:m to make this use of his afflic- 
tions. At last, by a bold figure of poetry, 
the Supreme Being himself is introduced, 
speaking from the whirlwind, and silencing 
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them all by the most sublime display of his 
own power, magnificence, and wisdom, 
and of the comparative littleness and igno- 
rance of man.—This indeed is the only 
conclusion of the argument w hich could be 
drawn, at a time when life and immortality 
were not yet brought to light. A future re- 
tribution is the only satisfactory solution of 
the difficulty arising from the sufferings of 
good people in this life. 

Next follow the Psalms, with which you 
cannot be too conversant. If you have any 
taste, either for poetry or devotion, they 
will be your delight, and will afford you a 
continual feast. ri he Bible translation is tar 
better than that used in the Common-prayer 
Book; and will often give 3 0U the sense, 
when the other is obscure. In this, as well 
as in all other parts of the scripture, you 
must be careful always to consult the margin, 
which gives you the corrections made 
since the last translation, and is generally 
preferable to the words of the text. I would 
wish you to seleft some of the Psalms that 
please you best, and get them by heart; or 
at least, make yourself mistress of the senli- 
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ments contained in them : Dr Delany’s Life 
of David will shew you the occasions on 
which several of thenv-were composed, which 
add much to their beauty and propriety, 
and, by comparing them with the events of 
David’s life, you will greatly enhance your 
pleasure in them. Never did the spirit of 
true piety breathe more strongly than in these 
divine songs; which, being added to a rich 
vein of poetry, makes them more captiva- 
ting to my heart and imagination than any 
thingl ever read. You will consider how 
great disadvantages any poem must sustain 
from being rendered litendly into prose, and 
then imagine how beautiful these must be in 
the original. May you be enabled by 
reading them frequently to transfuse into 
your own breast that holy flame which in- 
spired the writer !—To delight in the Lord, 
and in his laws, like the Psalmist—to rejoice 
in him always, and to think “ one day in 
“ his courts better than a thousand !” But, 
may you escape the heart-piercing sorrow of 
such repentance as that of David-—by avoid- 
ing sin, which humbled this unhappy king 
to the dust—and which cost him such bitter 
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anguish, as it is impossible to read of with- 
out being moved. Not all the pleasures of 
the most prosperous sinner could counterba- 
lance the hundredth part of those sensations, 
described in his Penitential Psalms—and 
which must be the portion of every man, 
who has fallen from a religious state into 
such crimes, when once he recovers a sense 
of religion and virtue, and is brought to a 
real hatred of sin : however available such 
repentance may be to the safety and happi- 
ness of the soul alter death, it is a state of 
such exquisite suffering here, that one can- 
not be enough surprized at the folly of 
those, who indulge in sin, with the hope 
of living to make their peicc with God, by 
repentance. Happy are they who preserve 
their innocence unsullied by any great or 
wilful crimes, and who have only the 
common failings of humanity to repent of; 
these are sufficiently mortifying to a heart 
deeply smitten with the love of virtue, and 
with the desire of perfection.—There are 
many very striking prophecies of the Mes- 
siah in those divine songs, particularly in 
Psalm xxii: such maybe found scattered up 
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and down almost throughout the Old Tes- 
tament. To bear testimony to him is the 
great and ultimate end for which the spirit 
of prophecy was bestowed on the sacred 
writers;—but this will appear more plainly 
to you, when you enter on the study of 
prophecy, which you are now much too 
young to undertake. 

The Proverbs and Ecclesiastes are 
rich stores of wisdom ; from which I w ish 
you to adopt such maxims as may be of in- 
finite use, both to your temporal and eter- 
nal interest. But, detached sentences are a 
kind of reading not proper to be continued 
long at a. time ; a few of them, well chosen 
and digested, will do you much more ser- 
vice than to read half a dozen chapters to- 
gether ; in this respeft they are dire&ly op- 
posite to the historical books, which, if not 
read in continuation, can hardly be under- 
stood, or retained to any purpose. 

The So kg of Solomon is a fine poem— 
but its mystical reference to religion lies too 
deep for a common understanding : if you 
read it, therefore, it will be rather us matter 
of curiosity than of edification. 
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Next follow the Prophecies, which, 

though highly deserving the greatest atten- 
tion and study, I think you had better omit 
for some years, and then read them with a 
good exposition: as they are much too diffi- 
cult for you to understand, without assist- 
ance. Dr Newton on the prophecies will 
help you much, whenever you undertake 
this study—which you should by all means 
do, when your undofstandibg -is ripe e- 
nough ; because one pf the main proofs of 
THir religion rests on the testimony of the 
-prophecies; and they are very frequently 
quoted, and referred to, in the New Testa- 
ment : besides, the sublimity of the lan- 
guage and sentiments, through all the dis- 
advantages of antiquity and translation, 
must, in very many passages, strike every 
person of taste ; and the excellent moral and 
religious precepts found in them must be 
useful to all. 

Though I have spoken of these books, in 
the'Order in which they stand, I repeat, (hat 
they are not to be read in that order—but 
that the thread of the history is to be pursu- 
ed from Nehcmiah to the first book of the 

D 
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Maccabees, in the Apocrypha; taking care 
to observe the Chronology regularly, by re- 
ferring to the Index, ’which supplies the de- 
deficiences of this history from Josephus’s 
Antiquities of the Jews. The first of Macca- 
bees carries on the story till within 195 years 
of our Lord’s circumcision : The second 
book is the same narrative, written by a dif- 
ferent hand, and does not bring the history 
so forward as the first; so that it may be en- 
tirely omitted, unless you have the curiosi- 
ty to read some particulars of the heroic con- 
stancy of. the Jews, under the tortures in- 
fli&cd by their heathen conquerors, with a 
few other things not mentioned in the first 
book. 

You must then connect the history by the 
help of the Index, which will give you brief 
heads of the changes that happened in the 
state of the Jews, frofti this time, till the 
birth of the Messiah. 

The of her books of the Apocrypha,though 
not admitted as of sacred authority, have 
many things well worth your attention; par- 
ticularly the admirable book called Eccle- 
siasticus, and the Book of "Wisdom. But, 
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Vi the course of reading which I advise, 
these must be admitted till after you have 
gone through the Gospels and A6l«, that you 
may not lose the historical thread.—I must 
reserve however what I have to say to you, 
concerning the New Testament, to another 
letter. 

Adieu, my dear! 



LETTER III. 

ON THE SAME SUBJECT. 

my dearest niece. 
We come now to that part of scripture, 

which is the most important of all; and 
which you must make your constant study, 
not only till you are thoroughly acquainted 
with it, but all your life long; because, how 
often soever repeated, it is impossible to read 
the life and death of our blessed Saviour 
without renewing and increasing in our 
hearts that love, and reverence, and grati- 
tude, towards him, which is so justly due for 
all he did and suffered for us! Every word 
that fell from his lips is more precious than 
all the treasures of the earth; for his “ are 
“ the words of eternal life!” They must 
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therefore be laid up in your heart, and con- 
stantly referred to on all occasions, as the 
rule and diredlion of all your actions; par- 
ticularly those very comprehensive moral 
precepts he has graciously left with us, w hich 
can never fail to direct us aright, if fairly 
and honestly applied : such as “ whalso- 
“ ever ye would that men should do unto 
“ you, even so do unto them.”—There is 
no occasion, great or small, on which yon 
may not safely apply this rule for the direc- 
tion of your coaduft: and, whilst your 
heart honestly adheres to it, you can never 
be guilty of any sort of injustice or unkind- 
ness. The two great commandments, which 
contain the summary of our duty to God 
and man, are no less easily retained, and 
made a standard by which to judge our own 
hearts.—“ To love the Lord our God, with 
“ all our hearts, with all our minds, with all 
“ our strength, and our neighbour (or fel- 
“ low creature) as ourselves.”—■“ Love 

,u worketh no ill to his neighbour;” there- 
fore if you have true benevolence, you will 
never do any thing injurious to individuals, 
or to society. Now, all crimes whateverj 

a 2 
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are (in their remoter consequences at least, if 
not immediately, and apparently) injurious 
to the society in which we live. It is impos- 
sible to love God, without desiring to please 
him, and, as far as we are able, to resemble 
him; therefore,.,the love of God must lead 
to every virtue in the highest degree : and, 
we may be*sure, we do not truly love him, 
if we content ourselves with avoiding flag- 
rant sins, and do not strive, in good earnest, 
to reach the greatest degree of perfection we 
are capable of. Thus do those few words 
direct us to the higliest Christian virtue. In- 
deed, the whole tenor of the gospel is to 
oiler, us every help, direflion, and motive, 
that can enable us to attain that degree of 
perfection, on which depends . our eternal 
good. 

Wltat an example is set before us in our 
blessed Master ! How is his whole life, from 
earliest youth, dedicated to the pursuit 
of true wisdom, and to the practice of tire 
most exalted virtue ! Wlren you see him, at 
twelve years of age, in the temple amongst 
(he doctors, hearing them, and asking them 
questions on the subject of religion, and .as- 
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tonishiug tliem all \yith his understanding 
and answers—you will say, perhaps,—“Well 
“ might the Son of God,even at those yeais, 
“ be far wiser than,the aged ; but, can a 
“ mortal child emulate such heavenly wis- 
“ dom ? Can such a pattern be proposed to > 
“ my imitation ?” Yes, my dear;—remem- 
ber that he has bequeathed to you his hea- 
venly wisdom, as far as concerns your own 
good. He has left you such declarations of 
his will, and of; the consequences of your 
actions, as you are, even now, fully able to 
understand, if you will but attend to them. 
If, then, you will imitate his zeal for know- 
ledge, if you will delight in gaining infor- 
mation and improvement, you may even 
now become “ wise unto sqlvation.”—Un- 
moved by the praise he acquired amongst 
these learned men, you see him meekly re- 
turn to the subjectionof a child, under those 
who appeared to be bis parents, though he 
was in reality their Lord: you see him return 
to live with them, to work for them, and to 
be the joy and solace of their lives ; till the 
time came, wlren he was to enter on that 
scene of public attion, for which his heaven- 
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ly Father had sent him from his own right 
hand, to take upon him the form of a poor 
carpenter’s son. What a lesson of humility 
is this, and of obedience to parents ! When 
having received the glorious testimony from 
heaven, of his being the beloved Son of the 
most High, he enters on his public ministry, 
what an example does he give us, of the 
most extensive and constant benevolence! 
how are all his hours spent in doing good to 
the souls and bodies of men !—not the mean- 
est sinner is below his notice :—to reclaim 
and save them, he condescends to converse 
familiarly with the most corrupt, ns well ns 
the most abje6t. All his miracles are wrought 
to benefit mankind; not one to punish and 
afflift them. Instead of using the almighty 
power, which accompanied him, to the pur- 
pose of exalting himself and treading down 
his enemies, he makes no other use of it than 
to heal and to save. 

When you come to read of his sufferings 
and death, the ignominy and reproach, the 
sorrow of mind, and torment of body which 
he submitted to—when you consider, that it 
was for all our sakes—“ that by his stripes w« 



“ are healed”—and by his death we are rai- 
sed from destruction to-everlasting life—what 
can I say that can add any thing to the sen- 
sations you must then feel ?—No power , of 
language can make the scene more touching 
than it appears hr the plain and simple nar- 
rations ot the evangelists. The heart that 
is unmoved by it can be scarcely human ; 
but, my dear, the emotions of tenderness and 
compunction, which almost every one feels 
in reading this account, will be of no avail, 
unless applied to the true end—unless it in- 
spires you with a sincere and warm a fleet ion. 
towards your blessed Lord, with a firm reso- 
lution to obey his commands ; to be his 
faithful disciple—-and ever to renounce and 
abhor those sins, which brought mankind 
under divine condemnation, and from which 
we have been redeemed, at so dear a- rate. 
Ilemember that the title of Christian, or fol- 
lower of Christ, implies a more than ordi- 
nary degree of holiness and goodness. As 
our motives to virtue are stronger than tliose 
which are afforded to the rest of mankind,, 
our guilt will be proportionably greater if 
we depart from it. 
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Our Saviour appears to have had three 

great purposes, in descending from his glory, 
and dwelling amongst men. The first, to 
teach them true virtue, both by his example 
and precepts : The second, to give them the 
most forcible motives to the praftice of it, 
“ by bringing life and immortality to light:” 
by shewing them the certainty of a resurrec- 
tion and judgement, and the absolute necessi- 
ty of obedience to God’s laws. The third, 
to sacrifice himself for us, to obtain by his 
death the remission of our sins upon our re* 
pentance and reformation, and the power of 
bestowing on his sincere followers the inesti- 
mable gift of immortal happiness. 

What a tremend uons scene of the Last Day 
does the gospel place before our eyes !—of 
that day when you, and every one of us, 
shall awake from the grave, and behold the 
Son of God, on his glorious tribunal, attend- 
ed by millions of celestial beings, of whose 
superior excellence we can now form no ade- 
quate idea : When, in presence of all man- 
kind, of those holy angels, and of the great 
Judge himself, you must give an account of 
your past life, ami hear your final doom, 
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from "which there can be no appeal, and 
which must determine your fate to all eterni- 
ty. Then think—if for a moment you can 
bear the thought—what will be the desola- 
tion, shame, and anguish of those wretched 
souls, who shall hear these dreadful words ; 
“ Depart from me, ye cursed, into everlast- 
“ ing fire, prepared for the devil and his an- 
“ gels.”—Oh ! my belored child ! I cannot 
support even the idea of your becoming one 
of those undone, lost creatures. I trust in 
God’s mercy, that you will make a better 
use of that knowledge of his will, w hich he 
has vouchsafed you, and of those amiable 
dispositions he has given you. Let us there- 
fore turn from this horrid, .this insupporta- 
ble view, and rather endeavour to imagine, 
as far as is possible, what will be the sensa- 
tions of your soul, if you shall hear our hea- 
venly J udge address you in these transport- 
ing words: “ Come, thou blessed of my fa- 
“ ther, inherit the kingdom prepared for you 
*( from the foundation of the world.” Think 
what it must be, to become an object of es- 
teem and applause, not only of all mankind 
assembled together, but cl' all the host of hea- 
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▼en, of oar blessed Lord himself, nay,, of his 
and our almighty Father, to find your frail 
flesh changed in a moment into a glorious 
celestial body, endowed with perfeft beauty, 
health,and agility;to find your soul cleansed 
from all its faults and infirmities; exalted 
to the purest and noblest affections,overflow- 
ing with divine love and rapturous gratitude! 
to have your understanding enlightened and 
refined—your heart enlarged and purified ! 
—and every power and disposition of mind 
and body adapted to the highest relish of 
virtue and happiness!—Thus accomplished, 
to be hdmitted into the society of amiable 
and happy beings, all united in the most 
perfeCt peace and friendship, all breathing 
nothing but love to God, and to each other 
—with them to •dwell in scenes more delight- 
ful than the richest imagination can point- 
free from every pain and care, and from all 
possibility of change' or satiety: but, above 
all, to enjoy the more immediate presence of 
God himself—to be able to comprehend and 
admire his adorable perfections in a high de* 
gree, though still far short of their infinity— 
to be conscious of his Tote and favour, and to 
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rejoice in the light of his countenance—but 
here all imagination fails:—We can form no 
idea of that bliss which may be communica- 
ted to us by such a near approach to the 
source of all beauty and all good :—We 
must content ourselves with believing that it 
is what mortal eye hath not seen, nor car 
heard,neither hath it entered into the heart of 
man to conceive. The crown of all our joys 
will be to know that we are sccurcof possessing 
them for ever—What a transporting idea! 

My dearest child ! can you refle6l on all 
these things, and not feel the most earnest 
longing after immortality ?—Do not all other 
views and desires seem mean and trifling, 
when compared with this ?—And does not 
your inmost heart resolve that this shall be 
the chief and constant object of its wishes and 
pursuit, through the whole course of your 
life ?—If you are not insensible to that desire 
of happiness, which seems woven into our 
nature, you cannot surely be unmoved by 
the prospeft of such a transcendant degree of 
it; and that, continued to all eternity—per- 
haps continually increasing. You cannot 
but dread the forfeiture of such an inheritance 

E 
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as the most insupportable evil!—Remember 
then—remember the conditions on which a- 
lone it can be obtained. God will not give 
to vice, to carelessness, or sloth, the prize 
he has proposed to virtue. You have every 
help that can animate your endeavours: You 
have written laws to direct you—the exam- 
ple of Christ and his disciples to encourage 
you—the most awakening motives to engage 
you—and you have, besides, the comfortable 
promise of constant assistance from the Holy 
Spirit, if you diligently and sincerely pray 
for it. Oh, my dear child! let not all this 
mercy be lost upon you—but give your at- 
tention to this your only important concern, 
and accept, with profound gratitude,the ines- 
timable advantages that are thus aO'ectionately 
offered you. 

Though the four Gospels are each of them 
a narration of the life, sayings, and death of 
Christ; yet, as they are not exactly alike, 
but some circumstance and sayings, omitted 
in one, are recorded in another, you must 
make yourself perfectly mistress of them all. 

The Acts of the holy Apostles, endowed 
with the. Holy Ghost, and authorised by their 
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divine Master, come next in order to be read . 
Nothing can be more interesting and edify- 
ing than the history of their actions—of the 
piety, zeal, and courage, with which they 
preached the glad tidings of salvation—and 
of the various exertions of the wonderful 
powers conferred on them by the Holy Spi- 
rit, for the confirmation of their mission. 

The chara&er of St. Paul, and his mira- 
culous conversion, demand your particular 
attention : most of the apostles were men of 
low birth and education ; but St. Paul was 
a Roman citizen ; that is, he possessed the 
privileges annexed to the freedom of the city 
of Rome, which was considered as an high 
distinction in those countries that had been 
conquered by the Romans. He was educated 
amongst the most learned sett of the Jews, 
and by one of their principal dottors. Ho 
was a man of extraordinary eloquence, as ap- 
pears not only in his writings, but in seve- 
ral speeches in his own defence, pronounced 
before governors and courts of justice, wfien 
Ire was called to account for the doctrines he 
taught.—He seems to have been of an un- 
commonly warm temper, and zealous in 
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whatever religion he professed : this zeal, 
before his conversion shewed itself in the 
most unjustifiable actions, by furiously per- 
secuting the innocent Christians: but, though 
his actions were bad, we may be sure his in- 
tentions were good; otherwise we should 
not have seen a miracle employed to convince 
him of his mistake, and to bring him into 
the right way. This example may assure us 
of tiie mercy of God towards mistaken con- 
sciences, and ought to inspiie us with the 
most enlarged charity and good-will towards 
those, whose erroneous principles mislead 
their condudt: instead of resentment and 
hatred against their persons, we ought only 
to feel an active wish of assisting them to 
find the truth, since we know not whether, 
if convinced, they might not prove, like St. 
Paul, chosen vessels to promote the honour 
of God, and of true religion. It is not my 
intention now to enter with you into any of 
the arguments for the truth of Christianity, 
otherwise it would be impossible wholly to 
pass over that which arises from this remark- 
able conversion, and which has been so admi- 
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raUy illustrated by a noble writer*, whose 
tradi on this subjedt is in every body’s 
hand. 

Next follow the Epistles^ which make a 
very important part of the new Testament; 
and you cannot be too much employed in 
reading them. They contain the most ex- 
cellent precepts and admonitions, and are of 
particular use in explaining, more at large, 
several dodtrinea of Christianity, which we 
could not so fully comprehend: without 
them. There are indeed in the Epistles of 
St. Paul, many passages hard to be under- 
stood : Such, in particular, are the first e- 
leven chapters to the Romans ; the greater 
part of his Epistles to the Corinthians and 
Galatians; and several chapters of that to 
the Hebrews. Instead of perplexing your- 
self with these more obscure passages of scrip- 
ture, I would wish you to employ your at- 
tention chieily on those that are plain ; and 
to judge of the dodtrines taught in the other 
parts, by comparing them with what you 

* Lord Lyttleton. 
3 
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find in these. It is through the neglect of 
this rule that many have been led to draw 
the most absurd doctrines from the Holy 
Scriptures—Let me particularly recommend 
to your careful perusal the 12th, 13th, 14th, 
and 15th chapters of the Epistle to the Ro- 
mans. In the 14th chapter, St. Paul has 
in view the difference between the Jewish and 
Gentile (or Heathen) converts at that time ; 
the former were disposed to look with hor- 
ror on the latter, for their impiety in not 
paying the same regard to the distinctions 
of days and meats, that they did ; and the 
latter, on the contrary, were inclined to look 
with contempt on the former, for their weak- 
ness and superstition. Excellent is the ad- 
vice which the Apostle gives to both parties r 
he exhorts the Jewish converts not to judge, 
and the Gentiles not to despise; remember- 
ing that the kingdom of heaven is not meat 
and drink, but righteousness and peace, and 
joy in the Holy Ghost:—Endeavour to con- 
form yourself to this advice : to acquire a 
temper of universal candour and benevolence; 
and learn neither to despise nor condemn a- 
ny persons on account of their particular 
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modes of faith and worship : remembering 
always, that goodness is confined to no par- 
ty—that there are wise and worthy men a- 
mong all the se6ts of Christians—and, that 
to his own master, every one must stand 
or fall. 

I will enter no farther into the several 
points discussed by St. Paul in his various 
epistles—most of them too intricate for your 
understanding at present, and many of them 
beyond my abilities to state clearly. I will 
only again recommend to you, to read those 
passages frequently, which,-with so much 
fervour and energy, excite you to the prac- 
tice of the most exalted piety and benevo- 
lence. If the effusions of a heart, warmed 
with the tenderest aft'eftion for the w hole hu- 
man race—if precept, warning, encourage- 
ment, example, urged by an eloquence 
w hich such affection only could inspire, are 
capable of influencing your mind—you can- 
not fail to find, in such parts of bis epistles 
as are adapted to your understanding, the 
strongest persuasives to every virtue that can 
adorn and improve your nature. 
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The Epistle of St. James is entirely prac- 

tical, and exceedingly fine; you cannot 
study it too much. It seems particularly de- 
signed to guard Christians against misun- 
derstanding some things in St. Paul’s wri- 
tings, which have been fatally perverted to 
the encouragement of a dependance on faith 
alone, without good works. But the more 
rational commentators will tell you, that by 
the works of the law, which the apostle as- 
sorts to be incapable of justitying us, he 
means, not the works of moral righteousness 
but the ceremonial works of the Mosaic law, 
on which the Jews laid the greatest stress, 
as necessary to salvation. But St. James 
tells us, that “ if any man among us seem 
“ to be religious, and bridleth not his tongue, u but deceiveth his own heart, that man’s 
“ religion is vain.” And that, “ pure re- 
“ ligion, and undefiled before God and the 
“ Father, is this : to visit the fatherless and 
“ widow in their affliction, and to keep him- u seu' unspotted from the world.” Faith in 
Christ, if it produce not these effects, he 
declares is dead, or of no power. 
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The JSpistles of St. Peter are also full 

of the best iruMruetions and admonition^, con- 
cerning the relative duties of life; amongst 
which are set forth the duties of women in 
general, and of wives in particular. Some 
part of his second Epistle is prophetical; 
warning the church of false teachers, and 
false doctrines, which should undermine 
morality, and disgrace the cause of Chris- 
tianity. 

The first of St. John is mitten in a high- 
ly figurative style, which makes it in some 
parts hard to he understood : but the spirit 
of divine love, which it so fervently expres- 
ses, renders it highly edifying and delight- 
ful.—That love of God and of man which 
this beloved apostle so pathetically recom- 
mends, is in truth the essence of religion, as 
our Saviour himself informs us. 

The Book of Revelation contains a 
prophetical account of most of the great e- 
vents relating to the Christian church, 
which were to happen from the time of the 
writer St. John, to the end of the world. 
Many learned men have taken a great deal of 
pains to explain it; and they have done this. 
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is many instances very successfully: but, I 
think, it is yet to soon for you to study this 
pan of scripture ; some years hence perhaps 
there may be no objection to your attemp- 
ting it, and taking into your hands the 
best expositions to assist you in reading such 
of tiie most difficult parts of the New Testa- 
ment as you cannot now be supposed to un- 
derstand.—May heaven direct you in study- 
ing this sacral volume, and render it the 
means of making you wise unto salvation ! 
May you love and reverence, as it deserves, 
this blessed and invaluable book, which con- 
tains the best rule of life, the clearest de- 
claration of the will and laws of the Deity, 
the reviving assurance of favour to true peni- 
tents, and the unspeakably joyful tidings of 
eternal life and happiness to all the truly vir- 
tuous, through Jesus Christ, the Saviour and 
Deliverer of the world ! 

Adieu. 



LETTER IV. 

OX THE REGULATION OF THE HEART ANT) 
AFFECTIONS. 

YOU will have read the New Testament 
to very litlle purpose, my dearest Niece, if 
you do not perceive the great end and inten- 
tion of all its precepts to be the improve- 
ment and regulation of the heart: not the 
outward actions alone, but the inward affec- 
tions which give birth to them, are the sub- 
jedls of those precepts; as appears in our Sa- 
viour’s explanation* of the commandments 
delivered to Moses ; and in a thousand o- 
ther passages of the gospels, which it isneed- 

Maltb. r. 
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less to recite. There are no virtues more in- 
sisted on, as necessary to our future happi- 
ness, than humility, and sincerity, or up- 
rightness of heart; yet none more difficult 
and rare. Pride and vanity, the vices oppo- 
site to humility, are the sources of almost all 
the worst faults, both of men and women. 
The latter are particularly accused—and not 
without reason—of vanity, the vice of little 
minds, chiefly conversant with trifling sub- 
je6is. Pride and vanity have been suppo- 
sed to differ so essentially, as hardly ever to 
be found in the same person. “ Too proud e: to be vain,” is no uncommon expression; 
by which, I suppose, is meant, too proud to 
be overanxious for the admiration of others: 
but this seems to be founded on mistake. 
Pride is, I think, an high opinion of one’s 
self, and an affected contempt of others : I 
say affected; for that it is not a real contempt 
is evident from this, that the lowest 
object ot it is important enough to torture 
the proud man’s heart, only by refusing 
him the homage and admiration he acquires. 
Thus Haman could relish none of the ad- 
vantages on which he valued himself; w hilst 
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ed to despise, sat still in the king’s gate, and 
would not bow to him ds he passed. But, as 
the proud man’s contempt of others is only 
assumed with a view to awe them into reve- 
verencc by his pretended superiority, so it 
does not preclude an extreme inward anxie- 
ty about their opinions, and a slavish depen- 
dence on them for all his gratifications. Pride, 
though a distinct passion, is seldom unac- 
companied by vanity, which is an extrava- 
gant desire of admiration. Indeed, I never 
saw an insolent person, in whom a discern- 
ing eye might not discover a very large share 
of vanity, and of envy, its usual compa- 
nion. One may nevertheless see many vain 
persons who are not proud: though they de- 
sire to be admired, they do not always ad- 
mire themselves: but as timid minds are apt 
to despair of those thin^,, they earnestly wish 
for, so you will often see the woman who is 
most anxious to be thought handsome, most 
inclined to be dissatisfied with her looks, and 
to think all the assistance of art too little to 
attain the end desired. To this cause, I be- 
lieve, we may generally attribute affe6iation; 
which seems to imply a mean opinion of 
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one’s own real form, or character, whilst we 
strive against nature to alter ourselves by ri- 
diculous contorsions of body, or by feigned 
sentiments and unnatural manners. There is 
no art so mean, which this mean passion will 
not descend to for its gratification—no crea- 
ture so insignificant, whose incense it will not 
gladly receive. Far from despising others, 
the vain man will court them with the most 
assiduous adulation; in hopes, by feeding 
their vanity, to induce them to supply the 
craving wants of his own. He will put os 
the guise of benevolence, tenderness, and 
friendship, where he feels not the least degree 
of kindness, in order to prevail on good-na- 
ture and gratitude, to like and to commend 
him: but if, in any particular case, he fan- 
cies that airs of insolence and contempt may 
succeed better, he makes no scruple to as- 
sume them; though so aukwardly, that he 
stiil appears to depend on the breath of the 
person he Would be thought to despise. W eak 
and timid natures seldom venture to try this 
last method: and, when they do, it is without 
the assurance necessary to carry it on with suc- 
cess: but a bold and confident mind will of- 
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tcncr endeavour to command and extort ad- 
miration than to court it. As women are 
more fearful than men, perhaps this may be 
one reason why they are more vain than 
proud; whilst the other sex are oftener proud 
than vain. It is, I suppose, from some opi- 
nion of a certain greatness of mind accompa- 
nying the one vice rather than the other, 
that many will readily confess their pride, 
nay, and even be proud of their pride, w hilst 
every creature is ashamed of being convic- 
ted of vanity. You see, however, that the 
end of both is the same, though pursued by 
different means ; or, if it differs, it is 'in the 
importance of the subject.—Whilst men are 
proud of power, of w ealth, dignity, learn- 
ing,or abilities,young women are usually am- 
bitious of nothing more than to be admired for 
their persons, their dress, or the most trival ac- 
complishments. The homage of men is their 
their grand object; but they only desire them 
to be in love with their persons, careless how 
despicable their minds appear, even to these 
their pretended adorers. I have known a 
woman so vain as to boast of the most dis- 
graceful addresses; being contented to be 
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thought meanly of, in points the most intew 
resting to her honour, for the sake of having 
it known, that her person was attractive o 
nough to make a man transgress the bounds 
of respe6t due to her character, which was 
not a vicious one, if you except this intern* 
perate vanity. But this passion too often 
leads to the most ruin0us actions, always cor- 
rupts the heart, and, when indulged, ren- 
ders it, perhaps, as displeasing in the sight 
of the Almighty as those faults which find 
least mercy from the world ; yet alas! it is 
a passion so prevailing, I had almost said u- 
niversal, in our sex, that it requires all the 
efforts of reason, and all the assistance of 
grace, totally to subdue it. Religion is in* 
deed the only effectual remedy for this evil. 
If our hearts are not dedicated to God, they 
will in some way or other be dedicated to the 
world, Ixith in youth and age. I four a6tions 
are not constantly referred to him, if his ap- 
probation and favour is not our principal 
object, we shall certainly take up with the 
applause of men, and make that the ruling 
motive of our condudt. How melancholy is 
ft to see this phantom so eagerly followed 
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Ihrough life !—whilst all that is truly valua- 
ble to us is looked upon with indifference; or, 
at best, made subordinate to this darling pur- 
suit ! 

Equally vain and absurd is every scheme 
of life that is not subservient to, and does not 
terminate in, that great end of our being— 
the attainment of real excellence, and of the 
favour of God. Whenever this becomes sin- 
cerely our objc6i, then will pride and vanity, 
envy, ambition, covetousness, and every evil 
passion, lose their power over us; and we shall 
in the language of scripture, “ walk humbly 
“ with our God.” We shall then cease to 
repine under our natural or accidental disad- 
vantages, and teel dissatisfied only with our 
moral defeats;—we slfalt love and respedt 
all our fellow-creatures, as the children of 
the same dear parent, and particularly those, 
who seek to do his will: All our delight will 
be “ in the saints that are in the earth, and 
“ in such as excel in virtue.” Weshall wish 
to cultivate good-will, and to promote inno- 
cent enjoyment wherever we are;—we shall 
strivetoplen.se, no from vanity, but from 
benevolence. Instead of contemplating our 

f 3 
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ovra fancied perfe6Hons, or even real superi- 
ority, with self-complacence, religion will 
teach us to “ look into ourselves, and fear 
-—the best of us, God knows, have enough 
to fear, if we honestly search into all the dark 
recesses of the heart, and bring out every 
thought and intention fairly to the light, to 
be tried by the precepts of our pure and ho- 
ly religion. 

It is with the rules of the gospel we must 
compare ourselves, and not with the world 
around us ; for we know “that the many 
** are wicked and that we must not be tc conformed to the world.” 

How necessary it is, frequently thus to en- 
ter into ourselves, ami search out our spirit, 
will appear, if we consider, how much the 
human heart is prone to insincerity, and 
how often, from being first led by vanity in- 
to attempts to impose upon others, we come 
at last to impose on ourselves. 

There is nothing more common than to see 
people fall into the most ridiculous mistakes 
with regard to their own chara6lers ; but I 
can by no means allow such mistakes to be 
unavoidable, and therefore innocent: They 



arose from voluntary insincerity, and arc 
continued for want of that strift honesty to- 
wards ourselves and others which the Scrip- 
ture calls “ singleness of heartand which 
in modern language, is termed simplicity— 
the most enchanting of all qualities, esteem- 
ed and beloved in proportion to its rareness. 

He, who “ requires truth in the inward 
“ parts,” will not excuse our self deception ; 
for he has commanded us to examine our- 
selves diligently, and has given us such rules 
as can never mislead us, if we desire the 
truth, and are willing to see our faults, in 
order to correct them. But this is the point 
in which we are defective;- we are desirous to 
gain our own approbation, as well as that 
of others, at a cheaper rate than that of being 
really what we ought to be ; and we take 
pains to persuade ourselves that we are that 
which we indolently admire and approve. 

There is nothing in which this self-decep- 
tion is more notorious than in what regards 
sentiment and feeling. Let a vain young 
woman be told that tenderness and softness 
is the peculiar charm of the sex—that even 
their weakness is lovely, and their fears be- 
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ouciiag—and you will presently observe her 

jrow so tender as to be ready to weep for a 
fly ; so fearful, that she starts at a feather; 
and so weak-hearted, that the smallest acci- 
dent quite overpowers her. Her fondness 
and affection becomes fulsome and ridicu- 
Ibus ; her compassion grows contemptible 
weakness ; and herapprehensirvenessthe most 
abjo6t cowardice : for, when once she quits 
flie direction of Nature, she knows not w here 
to stop, and continually exposes herself by 
the most absurd extremes. 

Nothing so effectually defeats its own ends 
as this kind of affectation : for though warm 
affections and tender feelings are beyond mea- 
sure amiable and charming, w hen perfectly 
natural, and kept und r the due coatroul of 
reason and principle, yet nothing isso-tru- 
]y disgusting as the affeCtation of them, or 
even the unbridled indulgence of such as are 
real. 

Remember, my dear, that our feelings 
were not given us for out ornament, but to 
spur us on to right aCtions.—Compassion, 
for ins aace, was not impressed upon the hu- 
man heart, only to adorn the fair face with 
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tears, and to give an agreeable languor to tbe 
eyes; it was designed to exert our utmost en- 
deavours to relieve the sufferer. Yet, how 
often have I heard that selfish weakness, 
which flies from the sight of distress, digni» 
tied with the name of tenderness!—“ My {C friend is, I hear, in the deepest affliction 
“ and misery; I have not seen her—for in- lc deed I cannot bear such scenes*—they af- 
“ fed me too much !—those who have less 
“ sensibility are filtei tor this world -but, 
“ for my part, I own, I am not able to sup- 
“ port such things.—I shall not attempt to 
“ visit her, till I hear she has recovered her u spirits.”—This have I heard said, with an 
air of complacence; and the poor selfish crea- 
ture has persuaded herself that she had finer 
feelings than those generous friends, who 
are sitting patiently in the iwuse of mourn- 
ing—watching, in silence, the proper mo- 
ment to pour in the balm of comfort ;—w ho 
suppressed their own sensations, and only at- 
tended to those of the afflicted person—and 
whose tears flowed in secret, whilst their eyes 
and voice were taught to enliven the sinking 
heart with the appearance of cheerfulness. 
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That sort of tenderness which makes us 

Useless may indeed be pitied and excused, 
if owing to natural imbecility; but, if it 
pretends to loveliness and excellence, it be* 
©omes truly contemptible. 

The same degree of active courage is not 
fo be expected in woman as in man ; and, 
not belonging to her nature, it is not agreea- 
ble in her :—But passive courage—patience, 
and fortitude under sufferings—presence of 
mind, and calm resignation in danger—are 
surely desireable in every rational creature ; 
especially in one professing to believe in aa 
over-ruling Providence, in which we may 
at all times quietly confide, and which we 
jmay safely trust with every event that does 
not depend upon our own will. Whenever 
you find yourself deficient in these virtues, 
let it be a subjeft of shame and humiliation, 
Hot of vanity and self-complacence : do not 
fimey yourself the more amiable for that 
which really makes yon despicable—but con- 
tent yourself with the faults and weaknes- 
ses that belong to you, without putting on 
more by way of ornament. With regard to 
tenderness, remember that compassion is best 
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shewn by an ardour to relieve—and affe&ioit 
by assiduity to promote the good and hap- 
piness of the persons you love: that tears 
are unamiable, instead of being ornamental, 
when voluntarily indulged ; and can never 
be attractive but when they flow irresistibly, 
and avoid observation as much as possible : 
The same may be said of every other n ark 
•f passion. It attracts our sympathy, if in- 
voluntary and not designed for our notice— 
it offends, if we see that it is purposely in- 
dulged and obtruded on our observation. 

Another point, on which the heart is apt 
to deceive itself, is generosity : we cannot 
bear to suspect ourselves of base and ungene- 
rous feelings, therefore we let them work 
without attending to them, or we endeavour 
to find out some better motive for those ac- 
tions, which really flow from envy and ma- 
lignity. Before you flatter yourselfthatyou 
are a generous benevolent person, take care 
to examine whether you are really glad of 
every advantage and excellence, which your 
friends and companions possess, though they 
are such as you arayourself deficient in. If 
your sister or friend makes a greater proici- 
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ency than yourself in any accomplishment 
which you are in pursuit of, do you never 
wish to stop her progress, instead of trying 
to hasten your own ? 

The boundaries between virtuous emula- 
tion and vicious envy are very nice, and 
may be easily mistaken. The first will a- 
waken your attention to your own defeats, 
and excite your endeavours to improve ; the 
last will make you repine at the improve- 
ments of others, and wish to rob them of the 
praise they have deserved. Do you sincere- 
ly rejoice when your sister is enjoying plea- 
sure or commendation, though you are at the 
same time in disagreeable or mortifying cir- 
cumstances ?—Do you delight to see her ap- 
proved and beloved, even by those who do 
not pay you equal attention ?—Are you af- 
flicted and humbled, when she is found to 
be in fault, though you yourself are remark- 
ably clear from the same offence ?—If your 
heart assures you ot the affirmative to these 
questions, then may you think yourself a 
kind sister, and a generous friend ; for, you 
must observe, my dear, that scarcely any 
creature is so depraved as not to be capable 
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ofkind affections in some circumstances. We 
are all naturally benevolent, when no selfish 
interest interferes, and where no advantage is 
to be given up : we can all pity distress, 
w hen it lies complaining at our feet, and 
confesses our superiority and happier situa- 
tion ; but I have seen the sufferer himself be- 
come the object of envy and ill-will, as soon 
as his fortitude and greatness of mind had be- 
gun to attract admiration, and to make the 
envious person feel the superiority of virtue 
above good fortune. 

To take sincere pleasure in the blessings 
and excellencies of others, is a much surer 
mark of benevolence than to pity their cala- 
mities : and, you must always acknowle<lgc 
yotirself ungenerous and selfish whenever 
you are less ready to “ rejoice with them that 
“ do rejoice,” than to “ weep with them 
“ that weep.” If ever your commendations 
of others are forced from you, by the fear of 
betraying your envy—or if ever you feel a 
secret desire to mention something that may 
abate the admiration given them, do not try 
to conceal the base disposition from yourself, 
since’that is not the way to cure it. 

G 
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Human nature is ever liable to"corruption, 

and has in it the seeds of every vice, as well 
as of every virtue, and. the first will be con- 
tinually shooting forth and growing up, if 
not carefully watched and rooted out as fast 
as they appear. It is the business of religion 
to purify and exalt us, from a state of im- 

,perfe6lion and infirmity, to that which is ne- 
cessary and essential to happiness. Envy 
would make us miserable in heaven itself, 
could it be admitted there; for we must there 
see beings far more excellent, and consequent- 
ly more happy than ourselves ; and, till we 
can rejoice in seeing virtue rewarded in pro- 
portion to its degree, we can never hope to 
be among the number of the blessed. 

Watch, then, my dear child, and observe 
every evil propensity of your heart, that you 
may in time correct it, with the assistance of 
that grace which alone can conquer the evils 
of our nature, and which you must constant- 
ly and earnestly implore. 

I must add, that even those vices which 
you would most blush to own, and which 
most effectually defile and vilify the female 
heart, may by degrees be introduced i*1^ 
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yours—to tie ruin of that virtue, without 
which, misery and shame must be your por- 
tion—unless the avenues of the heart are 
guarded by a sincere abhorrence of every 
thing that approaches towards evil. Would 
you be of the number of those blessed, “ who 
“ are pure in heart,’*—you must hate and a- 
void every thing, both in books and in con- 
versation, that conveys impure ideas, howe- 
ver neatly clothed in decent language, or re- 
commended to your taste by pretended refine- 
ments, and tender sentiments—by elegance 
of style, or force of wit and genius. / 

I must not now begin to give you my 
thoughts on the regulation of the affe&ions, 
as that is a subject of too much consequence 
to be soon dismissed—I shall dedicate to it 
my next letter : in the mean time, believe 
me, 

Your Afie6tionate. 



LETTER V. 

ON THE SAME SUBJECT. 

THE attachments of the heart, on which 
almost all the happiness or misery of life de- 
pends, are most interesting objects of our con- 
sideration. I shall give my dear Niece the 
observations which experience has enabled 
me to draw from real life, and not from w hat 
others have said or written, however great 
their authority. 

The first attachment of young hearts is 
friendship—the noblest and happiest of af- 
fections when real, and built on a solid foun- 
dation ; but, oftener pernicious than useful 
to very young people, because the connection 
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itself is ill understood, and the subje&s of it 
frequently ill chosen. Their first error is 
that of supposing equality of age, and exaft 
similarity of disposition, indispensibly requi- 
site in friends; whereas, these are circum- 
stances which in a great measure disqualify 
them for assisting each other in moral im- 
provements, or supplying each other’s de- 
feats ; they expose them to the same dangers, 
and incline them to encourage, rather than 
correft, each other’s failings. 

The grand cement of this kind of friend- 
ship is telling secrets, which they call confi- 
dence; and I verily believe that the desire of 
having secrets to tell, has often helped to draw 
silly girls into very unhappy adventures. If 
they have no lover or amour to talk of, the too 
frequent subjc6t of their confidence, is be- 
traying the secrets of their families, or con- 
juring up fancied hardships to complain of a- 
gainst their parents or relations ; this odious 
cabal, they call friendship; and fancy them- 
selves dignified by the profession ; but no- 
thing is more different from the reality, as is 
seen by observing how generally those early 
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friendships drop off, as the parties advance 
in years and understanding. 

Do not you, my dear, be too ready to pro- 
fess a friendship with any of your young 
•companions. Love them, and be always 
ready to serve and oblige them, and to pro- 
mote all their innocent gratifications : but, 
be very careful how you enter into confiden- 
ces with girls of your own age. Rather choose 
some person of riper years and judgement^ 
whose good-nature and worthy principles 
may assure you of her readiness to do you 
service, and of her candour and condcscen- 
sion towards you. 

I do not expett that youth should delight 
to associate with age, or should lay open its 
feelings and inclinations to such as have al- 
most forgot what they were, or howr to mate 
proper allowance for them ; but if you are 
fortunate enough to meet with a young wo- 
man eight or ten years older than yourself, 
of good sense and good principles, to whom 
you can make yourself agreeable, it may be 
one of the happiest circumstances of your 
life. She will be able to advise and to im- 
prove you-—and your desire of this assistance 
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will recommend you to her txste, as much 
as her superior abilities will recommend her 
to you. Such a connexion will afford you 
more pleasure, as well as more profit, than 
you can expert from a eirl like yourself, e- 
qually unprovided w ith know ledge,prudence, 
or any of those qualifications, which are nc- 
cesssary to make society delightful. 

With a friend, such as I have described, 
of twenty-three or twenty-four years of age, 
you can hardly pass an hour without finding 
yourself brought forward in some useful 
knowledge; without learning something of 
the world, or of your own nature; some rule 
of behaviour, or some necessary caution in 
the condudt of life : for, even in the gayest 
conversations, such useful hints may often be 
gathered from those whose knowledge and 
experience are much beyond our own. When- 
ever you find yourself in real want of advice, 
or seek the relief of unburdening your heart, 
such a friend will be able to judge of the feel- 
ings you describe, or of the circumstances 
you arc in—perhaps from her own expe- 
rience—or, at least, from the knowledge she 
will have gainful of human nature; she will 
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be able to point out your dangers, and to 
guide you into the right path—or, if she finds 
herself incapable, she will have the prudence 
to direct you to some abler adviser. The age 
1 have mentioned will not prevent her join- 
ing in your pleasures, nor will it make her a 
dull or grave companion ; on the contrary, 
she will have more materials for entertaining 
conversation, and her liveliness will shew it- 
self more agreeably than in one of your own 
age. Yours, therefore, will be the advan- 
tage in such a connexion ; yet, do not des- 
pair of being admitted into it, if you have an 
amiable and docile disposition. Ingenuous 
youth has many charms for a benevolent 
mind ; and, as nothing is more endearing 
than the exercise of benevolence, the hope of 
being useful and beneficial to you will make 
her fond of your company. 

I have known some of the sweetest and most 
delightful connexions between persons of dif- 
ferent ages, in which the elder has received 
the highest gratification from the affection 
and docility of the younger; whilst the lat- 
ter has gained the noblest advantages from 
the conversation and counsels of her wiser 
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friend. Nor has the attachment been with- 
out use as well as pleasure to the elder party. 
She has found that there is no better way of 
improving one’s own attainments, than by 
imparting them to another ; and the desire 
of doing this in the most acceptable way has 
added a sweetness and gentleness to her man- 
ner, and taught her the arts of insinuating 
instruction, and of winning the heart, whilst 
she convinces the understanding. 

I hope, my dear, you in your turn will be 
this useful and engaging friend to jour 
younger companions, particularly to your 
sister and brothers, who ought ever—unless 
they should prove unworthy—to be your 
nearest and dearest friends, w hose interest and 
welfare you are bound to deoire as much as 
your own. If you are wanting here, do not 
fancy yourself qualified for friendship with 
others, but, be assured, your heart is too 
narrow and selfish for so generous an affec- 
tion. 

Remember, that the end of true friendship 
is the good of its object, and the cultivation, 
of virtue, in two hearts emulous of each other, 
and desirous to perpetuate their society he 
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jond the grave. Nothing can be more con- 
trary to this end, than that mutual intercourse 
of flattery, which some call friendship. A 
real friend will venture to displease me, ra- 
ther than indulge my faulty inclinations, or 
increase my natural frailties ; she will endea- 
vour to make me acquainted with myself, 
and will put me upon guarding the weak 
parts of my character. 

Friendship, in the highest sense of the 
word, can only subsist between persons of 
strict integrity, and true generosity. Before 
you fancy yourself possessed of such a trea- 
sure, you should examine the value of your 
own heart, and see how well it is qualified 
for so sacred a connexion : and then, a har- 
der task remains—to find out whether the ob- 
ject of your affection is also endued with the 
same virtuous disposition. Youth and in- 
experience are ill able to penetrate into cha- 
racters: the least appearance of good attracts 
their admiration, and they immediately sup- 
pose they have found the object they pursu- 
ed. 

It is a melancholy consideration, that the 
judgement can only be formed by experience 
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which generally coracs too late for our own 
use, and is seldom accepted for that of others. 
I fear it is in vain for me to tell you what 
dangerous mistakes I made in the early choice 
of friends—how incapable I then was of find- 
ing out such as were fit for me and how lit- 
tle I was acquainted with the true nature of 
friendship, when I thought myself most fer- 
vently engaged in it:—I am sensible all this 
will hardly persuade you to chuse by the eyes 
of others, or even to suspeft that your own 
may be deceived. Yet, if you should give 
any weight to my observations, it may not 
be quite useless to mention to you some of the 
essential requisites in a friend; and to exhort 
you never to choose one in whom they are 
wanting. 

The first of these is a deep and sincere re- 
gard for religion. If your friend draws her 
principles from the same source with your- 
self, if the gospel precepts are the rule of her 
life, as well as of yours, you will always 
know what to expert from her, and have one 
common standard of right and wrong to re- 
fer to, by which to regulate all material points 
of conduct. The woman who thinks slightly 
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of sacred things, or who is ever heard to speak 
of them with levity or indifference, cannot 
reasonablybe expected to pay amore serious re- 
gard to the laws of friendship, or be uniformly 
punctual in the performance of any of the du- 
ties of society: take no such person to.your bo- 
som, however recommended by good humour, 
or any other qualification ; nor let gaiety or 
thoughtlessness be deemed an excuse for of- 
fending in this important point. A person 
habituated to the love and reverence of reli- 
gion and virtue, no more wants the guard of 
serious consideration to restrain her from 
speaking disrespectfully of them, than to pre- 
vent her speaking ill of her dearest friend. 
In the liveliest hour of mirth, the innocent 
heart can dictate nothing but what is inno- 
cent : it will immediately take alarm at the 
apprehension of doing wrong, and stop at 
once in the full career of youthful sprightli- 
ness, if reminded of the neglect or transgres- 
sion of any duty. Watch for these symp- 
toms of innocence and goodness, and admit 
no one to your entire affe&ion, who would 
ever persuade you to make light of any sort 
of offence, or who can treat with levity or 
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contempt, any person or thing that bears a 
relation to religion. 

A due regard to reputation is the next in- 
dispensiblc qualification.— “ Have regard 
“ to thy name,”saith the wise son of Sirach, 
“ for that will continue with thee above a 
“ thousand great treasures of gold.” The 
young person who is careless of blame, and 
indifferent to the esteem of the wise and pru- 
dent part of the world, is not only a most 
dangerous companion, but gives a certain 
proof of the want of rectitude in her own 
mind. Discretion is the guardian of all the 
virtues;and,when she forsakes them,they can- 
not long resist the attacks of an enemy. There 
is a profligacy of spirit in defying the rules 
of decorum, and despising censure, which 
seldom ends otherwise than in extreme cor- 
ruption and utter ruin. Modesty and pru- 
dence are qualities that early display them- 
selves, and are easily discerned: where these 
do not appear, you should avoid, not only 
friendship, but every step towards intima- 
macy, lest your ow n character should suffer 
with that of your companion; but where they 
■hinc forth in an eminent degree, you may 

II 
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safely cultivate an acquaintance, in the rea- 
sonable hope of finding the solid fruits of 
virtue beneath such sweet and promising 
blossoms : should jrou be disappointed you 
will at least have run no risk in the search 
after them, and may cherish, as a credita- 
ble acquaintance, the person so adorned, 
though she may not deserve a place in your 
inmost heart. 

The understanding must next be examin- 
ed : and this is a point, which requires so 
much understanding to judge of in another, 
that I must earnestly recommend to you, not 
to rely entirely on your own, but to take the 
opinion of your older friends. I do not wish 
you to seek for bright and uncommon ta- 
lents, though these are sources of inexhausti- 
ble delight and improvement, when found 
in company with solid judgement and sound 
principles. Good sense (by which I mean 
a capacity for reasoning justly and discern- 
ing truly) applied to the uses of life, and ex- 
ercised in distinguishing charatSers and di- 
recting conduCt, is alone necessary to an in- 
timate connection; but, without this, the best 
intentions, though certain of reward hereaf- 
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ter, may fail of producing their efiefls in 
this life; nor can they singly constitute the 
character of an useful and valuable friend. 
On the other hand,the most dazzling genius, 
or the most engagipg wit and humour, can 
but ill answer the purposes of friendship, 
without plain common sense and a faculty of 
just reasoning. 

What can one do with those who will be 
not answered with reason—and who, when 
you are endeavouring to convince or per- 
suade them by serious arguments, will par- 
ry the blow with a witty repartee or a stroke 
of poignant raillery ? I know not whether 
such a reply is less provoking than that of 
an obstinate fool, who answers your strong- 
est reasons with—“ What you say may be tc very true,'but this is my way of thinking.” 
—A small acquaintance with the world will 
shew you instances of the most absurd and 
foolish conduct in persons of brilliant parts 
and entertaining faculties. But how trifling 

. is the talent of diverting an idle hour, com- 
pared with true wisdom and prudence, which 
are perpetually wanted to direct us safely 
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and happily through life, and to make us 
useful and valuable to others ! 

Fancy, I know, will have her share in 
friendship, as well as in love;—you must 
please, as well as serve me, before I can 
love you as the friend of my heart. But the 
faculties that please for an evening may not 
please for life. The humorous man soon 
runs through his stock of odd stories, mi- 
micry, and jest; and the wit, by constantly 
repeated flashes, confounds and tires one’s 
intelleft, instead of enlivening it with agree- 
able surprise: but good sense can neither tire 
nor wear out; it improves by exercise—and 
increases in value, the more it is known: the 
pleasure it gives in conversation is lasting 
and satisfactory, because it is accompanied 
with improvement; its worth is proportion- 
ed to the occasion that calls for it, and rises 
highest on the most interesting topics ; the 
heart, as well as the understanding; finds its 
account in it; and our noblest interests are 
promoted by the entertainment we receive 
from such a companion. 

A good temper is the next qualification ; 
the value of which in a friend, you will 
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want no arguments to prove, when you are 
truly convinced of the necessity of it in your- 
self, which I shall endeavour to shew you 
in a following letter. But; as this is a qua- 
lity in which you may be deceived, without 
a long and intimate acquaintance, you must 
not be hasty in forming connexions, before 
you have had sufficient opportunity for ma- 
king observations on this head. A young 
person, when pleased and enlivened by the 
presence of her youthful companions, sel- 
dom shews ill temper; which must be ex- 
treme indeed, if it is not at least controula- 
ble in such situations. But you must watch 
her behaviour to her own family, and the 
degree of estimation she stands in with them. 
Observe her manner to servants and inferi- 
ors—to children—and even to animals. Sec 
in what manner she bears disappointments, 
contradiXion, and restraint; and what de- 
gree of vexation she expresses on any acci- 
dent of loss or trouble. If in such little tri- 
als she shews a meek, resigned, and cheer- 
ful temper, she will probably preserve it on 
greater occasions ; but if she is impatient 
and discontented under these, how will she 

h 2 
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support the far greater evils which may a* 
wait her in her progress through life?—If 
you should have an opportunity of seeing 
her in sickness, observe whether her com- 
plaints are of a mild and gentlo kind, forced 
from her by pain, and restrained as much 
as possible—or whether they are expressions 
of a turbulent, relxdlious mind, that hardly 
submits to the divine hand. See whether 
she is tractable, considerate, kind, and grate- 
ful to those about her: or whether she takes 
the opportunity, which their compassion 
gives her, to tyrannise over and torment 
them. Women are in general very liable 
to ill health, which must necessarily make 
them in some measure troublesome and dis- 
agreeable to those they live with. They 
should therefore take the more pains to light- 
en the burden as much as possible, by pa- 
tience and good-humour; and be careful not 
to let their infirmities break in on the health, 
freedom, or enjoyments of others, more than 
is needful and just. Some ladies seem to 
think it very improper for any person with- 
in their reach to enjoy a moment’s comfort 
while they arc in pain; and make no sera- 
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pie of sacrificing to their own least conveni- 
ence, whenever they are indisposed, the pro- 
per rest, meals, or refreshments of their ser- 
vants, and even sometimes of their husbands 
and children. Bat their selfishness defeats 
its own purpose, as it weakens that affeftion 
and tender pity which excites the most assi- 
duous services, and affords the most healing 
balm to the heart of the sufferer. 

I have already expressed my wishes that 
your chosen iriend may be some years ofder 
than yourself; but this is an advantage not 
always to be obtained. Whatever be her 
age.—religion, discretion, good sense, and 
good temper, must on no account be dis- 
pensed with ; and, till you can find one so 
qualified, you had better make no closer 
connexion than that of a mutual intercourse 
of civilities and good offices. But if it is al- 
ways your aim to mix with the best com- 
pany, and to be worthy of such society, you 
will probably meet with some one among 
them deserving your affection, to whom you 
nfay be equally agreeable. When I speak 
of the best company, I do not mean in the 
common acceptation of the word—persons 
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»f high rank and fortune—but rather (he 
most worthy and sensible. It is however 
very important to a young woman, to be 
introduced into life on a respectable footing, 
and to converse with those whose manners 
and style of life may polish her behaviour, 
refine her sentiments, and give her conse- 
quence in the eye of the world. Your equals 
in nnk are most proper for intimacy, but to 
be sometimes amongst your superiors is every 
way desirable am! advantageous, unless it 
should inspire you with pride, or with the 
foolish desire of emulating their grandeur 
and ex pence. 

Above all things, avoid intimacy with 
those of low birth and education; nor think 
it a mark of humility to delight in such so- 
ciety : for it much oftener proceeds from 
the meanest kind of pride, that of being the 
head of the company, and seeing your 
companions subservient to you The 
servile flattery and submission, which u- 
sually recommend such people, and make 
amends for their ignorance and want of 
conversation, will infallibly corrupt your 
heart, and make all company in>si- 
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pid, fiom ■whom you cannot expc6t the 
same homage. Your manners and faculties 
instead of improving, must be continually 
lowered to suit you to your companions ; 
and, believe me, you will find it no easy 
matter to raise them again to a level with 
those of polite and well-informed people. 

The greatest kindness and civihiy to infe- 
riors is perfe6tly consistent with proper cau- 
tion on this head. Treat them always with 
affability, and talk to them of their own af- 
fairs, with an affediionate interest; but ne- 
ver make them familiar, nor admit them as 
associates in your diversions: but, above all, 
never trust them with your secrets, which is 
putting yourself entirely in their power, and 
subjecting yourself to the most shameful sla- 
very. The only reason for making choice 
of such confidants, must be the certainty 
that they will not venture to blame or con- 
tradict inclinations, which you are conscious 
no true friend would encourage. But this 
is a meanness into which I trust you are in 
no danger of falling. I rather hope you 
will have the laudable ambitio: of spending 
yoar time chiefly with those whose superior 
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talents, education, and politeness, may con- 
tinually improve you, and whose society will 
do you honour. However, let no advan- 
tage of this kind weigh against the want of 
principle. I have long ago resolved with 
David, that, as far as it lies in my power, 
“ I will not kno* a wicked person.” No- 
thing can compensate for the contagion of 
bad example, and for the danger of wearing 
off, by use, that abhorrence of evil actions 
and sentiments which every innocent mind 
sets out with, but which an indiscriminate 
acquaintance in the world soon abates, and 
at length destroys. 

If you are good, and seek friendship only 
amongst the good, I trust you will be hap- 
py enough to find it. The wise son of Si- 
rach pronounces that you will.—“ * A faith- 
“ ful friend,” saith he, “ is the medicine of 

life ; and he that feareth the Lord shall 
find him. Whoso feareth the Lord shall 

** direct his friendship aright; 'for as he is, 
“ so shall his neighbour be also.”—In the 

F.xcles t. 
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same admirable book, you will find direc- 
tions how to choose and to preserve a friend. 
Indeed there is hardly a circumstance in life, 
concerning which you may not there meet 
with the best advice imaginable. Caution 
in making friendships is particularly recom- 
mended.—“ t Be in peace with many, nc- 

vertheless have but one counsellor of a 
“ thousand.—If thou wouldst get a friend, 
“ prove him first, and be not hasty to credit w him ; for some man is a friend for his 
‘ own occasion, and will not abide in the 
“ day of trouble. And there is a friend, 
“ who, being turned to enmity and strife, 
“ will discover thy reproach.” Again— 
“ Some friend is a companion at the table, 
“ and will not continue in the day of thy 
“ affliftion ; but in thy prosperity he will u be as thyself, and will be bold over thy 
“ servants ; if thou be brought low, he will 
“ be against thee, and w ill hide himself from 
“ thy face.” Chap. ix. 10—“ Forsake t( not an old friend; for the new is not com- 

f lb. chap. vi. 
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“ parable to him.—A new friend is as new. <s wine; when it is old, thou *halt drink it 
“ with pleasure.” 

When you have discreetly chosen, the 
next point is how to preserve your friend. 
Numbers complain of the fickleness and in- 
gratitude ot those on whom they bestowed 
their affection ; but few examine, whether 
what they com plain* of is not owing to them- 
selves. Affection is not like a portion of 
freehold land, which, when once settled u- 
pon you, is a possession for ever, without 
farther trouble on your part. If you grow 
less deserving, or less attentive to please, 
you must expert to sse the elicits of your 
remissness, in the gradual decline of your 
friend’s esteem and attachment. Resentment 
and rqwoaches will not recal what you have 
lost; but, on the contrary, will hasten the 
dissolution of every remaining tie The best 
remedy is, to renew your care and assidui- 
ty to deserve and cultivate affeftion, with- 
out seeming to have perceived its abatement. 
Jealousy and distrust are the bane of friend- 
ship, whose essence is esteem and affiance. 
But if jealousy is expressed by unkind up- 
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\waidings, or what is worse, by coldhaugh* 
ty looks and insolent contempt, it can hard- 
ly fail, if often repeated, to realize the mis- 
fortune, which at first perhaps was imagina- 
ry. Nothing can l)e more an antidote to af- 
fection than such behaviour,or than the cause 
of it, which, in reality, is nothing but pride; 
though the jeafous person would fain attri- 
bute it to uncommon tenderness and delica- 
cy : But tenderness is never so expressed; it 
is indeed deeply sensible of unkindness, but 
it cannot be unkind ;—it may subsist with 
anger, but not with contempt;—it may be 

weakened, or even,killed, by ingratitude; 
but it cannot be changed into hatred. Re- 
member always, that if you would be loved, 
you must be amiable Habit may indeed, 
for a time, supply the deficiency of merit: 
what we have long loved, we do not easily 
cease to love; but habit will at length be con- 
quered by frequent disgusts—‘‘ * Whoso cas- 
“ tcth a stone at the birds, frayeth them a- 
“ way ; and he that upbraideth his friend, 

* Eccles. xxii. 20. 
I 
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(( breaketh friendship. Though thou draw- 
« est a sword at thy friend, yet despair not, 
*£ for there may be a returning to favour.— C{ If thou hast opened thy mouth against <c thy friend, fear not, for there may be a c£ reconciliation ; except for upbraiding, or 
“ pride, or disclosing of secrets, or a treach- te erous wound, —for, these things, every (( friend will depart.” 

I have hitherto spoken of a friend in the 
singular number, rather in compliance with 
the notions of most writers, who have treat- 
ed of friendship, and who generally suppose 
it can have but one object, than from my 
own ideas. The highest kind of friendship 
is indeed confined to one I mean the con- 
jugal—which, in its perfection, is so entire 
and absolute an union, of interest, will, and 
affe&ion, as no other connection can stand 
in competition with. But there are va- 
rious degrees of friendship, which can ad- 
mit of several objeCts, esteemed and delight- 
ed in, for different qualities—and whose se- 
parate rights are perfectly compatible.—Per- 
haps it is not possible to love two persons ex- 
actly in the same degree ; yet, the difference 
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may be so small, that none of the parties can 
be certain on which side the scale preponde- 
rates. 

It is a narrowness of mind to wish to con- 
fine your friend’s afi'eeiion solely to yourself: 
since you are conscious, that, however per- 
fect your attachment may be, you cannot 
possibly supply to her all the blessings she 
may derive from several friends, who may 
each love her as well as you do, and may 
each contribute largely to her happiness. 
If she depends on you alone for all the coin- 
forts and advantages of friend slop, your ab- 
sence or death may leave her desolate and 
forlorn. If therefore you prefer her good to 
your own selfish gratification, you should 
rather strive to multiply her friends, and be 
ready to embrace in your affections all who 
lore her, and deserve her love. This gene- 
rosity will bring its own reward, by multi- 
plying the souxces.of your pleasures and sup- 
ports; and your first friend will love you the 
more for such an endearing proof of the ex- 
tent of your afiiCtion, w hich can stretch to 
receive all who are dear to her. But, if on 
the contrary, every mark of esteem shewnto 
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f another, excites uneasiness or resentment in 

you, the person you love roust soon feel her 
connection with you a burden and restraint. 
She can own now no obligation to so selfish 
an attachment; nor can her tenderness be in- 
creased by that which lessens her esteem. 
If she is really fickle and ungrateful, she is 
not worth your reproaches: if not, she roust 
be reasonably offended by such injurious im- 
putations. 

You do not want to be told, that the strift- 
Cst fidelity is required in friendship ; and 
though possibly instances might be brought 
in which even the secret of a friend must be 
sacrificed to the calls of justice and duty, 
yet these are rare and doubtful cases, and 
we may venture to pronounce,thate( *Who- 
“ so discovereth secrets, losetli his credit, <£ and shall never find a friend to his mind.v 

—“ Love thy friend, and be faithful unto 
“ him : but if thou bewrayest his secrets, fol- 

low no more after him—For as a man 
‘‘ that hath destroyed his enemy, so hast 
“ thou destroyed the love of thy friend.— 

Eccles. xxvii. 16. 



“ As one that letteth a bird go out of his 
“ hand, so hast thou let thy neighbour go. 
“ Follow no more after him, for he is too 
“ far off; he is as a roe escaped out of the 
“ snare.—As for a wound, it may be bound 
“ up; and after revilings, there may be re- 
“ concilement; but he that bcwraycth se- <£ crets is without hope.” 

But, in order to reconcile this inviolable 
fidelity wifh the duty you owe to yourself 
or others, you must carefully guard against 
being made the repository of such secrets as 
are not fit to be kept. If your friend should 
engage in any unlawful pursuit—if, for in- 
stance, she should intend to cany on an af- 
fair of love, unknown to her parents—you 
must first use your utmost endeavours to 
dissuade her from it; and if she persists, 
positively and solemnly declare against be- 
ing a confidant in such a case. Suffer her 
not to speak to you on the subject, and warn 
her to forbear acquainting you with any step 
she may propose to take towards a marriage 
unsanftified by parental approbation. 
Tell her, you would tli.nk it your ;.*ty to 
apprise her parents of the danger into which 

i 2 ^ 
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she was throwing herself. However unkind- 
ly she may take this at the time, she will 
certainly esteem and love you the more for 
it, whenever she recovers a sense of her du- 
ty, or experiences the sad ctfedts of swerving 
from it. 

There is another case, which I should not 
choose to suppose possible, in addressing 
myselt to so young a person, was it not that 
too many instances of it have of late been ex- 
posed to public animadversion ; I mean the 
case of a married woman, who encourages 
or tolerates the addresses of a lover. May 
no such person be ever called a friend of 

« yours! but if ever one whom, w hen innocent 
you had loved, should fall into so fatal an 
error, I can only say, that after proper re- 
nionstrances, you must immediately with- 
draw from all intimacy and confidence with 
her. Nor let the absurd pretence of “ inno- 
“ cent intentions,” in such circumstances, 
prevail with you to lend your countenance, 
a moment, to disgraceful condu6i. There 
cannot be innocence, in any degree of in- 
dulgence to unlawful passion The sacred 
obligations of marriage are very ill under- 
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stood by the wife, wbo can think herself iii' 
nocent, while she parleys with a lover, or 
with lo-vc—and who does not shut her heart 
and ears against the most distant approaches 
of either. A virtuous wife, though she 
should be so unhappy as not to be secured 
by having her strongest affections fixed on 
her husband, will never admit an idea of a- 
ny other man, in the light of a lover; but 
if such an idea should unawares intrude in- 
to her mind, she would instantly stifle it, be- 
fore it grew strong enough to give her much 
uneasiness. Nor to the most intimate friend, 
hardly to her own soul, would she venture 
to confess a weakness she would so sincerely 
abhor. Whenever, therefore, such infide- 
lity of heart is made a subje6t of confidence, 
depend upon it the corruption has spread 
far, and has been faultily indulged. Enter 
not into her counsels ; shew her the danger 
she is in, and then withdraw yourself from 
it, whilst you are yet unsullied by conta- 
gion. 

It has been supposed a duty of friendship, 
to lay open every thought and every feeling 
of the heart to our friend. But I have just 
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mentioned a case, in which this is not only 
unnecessary but wrong. A disgraceful in- 
clination, which we resolve to conquer, 
should be concealed from every body ; and 
is more easily subdued, when denied the in- 
dulgence of talking of its object; and I think 
there may be other instances, in which it 
would be most prudent to keep our thoughts 
concealed even from our dearest friend. 
Some things I would communicate to one 
friend, and not to another, whom perhaps I 
loved better, because I might know that my 
first friend was not so well qualified as the 
other to counsel me on that particular sub- 
ject ; a natural bias on her mind, som« pre- 
vailing opinion, or some connection with 
persons.concerned, might make her an im- 
proper confidant with regard to one particu- 
lar, though qualified to be so on all other 
occasions. 

The confidence of friendship is indeed 
one of its sweetest pleasures and greatest ad- 
vantages. The human heart often stands in 
need of some kind and faithful partner of 
its cares, in whom it may repose all its weak- 
nesses, and with whom it is sure of finding 
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the tenderest sirapathy: Far be it from me 
to shut up the heart with cold distrust, and 
a rigid caution, or to adopt the odious max- 
im, that “ we should live with a friend, 
“ as if we were one day to become an ene- 
“ my.” But we must not wholly abandon 
prudence in any sort of connexion ; since, 
when every guard is laid aside, our unbound- 
ed openness may injure others as well as our- 
selves. Secrets intrusted to us must be sacred- 
ly kept even from our nearest friend ; for we 
have no right to dispose of the secrets of o- 
ther-. 

If there is danger in making an improper 
choice of friends, my dear child, how much 
more fatal would it be to mistake in a strong- 
er kind of attachment—in that which leads 
to an irrevocable engagement for life! yet so 
much more is the understanding blinded, 
when once the fancy is captivated, that it 
seems a desperate undertaking, to convince 
a girl in love that she has mistaken the char- 
after of the man she prefers. 

If the passions would wait for the deci- 
sion of judgement, and if a young woman 
could have the same opportunities of exam- 
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mg' into the real character of her lover, as 
into that of a female candidate for her friend- 
ship, the same rules might direct you in the 
choice of both; for, marriage being the high- 
est state of friendship, the qualities requisite 
in a friend are still more important in a hus- 
band. But voung women know so little of 
the world, especially of the other sex, and 
such pains are usually taken to. deceive them, 
that they are every way unqualified to choose 
for themselves, upon their own judgement. 
Many a heart-ach shall I feel for you, my 
sweet girl, if I live a few years longer! Since, 
not only all your happiness in this world, 
but your advancement in religion and virtue, 
or your apostacy from every good princi- 
ple you have been taught, will probably de- 
pend on the companion you fix to for life. 
Happy will it be for you if you are wise and 
modest enough to withdraw from temptation, 
and preserve your heart free and open to re- 
ceive the just recommendation of your pa- 
rents: farther than a recommendation, I dare 
say they will never go, in an affair, which 
though it should be begun by them, ought 
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never to be proceeded in without your free 
concurrence. 

Whatever romantic notions you may 
hear, or read of, depend upon it, those mat- 
ches are the happiest which are made on ra- 
tional grounds—on suitableness of charac- 
ter, degree, and fortune—on mutual esteem 
and the prospedt of a real and permanent 
friendship. Far be it from me, to advise 
you to raary where you do not love;—a mer- 
cenary marriage is a detestable prostitution -i 
—But, on the other hand, an union formed 
upon mere personal liking, without the re- 
quisite foundation of esteem, without the 
sanflion of parental approbation, and, con- 
sequently, without the blessing of God, can 
be productive of nothing but misery and 
shame. The passion, to which every con- 
sideration of duty and prudence is sacrificed 
instead of supplying the loss of all other ad- 
vantages, will soon itself be changed into 
mutual distrust, repentance, reproaches  
and finally perhaps into hatred. The dis- 
tresses it brings will be void of every conso- 
lation : you will have disgusted the friends 
who should be your support—debased yout* 
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sdf In the eyes of the world—and, what is 
much worse, in your own eyes, and even in 
those of your husband : above all, you will 
have offended that God, who alone can shield 
you from calamity. 

From an ad like this, I trust, your duty 
and gratitude to your kind parents—the first 
of duties next to that we owe to God, and 
inseparably conncdcd with it—will effedu- 
ally preserve you. But most young people 
think they have fulfilled their duty, if they 
refrain from adually marrying against pro- 
hibition : they suffer their affedions, and e- 

, ven perhaps their word ot honour to be en- 
gaged, without consulting their parents: 
yet satisfy themselves with resolving not to 
marry without their consent: not consider- 
ing that, beside the wretched, useless, un- 
comfortable state they plunge themselves in- 
to, when they contrad an hopeless engage- 
ment, they must likewise involve a parent 
in the miserable dilemma of either giving a 
forced consent against his judgement, or of 
seeing his beloved child pine away her prime 
of life in fruitless anxiety—seeing her accuse 
him of tyranny, bccause-he restrains her from 
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certain ruin—seeing her afte6tions alienated 
from her family—and all her thoughts en- 
grossed by one object, to the destru6lion of 
her health and spirits, and of all her im- 
provements and occupations. What a cru- 
el alternative for parents, whose happiness 
is bound up with that of their child !—The 
time to consult them is before you have gi- 
ven a lover the least encouragement; nor 
ought you to listen a moment to the man 
who would wish you to keep his addresses 
secret ; since he thereby shews himself 
conscious that they are not fit to be encour- 
aged. 

But, perhaps, I have said enough on this 
subject at present; though, if ever advice 
on such a topic can be of use, it must be 
before passion has got possession of the 
heart, and silenced both reason and prin- 
ciple. Fix therefore in your mind, as deep- 
ly as possible, those rules of duty and pru- 
dence, which now seem reasonable to you, 
that they may be at hand in the hour of 
trial, and save you from the miseries, in 
which strong affections, unguided by dis- 
cretion, involve so many of our sex. 

K 
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If you lave virtue sincerely, you will 

be incapable of loving an openly vicious 
character. But, alas ! — your innocent 
heart may be easily ensnared by an artful 
one—and from this danger nothing can 
secure you but the experience of those, 
to whose guidance God has intrusted you : 
may you be wise enough to make use of it! 
—So will you have the fairest chance of 
attaining the best blessings this world can 
afford, in a faithful and virtuous union 
with a worthy man, who may direct your 
steps in safety and honour through this life, 
and partake with you the rewards of vir- 
tue in that which is to come. But, if this 
happy lot should be denied you, do not be 
afraid of a single life. A worthy woman is 
never destitute of valuable friends, who in 
a great measure supply to her the want of 
nearer connections. She can never be slight- 
ed or disesteemed, while her good temper 
and benevolence render her a blessing to her 
companions. Nay, she must be honoured 
by all persons of sense and virtue, for pre- 
ferring the single state to an union unwor- 
thy of her. The calamities of an unhappy 



marriage are so much greater than can be- 
fal a single person, that the unmarried wo- 
man may find abundant argument to be con- 
tented with her condition, when pointed out 
to her by Providence. Whether married or 
single, if your first care is to please God, 
you will undoubtedly be a blessed creature ; 
—u For that which he delights in must be 
“ happy.” How earnestly I wish you this 
happiness, you can never know, unless you 
could read the heart of 

Your truly affectionate. 



LETTER VI. 

ON THE GOVERNMENT OF THE TEMPER. 

THE next great point of importance to your 
future happiness, my dear, is what your 
parents have, doubtless, been continually at- 
tentive to from your infancy, as it is impos- 
sible to undertake it too early—I mean the 
true regulation of your temper. Though you 
are in a great measure indebted to their for- 
ming hands for whatever is good in it, you 
are sensible, no doubt, as every human crea- 
ture is, of propensities to some infirmity ot 
temper, which it now must be your own care 
to correft and to subdue: otherwise the pains 
that have hitherto been taken with you may 
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all become fruitless; and, when you are 
your own mistress, you may relapse into 
those faults, which were originally in your 
nature, and which will require to be dili- 
gently watched and kept under, through the 
whole course of your life. 

If you consider, that the constant tenor 
of the gospel precepts is to promote love, 
peace, and good-will amongst men, you 
will not doubt that the cultivation of an a- 
miable disposition is a great part your reli- 
gious duty; since nothing leads more direct- 
ly to the breach of charity, and to the inju- 
ry and molestation of our fellow creatures, 
than the indulgence of an ill temper. Do 
not therefore think lightly of the offences 
you may commit, for want of a due com- 
mand over it, or suppose yourself responsi- 
ble ior tLem to your fellow creatures only ; 
but, be assured, you must give a strict ac- 
count of them all to the Supreme Governor 
of the world, who has made this a great part 
of your appointed trial upon earth. 

A woman, bred up in a religious manner, 
placed above the reach of want, and out of 
the way of sordid or scandalous vices, can 

k 2 
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have but few temptations to the flagrant 
breach of the divine laws. It particularly 
concerns her, therefore, to understand them 
in their full import, and to consider, how 
far she trespasses against them, by such ac- 
tions as appear trivial, when compared with 
murder, adultery, and theft, but which be- 
come of very great importance, by being 
frequently repeated, and occurring in the 
daily transaftions of life. 

The principal virtues or vices of a woman 
must be of a private and domestic kind. 
Within the circle of her own family and de- 
pendants lies her sphere of aftion—the scene 
of almost all those tasks and trials, which 
must determine her chara<3er, and her fate, 
here, and hereafter. Reflect for a moment, 
how much the happiness of her husband, 
children, and servants, must depend on her 
temper, and you will see that the greatest 
good, or evil, which she ever may have in 
her power to do, may arise from her cor- 
recting or indulging its infirmities. 

Though I wish the principle of duty to- 
wards God to be your ruling motive w the 
exercise of every virtue, yet, as human na- 



ture stands in need of all possible helps, let 
us not forget how essenlial it is to present 
happiness, and to the enjoyment of this life, 
to cultivate such a temper as is likewise in- 
dispensibly requisite to the attainment of 
higher felicity in the life to come. The 
greatest outward blessings cannot afford en- 
joyment to a mind ruffled and uneasy with- 
in itselt. A tit of ill humour will spoil the 
finest entertainment, and is as real a torment 
as the most painful disease. Another una- 
voidable consequence of ill temper, is the dis- 
like and aversion of all who are witnesses to 
it, and, perhaps, the deep and lasting re- 
sentment of the se who suli'er from its efte&s. 
We all, from social or self love, earnestly 
desire the esteem and affection of our fellow- 
creatures; and indeed our condition makes 
them so necessary to us, that the wretch who 
has forfeited them, must feel desolate and 
undone, deprived of all the best enjoyments 
and c> mforts the world can afford, and gi- 
ven up to his inward misery, unpitied and 
scorned. But this can never be the fate of 
a good-natured person : whatever faults he 
may have, they will generally be treated 
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with lenity; he will find an advocate in e- 
very human heart; his errors will be lament- 
ed rather than abhorred; and his virtues will 
lie viewed in the fairest point of light: His 
good humour, without the help of great ta- 
lents or acquirements, will make his compa- 
ny preferable to that of the most brilliant ge- 
nius, in whom this quality is wanting ; in 
short, it is almost impossible that you can 
be sincerely beloved by any body, without 
this engaging property, whatever other ex- 
cellencies you may possess ; but, with it, 
you will scarcely fail of finding some friends 
and favourers, even though you should be 
destitute of almost every other advantage. 

Perhaps you will say, “ all this is very 
“ true, but our tempers are not in our own (i power—we are made with different dispo- (i sitions, and, if mine is not amiable, it is 
“ rather my unhappiness than my fault.” 
This, my dear, is commonly said by those 
who will not take the trouble to correct them- 
selves. Yet, be assured, it is a delusion, 
and will not avail in our justification before 
him, “ who knoweth whereof we are made,” 
and of what we are capable. It is true, we 
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are not all equally happy in our dispositions 
but human virtue consists in cherishing and 
cultivating every good inclination, and in 
checking and subduing every propensity to 
evil. If you had been born with a bad tem- 
per, it might have been made a good one, 
at least with regard to ils outward effects, by 
education, reason, and principle: and, 
though you are so happy as to have a good 
one while young, do not suppose it will al- 
ways continue so, if you neglect to maintain 
a proper command over it. Power,'sickness, 
disappointments, or worldly cares, may cor- 
rupt and embitter the finest disposition, if 
they are not counteratted by reason and re- 
ligion. 

It is observed, that every temper is ia- 
clined, in some degree, either to passion, 
peevishness, or obstinacy. Many are so 
unfortunate as to be inclined to ^ach of the 
three in turn: it is necessary therefore to 
watch the bent of our nature, and to apply 
the remedies proper for the infirmity to 
which we are most liable. With regard to 
the first, it is so injurious to society, and so 
odious in itself, especially in the female cha- 
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rafter, that one would think shame alone 
would be sufficient to preserve a young wo- 
man from giving way to it; for it is as un- 
becoming her charafter to be betrayed into 
ill behaviour by passion, as by intoxication, 
and she ought to be ashamed of the one as 
much as of the other. Gentleness, meekness, 
and patience, are her peculiar distinftions, 
and an enraged woman is one of the most 
disgusting sights in nature. 

It is plain, from experience, that the most 
passionate people can command themselves 
when they have a motive sufficiently strong— 
such as the presence of those they fear, or to 
whom they particularly desire to recommend 
themselves: it is therefore no excuse to per- 
sons, whom you have injured by unkind re- 
proaches, and unjust aspersions, to tell them 
you was in a passion: the allowing your- 
self to speak to them in a passion is a proof 
of an insolent disrespeft, which the meanest 
of your fellow-creatures would have a right 
to resent. When once you find yourself 
heated so far as to desire to say what you 
know would be provoking and wounding to 
another, you should immediately resolve ei- 
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ther to be silent, or to quit the room, rather 
than give utterance to any thing dilated by 
so bad an inclination. Be assured, you are 
then unfit to reason or to reprove, or to hear 
reason from others. It is therefore your 
part to retire from such an occasion of sin; 
and wait till you are cool, before you pre- 
sume to judge of what has passed. By ac- 
customing yourself thus to conquer and dis- 
appoint your anger, you will, by degrees, 
find it grow weak and manageable, so as to 
leave your reason at liberty. You’will be a- 
ble to restrain your tongue from evil, and 
your looks and gestures from all expressions 
of violence and ill-will. Pride, which pro- 
duces so many evils in the human mind, is 
the great source of passion. Whoever cul- 
tivates in himself a proper hu lility, a due 
sense of his own faults and insufficiencies, 
and a due respett for others, will find but 
small temptation to violent or unreasonable 
anger. 

In the case of real injuries, which justify 
and call for resentment, there is a noble and 
generous kind of anger, a proper and neces- 
sary part of our nature, which has nothing 
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in it sinful or degrading. I would not wish 
you insensible to this; for the person, who 
feels not an injury, must be incapable of be- 
ing properly effected by benefits. With 
those, who treat you ill without provoca- 
tion, you ought to maintain your own dig- 
nity. But, in order to do this, whilst you 
shew a sense of their improper behaviour, 
you must preserve calmness, and even good- 
breeding—and thereby convince them of the 
impotence as well as injustice of their ma- 
lice. You must also weigh every circum- 
stance with candour and charity, and con- 
sider whether your shewing the resentment 
deserved may not produce ill consequences 
to innocent persons—as is almost always the 
case in family quarrels—and whether it may 
not occasion the breach of some duty, or 
necessary connection, to which you ought 
to sacrifice even your just resentments. A- 
bove all things, take care that a particular 
oflence to you does not make you unjust to 
the general character of the offending person. 
Generous anger does not preclude esteem for 
whatever is really inestimable, nor does it 
destroy good-will to the person of its objeCt: 
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It even inspires the desire of overcoming him 
by benefits, and wishes to inflict no othef 
punishment than the regret of having injured 
one, who deserved his kindness: it is always 
placable, and ready to be reconciled, as* 
soon as the offendet is convinced of his er- 
ror; nor can any subsequent injury provoke 
it to recur to past disobligations, which had 
been once forgiven. But it is perhaps un- 
necessary to give rules for this case. The 
consciousness of injured innocence naturally 
produces dignity, and usually prevents ex- 
cess of anger. Our passion is most unruly 
when we are conscious of blame, and when 
we apprehend that we have laid ourselves 
open to contempt. When we know we 
have been wrong, the least injustice in the 
degree of blame imputed to us excites our 
bitterest resentment; but,' where we know 
ourselves faultless, the sharpest accusation 
excites pity or contempt, rather than rage. 
Whenever therefore you teel yourself very 
angry, suspect yourself to be in the wrong, 
and resolve to stand the decision of your 
own conscience, before you cast upon a- 
nother the punishment, which is perhaps 

L 
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due to yourself. • This self-examination will 
at least give you time to cool; and, if you 
arc just, will dispose you to balance your 
own wrong with that of your antagonist, 
«nd to settle the account with him on equal 
terms. 

Peevishness, though not so violent and 
fatal in its immediate eflefts, is still more 
unamiable than passion, and, if possible, 
more destruftive of happiness; inasmuch as 
it operates more continually. Though the 
fretful man injures us less, he disgusts us 
more than the passionate one—because he 
betrays a low and little mind, intent on 
trifles, and engrossed by a paltry self-love, 
which knows not how to bear the very ap- 
prehension of any inconvenience. It is 
self-love, then, which we must combat, 
when we find ourselves assaulted by this in- 
firmity ; and, by voluntarily enduring in- 
conveniences, we shall habituate ourselves 
to tear them with ease and good-humour, 
when occasioned by others. Perhaps this is 
the best kind of religious mortification; as 
Hie chief end of denying ourselves any inno- 
cent indulgences must be to acquire a habit 
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of command over our passions and inclina- 
tion^ particularly such aa are likely to lead 
us into evil. Another method of conquer- 
ing this enemy is to abstract our minds from 
that attention to trifling circumstances, 
which usually creates th:s uneasiness. Those 
who are engaged in high and important 
pursuits are very little a fleeted by small in- 
conveniences. The man whose head is full 
of studious thought, or whose heart is full 
ofcaje, will eat his dinner without knowing 
whether it was well or ill dressed, or whether 
it was served punctually at the hour or not: 
and though'absence from the common things 
of life is far from desirable, especially in a 
woman, yet too minute and anxious an at- 
tention to them seldom fails to produce a 
teazing, mean, and fretful disposition. I 
would therefore wish your mind to have al- 
ways some objeft in pursuit worthy of it, 
that it may not be engrossed by such as are 
in themselves scarce worth a moment’s an- 
xiety. ft is chiefly in the decline of life, 
when amusements fail, and when the more 
importunate passions subside, that this infir- 
mity is observed to grow upon, us ; and 
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perhaps it will seldom fail to do so, unless 
carefully watched and counteracted by rea- 
son. We must, then endeavour to substitute 
some pursuits in the place of;those which 
can only engage us in the beginning of our 
course. The pursuit of glory and happi- 
ness in another life, by evcrj' means of im- 
proving and exalting our own minds, be- 
comes more and more interesting to us, the 
nearer we draw to the end of all sublunary 
enjoyments. Reading, reflection, rational 
conversation, and, above all, conversing 
with God, by prayer and meditation, may 
preserve us from taking that anxious interest 
in the little comforts and conveniences of 
our remaining days, which usually gives 
birth to so much fretfulncss in old people. 
But though the aged and infirm aje most- 
liable to this evil (and they alone are to be 
pitied for it), yet we sometimes see the 
young, the healthy, and those who enjoy ( 
most outward blessings, inexcusably guilty 
of it. The smallest disappointment in 
pleasure, or difficulty in the most trifling 
employment, will put wilful people out of 
temper, and their very amusements frequent- 



ly become scources of vexation and peevish- 
ness. How often have 1 seen a girl, pre- 
paring tor a ball, or for some other public 
appearance, unable to satisfy her own va- 
nity, fret over every ornament she put on, 
quarrel with her maid, with her clothes, her 
hair ; and growing still more unlovely as 
she grew more cross, be ready to fight with 
her looking-glass for not making her as hand- 
some as she w ished to be ! She did not con- 
sider, that tiie (races of this ill-humour on 
her countenance would be a greater disad • 
vantage to her appearance, than any de- 
feat in her dress, or even than the plainest 
features enlivened by joy and good humour. 
There is a degree of resignation necessary e- 
ven to the enjoyment of pleasure; we must 
be ready and willing to give up some part 
of what we could wish for, before we can 
enjoy that which is indulged to us. I have 
no doubt that she who frets all the while she 
is dressing for an assembly, will suffer still 
greater uneasiness when she is there. The 
same craving restless vanity will there en- 
dure a thousand mortifications, which, in 
the midst of seeming pleasure, will secretly 

12 
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dorrode her heart; whilst the meek and 
humble generally find more gratification 
than they expected, and return home pleas- 
ed and enlivened from every scene of a- 
musement, though they could have staid a- 
way from it with perfect ease and content- 
ment. 

Sullenness, or obstinacy, is perhaps a worse 
fault of temper than either of the former— 
and, if indulged, may end in the most fatal 
-extremes of stubborn melancholy, malice, 
and revenge. The resentment which, instead 
of being expressed, is nursed in secret, and 
continually aggravated by the imagination, 
will, in time, become the ruling passion ; 
and then, how horrible will be his case, whose 
kind and pleasurable affeftions are all swal- 
lowed up by the tormenting as well as detes- 
table sentiments of hatred and revenge ?  
“ * Admonish thy friend, peradventure he 
hath not done it : or if he hath, that he do 
it no more.—Admonish thy friend, perad- 
venture he hath not said it: or, if he hath, 
that he speak it not again.”—Brood not over 

Ecclus. xix. 30. 
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a resentment which perhaps was at first ill 
grounded, and which is undoubtedly height- 
ened by an heated imagination. But, when 
you have first subdued your own temper, so 
as to be able to speak calmly, reasonably, 
and kindly, then expostulate with the per- 
son you suppose to be in fault—hear what 
she has to say : and either reconcile yourself 
to her, or quiet your mind under the injury, 
by the principle of Christian charity. But 
if it should appear that you yourself have 
been most to blame, or if you have been in 
an error, acknowledge it fairly and handsome- 
ly ; if you feel any reluctance to do so, be 
certain that it arises from pride, to conquer 
which, is an absolute duty.—“ A soft answer 
turneth away w rath,” and a generous con- 
fession oftentimes more than atones for the 
fault which requires it. Truth and justice 
demand that we should acknowledge convic- 
tion, as soon as we feel it, and not maintain 
an erroneous opinion, or justify a wrong con- 
duft, merely from the false shame of confes- 
sing our past ignorance. A false shame it un- 
doubtedly is, and as impolitic as unjust, since 
your error is already seen by those who en- 
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deaVouv to set you right; but your convic- 
tion, and the candour and generosity of ow- 
ning it freely, may still be an honour to you, 
and would greatly recommend you to the 
person with whom you disputed. With a 
disposition strongly inclined to fullenness or 
obstinacy, this must be a very painful ex- 
ertion; and to make a perfect conquest over 
yourself at once, may perhaps appear im- 
pra6iicablc, whilst the zeal of self-justifica- 
tio n, and the abhorrence of blame, are strong 
upon you. But, if you are so unhappy as 
to yield to your infirmity at one time, do 
not let this discourage you from renewing 
your efforts. Your mind will gain strength 
from the contest, and your internal enemy 
will by degrees be forced to give ground. 
Be not afraid to revive the subject, as soon 
as you find yourself able to sulxlue your tem- 
per ; and then frankly lay open the conflict 
you sustained at the time ; by this you will 
make all the amends in your power for your 
fault, and will certainly change the disgust 
you have given into pity at least, if not ad- 
miration. Nothing is more endearing than 
such a confession—and you will find such » 



satisfaction in your own consciousness, and 
in the renewed tenderness and esteem you will 
gain from the person concerned, that your 
task for the future will be made more easy, 
and your relu6iance to be convinced,will, on 
every occasion, grow less and less. 

The love of truth, and a real desire of im- 
provement, ought to be the only motives of 
argumentation; and where these are sincere, 
no difficulty can be made of embracing the 
truth, as soon as it is perceived. But, in 
fa6t, people oftener dispute from vanity and 
pride, which make it a grievous mortifica- 
tion to allow that we are the wiser for what 
we have heard from another. To receive ad- 
vice, reproof, and instruction, properly, is 
the surest sign of a sincere and humble heart 
—and shews a greatness of mind, which com- 
mands our respeft and reverence, while it ap- 
pears so willingly to yield to us the superi- 
ority. 

Observe, notwithstanding, that I do not 
wish you to hear of your faults without pain: 
such an indifference would altbrd small hopes 
of amendment . Shame and remorse are the 
first steps to true repentance ; yet we should 
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be willing to bear this pain, and thankful to 
the kind hand that inflicts it for our good. 
Nor must we, by sullen silence under it, 
leave our kind physician in doubt, whether 
the operation has taken effect or not, or whe- 
ther it has not added another malady, instead 
of curing the first. You must consider, that 
those who tell you of your faults, if they do 
it from motives of kindness and not of malice, 
exert their friendship in a painful office, 
which must have cost them as great an effort 
as it can be to you to acknowledge the ser- 
vice ; and, if you refuse this encouragement, 
you cannot expert that any one, who is not 
absolutely obliged to it by duty, will a se- 
cond time undertake such an ilbrequitted 
trouble. What a loss would this be to your- 
self 1—how difficult would be our progress, 
to that degree of perfection, which is neces- 
sary to our happiness, was it not for the as- 
sistance we receive from each other I——-this 
certainly is one of the means of grace held out 
to us by our merciful judge, and, if wc re- 
jeet it, we are answerable for all the miscar- 
riages we may fall into for want of it. 
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1 know not, whether that strange caprice, 
that inequality of taste and behaviour, so 
commonly attributed to our sex, may be 
properly called a fault of temper—as it seems 
not to be connected with, or arising from 
our animal frame, but to be rather the fruit 
of our own self indulgence, degenerating by 
degrees into such a wantonness of will as 
knows not how to please itself. When, in- 
stead of regulating our actions by reason and 
principle, we suffer ourselves to be guided by 
eyery slight and momentary impulse of in- 
clination, we shall, doubtless, appear so va- 
riable and inconstant, that nobody can guess 
by our behaviour to-day what may be ex- 
pected from us to-morrow; nor can we our- 
selves tell whether what we delighted in a 
week ago, will now afford us the least degree 
of pleasure. It is in vain for others to at- 
tempt to please us—we cannot please our- 
selves, though all we could wish for waits 
our choice : and thus does a capricious wo- 
man become, “ sick of herself, through very 
selfishness And, when this is the case, it 
is easy to judge how sick others must be of 
her, and how contemptible and disgusting 
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she must appear. This wretched state is the 
usual consequence of power and flattery. 
May my dear child never meet with the temp- 
tation of that excessive and ill-judged in- 
dulgence from a husband, which she has 
happily escaped from her parents, and which 
seldom fails to reduce women to the misera- 
ble condition of a humoured child, always 
unhappy from having nobody’s will to study 
but its own! The insolence of sucli demands 
foriyourself, and such disregard to the choice 
and inclinations of others, can seldom fail 
to make you as many enemies as there are 
persons obliged to bear with your humours; 
whilst a compliant, reasonable, and content- 
ed disposition, would render you happy in 
yourself, and beloved by all your compa- 
nions—particularly by those who live con- 
stantly with you ; and of what consequence 
is this to your happiness, a moment’s reflec- 
tion will convince you. Family friendships 
are the friendships made for us, if I may so 
speak, by God himself. With the kindest 
intentions, he has knit the bands of family 
love, by indispensible duties; and wretched 
are they who have burst them asunder by 
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violence and ill-will, or worn them out by 
constant little disobligation, and by the want 
of that attention to please, which the presence 
of a stranger always inspires, but which is 
so often shamefully neglefted towards those 
whom it is most our duty and interest to 
please. May you, my dear, be wise enough 
to see that every facidty of entertainment, e- 
very engaging qualification, which you pos- 
sess, is exerted to the best advantage for those 
whose love is of most importance to you— 
for those who live under the same voof, and 
with whom you are conheded for life, ei- 
ther by the ties of blood, or by the still more 
sacred obligations of a voluntary engage- 
ment. 

To make you the delight and darling of 
your family, something more is required 
than barely to be exempt from ill temper 
and troublesome humours. The sincere 
and genuine smiles of complacency and love 
must adorn your countenance. That ready 
compliance, that alertness to assist and o- 
blige, whicli demonstrates true affection, 
must animate your behaviour, and endear 
your most common attions. Politenes 

M 
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must accompany your greatest familiarities, 
and restrain you from every thing that is 
really offensive, or which can give a mo- 
ment’s unnecessary pain. Conversation, 
which is so apt to grow dull and insipid 
in families, nay, in some to be almost 
wholly laid aside, must be cultivated with 
the frankness and openness of friendship, 
and by the mutual communication of what- 
ever may conduce to the improvement or 
innocent entertainment of each other. 

Reading, whether apart or in common, 
will furnish useful and pleasing subjects; 
and the sprightliness of youth will natural- 
ly inspire harmless mirth and native humour, 
if encouraged by a mutual desire of divert- 
ing each other, and making the hours pass 
agreeably in your own house: every amuse- 
ment that offers will be heightened by the 
participation of these dear companions, 
and by talking over every incident to- 
gether, and every obje6l of pleasure. If 
you have any acquired tajent of entertain- 
ment, such as music, painting, or the like, 
your own family are those before whom 
you should most wish to excel, and for 



whom you should always be ready lo exert 
yourself; not suffering the accomplishments 
Which you have gained, perhaps by their 
Means, and at their expence, to lie dormant, 
till the arrival of a stranger gives you spi- 
rit in the performance. Where this last is 
the case, yOliinay be sure vanity is the only 
motive ot exertion : A stranger will praise 
you mofe : But Itow little sensibility has 
that heart w hich is hot more gratified by the 
silent pleasure painted on tin? coimtej>anoo of 
a partial parent, or of an affctiionMe brother, 
than by the empty compliment's of h visitor, 
Who is perhaps inwardly more disposed to 
criticise and ridicule than to admire youl 

I have been longer in this letter than I in- 
tended, yet it is with difficulty I can quit 
the subject, because I think it is seldom suf- 
ficiently insisted on, either in books or in 
sermons—and because there are many per- 
sons weak enough to Ixdieve themselves in a 
safe and innocent course of life, whilst they 
are daily harassing every body about them 
by their Vexatious humours. But you will, 
I hope, constantly bear in mind, that you 
can never treat a fellow creature unkindly, 
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without offending the kind Creator and Fa- 
ther of all—and that you can no way render 
yourself so acceptible to him, as by study- 
ing to promote the happiness of others, in 
every instance, small as well as great—The 
favour of God, and the love of your compa- 
nions, will surely be deemed rewards suffi- 
cient to animate your most fervent endea- 
vours ; yet this is not all; the disposition of 
mind, which 1 would recommend, is its own 
reward, and is in itself essential to happiness. 
Cultivate it therefore, my dear child, with 
your utmost diligence—and, watch the symp- 
toms of ill temper, as they rise, with a firm 
resolution to conquer them, before they are 
even perceived by any other person. In e- 
very such inward conflict, call upon your 
Maker, to assist the feeble nature he hath 
given you—-and sacrifice to Him every feel- 
ing that would tempt you to disobedience : 
So will you at length attain that true Chris- 
tian meekness, which is blessed in the sight 
of God and man : “ which has the promise 
“ of this life as well as of that which is to 
“ come.” Then will you pity, in others, 
those infirmities whfoh you have conquered 
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in yourself; and will think yourself as much 
bound to assist, by your patience and gen- 
tleness, those who arc so unhappy as to be 
under the dominion of evil passions, as you 
are to impart a share of your riches to the 
poor and miserable. 

Adieu, my dearest. 



LETTER VII. 

ON ECONOMY. 

MY DEAR NIECE. 
ECONOMY is so important a part of a 

woman s chamber, so necessary to her own 
happiness, and so essential to her performing 
properly the .duties of a wife and of a mother, 
that it ought to have the precedence of all 
other accomplishments, and take its rank 
next to the first duties of life. It is, moreo- 
ver, an art as well as a virtue—and, many 
well-meaning persons* from ignorance, or 
from inconsideration, are strangely deficient 
in it. Indeed it is too often wholly neglec- 
ted in a young woman’s education—and, she 
is sent from her father’s house to govern a 
family, without the least degree of that know- 
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ledge, which would qualify her for it: this 
is the source of much inconvenience : for 
though experience and attention may supply 
by degrees, the want of instruction, yet this 
requires time—the family in the mean time, 
may get into habits, which are very difficult 
to alter; and, what is worse, the husband’s 
opinion of his w ife’s incapacity may be fixed 
too strongly to suffer him ever to think just- 
ly of her gradual improvements. I would 
therefore earnestly advise you to make use 
of every opportunity you can find, for the 
laying in some store of knowledge on this 
subjeCt, before you are called upon to the 
practice; by observing what passes before 
you—by consulting prudent and experien- 
ced mistresses of families—and by entering 
in a book a memorandum of every new piece 
of intelligence you acquire ; you may after- 
wards compare these w ith more mature ob- 
servations, and you can make additions and 
corrections as you see occasion. I hope it 
will not be long before your mother intrusts 
you with some part at least, of the manage- 
ment of your father’s house. Whilst you 
are under her eye, your ignorance cannot 
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do much harm, though the relief to her at 
first may not be near so considerable as the 
benefit to yourself. 

Economy consists of so many branches, 
some of which descend to such minutenesses, 
that it is impossible for me in writing to give 
you particular directions. The rude outlines 
may be perhaps described, and I shall be hap- 
py if I can furnish you with any hint that 
may hereafter be usefully applied. 

The first and greatest point is to lay out 
your general plan of living in a just propor- 
tion to your fortune and rank : if these two 
will not coincide, the last must certainly give 
way ; for, if you have right principles, you 
cannot tail of being wretched under the sense 
of the injustice as well as danger of spend- 
ing beyond your income, and your distress 
will be continually increasing. No mortifi- 
cations, which you can suffer from retrench- 
ing in your appearance, can Ire comparable 
to this unhappiness. If you would enjoy 
the real comforts of affluence, you should 
lay your plan considerably within your in- 
come ; not for the pleasure of amassing 
wealth—though, where there is a growing 
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family, it is an absolute fluty to layby some- 
thino; every year—but to provide for contin- 
genci< s, and to have <he power ofindulglng 
your choice in the disposal of the overplus—- 
either in innocent pleasures, or to increase 
your funds for charity, and generosity, which 
are in fa6t the true funds of pleasure. In 
some circumstances indeed, this would not 
lie prudent: there are professions in which a 
man’s success greatly depends on his making 
some figure, where the bare suspicion of po- 
verty would bring on the reality. If, by 
marriage, you should be placed in such a 
situation, it will be your duty to exert all 
your skill in the management of your income: 
Yet, eveninthisca.se, I would not strain 
to the utmost for appearance, but would 
choose my models among the most prudent 
and moderate of my own class; and, be con- 
tented with slower advancement, for the sake 
of security and peace of mind. 

A contrary comlu6t is the ruin of many ; 
and, in general, the w ives of men in such 
professions might live in a more retired and 
frugal manner titan they do, w ithout any ill 
consequence, it they did not make the sch< me 



of advancing the success of their husbands 
an-excuse to th&rnselves for the indulgence 
of their own vanity and ambition. 

Perhaps if may be said, that the settling 
the general scheme of expences is seldom 
the wife’s province, and that many men 
do not choose even to acquaint her with tire 
real state of their affairs. Where this is the 
case, a woman can be answerable for no more 
than is intrusted to her. Bat I think it ti ve- 
ry ill sign, for one or both of the parties, 
where there is such a want of openness, in 
what equally concerns them. As I trust 
you will deserve the confidence of your hus- 
band, so I hojre you will be allowed free 
consultation with him on your mutual inte- 
rests ; and I believe, there are few men, who 
would not hearken to reason on their own 
affairs, when they saw a wife ready and de- 
sirous to give up her share of vanities and 
indulgencies, and only earnest to proirotc 
the common good of the family. 

In order to settle your plan, it will be ne- 
cessary to make a pretty exact calculation : 
and if, from this time, you accustom your- 
self to calculations in all the little expences 
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intrusted to you, you will grow expert and 
ready at them, and be able to guess very near- 
ly, where certainty cannot be attained. Ma- 
ny articles of expence are regular and fixed; 
these may be valued exactly; and, by con- 
sulting with experienced persons, you may 
calculate nearly the amount of others : any 
material article of consumption, in a family 
of any given number and circumstances, 
may be estimated pretty nearly. Your own 
oxpences of clothes and pocket-money should 
fee settled and circumscrihed, that you may 
be sure not to exceed the just proportion. 
I think it an admirable method to appro- 
priate such a portion of your income, as you 
judge proper to bestow in charity, to be. sa- 
credly kept for that purpose, and no longer 
considered as your own. By which means, 
you will avoid the temptation of giving less 
than you ought through selfishness, or more 
than you ought through good-nature or weak- 
ness. If your circumstances allow of it, you 
might set apart another fund for afts of libe- 
rality or friendship, w hich do not come un- 
der the head of charity. The Laving such 
funds ready at hand makes it easy and plea- 
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sant to give ; and, when afts of bounty are 
performed without effort, they are generally 
done more kindly and effectually. If you 
are obliged in conscience to lay up for a fa- 
mily, the same method of an appropriated 
fund for saving will be of excellent use, as 
it will prevent that continual and often inef- 
fectual anxiety, which a general desire of 
saving, without having fixed the limits, is 
sure to create. 

Regularity of payments and accounts is 
essential to Economy :—your house-keeping 
should be settled at least once a week, and 
all the bills paid: all other tradesmen should 
be paid, at farthest, once a year. Indeed I 
think it more advautegeous to pay oftener : 
but, if you make them trust you longer, they 
must either charge proportionably higher, 
or be losers by your custom. Numbers of 
them fail, every year, from the cruel cause 
of being obliged to give their customers so 
much long credit than the dealers, from 
whom they take their goods, will allow to 
them. If people of fortune considered this, 
they would not defer their payments, Irom 

0 
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mere negligence, as they often do, to the 
ruin of whole families. 

You must endeavour to acquire skill in 
purchasing : in order to this, you should be- 
gin now to attend to the prices of things, and 
take every proper opportunity of learning the 
real value of every thing, as well asthe marks 
whereby you are to distinguish the good from 
the bad. 

In your table, as in your dress, and in all 
other things, I wish you to aim at propriety 
and neatness, or, ifyour state demands it, ele- 
gance, rather than superfluous figure. To 
go beyond your sphere, either in dress, or 
in the appearance of your table, indicates a 
greater fault in your character than to be too 
much within it. It is impossible to enter in- 
to the minutice of the table : good sense and 
observation of the best models must form 
your taste, and a due regard to w hat you 
can afford, must restrain it. 

Ladies, who aie fond of needle-work ge- 
nerally choose to consider that as a princi- 
pal part of good housewifery : and though 
I cannot look upon it as of equal importance 
w^tli the due regulation of a family, yet in, 

N 
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a middling rank, and with a moderate for- 
tune, it is a necessary part of a woman’s 
duty, and a considerable article in expence 
is saved by it. Many young ladies make 
almost every thing they wear; by which 
means they can make a genteel figure at a 
small expence. This, in your station, is the 
most profitable and desirable kind of work ; 
and, as much of it as you can do, consist- 
ently with a due attention to your health, to 
the improvement of your mind, and to the 
discharge of other duties, I should think 
highly commendable. But, as I do not wish 
you to impose on the world by yotrr appear- 
ance, I should be contented to see you worse 
dressed, rather than see your whole time em- 
ployed in preparations for it, or any of those 
hours given to it, which are needful to make 
your body strong and active by exercise, or 
your mind rational by reading. Absolute 
idleness is inexcusable in a woman, because 
the needle is always at hand for those inter- 
vals in which she cannot be otherwise em- 
ployed. If you are industrious, and if you 
keep good hours, you will find time for all 
your proper employments. Early rising, 
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and a good disposition of time, is essential 
to economy. The necessary orders, and ex- 
amination into Jiousehold affairs, should be 
dispatched, as soon in the day, and as pri- 
vately as possible, that they may not inter- 
rupt your husband or guests, or break in 
upon conversation, or reading, in the re- 
mainder of the day. If you defer any thing 
that is necessary, you may be tempted by 
company, or by unforeseen avocations, to 
forget, or to neglect it: hurry and irregu- 
larity will ensue, with expensive expedients 
to supply the defeat. 

There is in many people, and particular- 
ly in youth, a strange aversion to regulari- 
ty—a desire to delay what ought to be done 
immediately, in order to do something else, 
which might as well be done afterwards. Be 
assured it is of more consequence to you than 
you can conceive, to get the better of this i- 
dle proprastinating spirit, and to acquire 
habits of constancy and steadiness, even in 
the most trifling matters: without them there 
can be no regularity, or consistency of a6Upn 
or character—no dependance oh your best 
intentions, which a sudden humour may 
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tempt you to lay aside for a time, and which 
a thousand unforeseen accidents will after- 
wards render it more and mtue difficult to 
execute: no one can say w hat important 
consequences may follow a trivial neglect of 
this kind. For example—I have known one 
ofthese procrastinators disoblige, and gradu- 
ally lose very valuable friends, by delaying 
to write to them so long, that, having no 
good excuse to offer, she could not get cour- 
age enough to write at all, and dropped 
their correspondence entirely. 

The neatness and order of your house and 
furniture, is a part of Economy which will 
greatly affett your appearance and charac- 
ter, and to which you must yourself give 
;iltention, since it is not possible, even for 
the rich and great, to rely wholly on the 
care of servants, in such points, without 
their being often neglected. The more mag- 
nificently a house is furnished, the more one 
is disgusted with that air of confusion, w hich 
often prevails where attention is wanting in 
the owner. But, on the other hand, there 
is a kind of neatness, which gives a lady the 
air of a house-maid, and make!) her exces- 
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sively troublesome to every body, and par- 
ticularly to her husband : in this, as in all 
other branches of Economy, I wish you to 
avoid all parade and bustle. Those ladies 
who pique themselves on the particular ex- 
cellence of neatness, are very apt to forget 
that the decent order of the house should be 
designed to promote the convenience and 
pleasure of those who are to be in it; and 
that, if it is converted into a cause of trou- 
ble and constraint, their husband and guests 
would be happier without it. The love of 
fame, that universal passion, will sometimes 
shew itself on strangely insignificant subjects, 
and a person, who a£is for praise only, will 
always go beyond the mark in every thing. 
The best sign of a house being well govern- 
ed, is, that nobody’s attention is called to 
any of the little affairs of it, but all goes on 
so well, of course, that one is not led to make 
remarks upon any thing, nor to observe any 
extraordinary effort that produces the gene- 
ral result of ease and elegance, which pre- 
vails throughout. 

Domestic Economy, and the credit and 
happiness of a family, depend so much on 
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the choice ami proper regulation of servants, 
that it must be considered as an essential part 
both of prudence and duty. Those who keep 
a great number of them, have a heavy charge 
on their consciences, and ought to think 
themselves in some measure responsible for 
the morals and happiness of so many of their 
fellow-creatures, designed like themselves for 
immortality. Indeed, the cares of domestic 
management are by no means lighter to per- 
sons of high rank and fortune, if they per- 
form their duty, than to those of a retired 
station. It is with a family, as with a com- 
mon-wealth, the more numerous and luxu- 
rious it becomes, the more difficult it is to 
govern ft properly—Though the great are 
placed above the little attentions and em- 
ployments, to which a private gentlewoman 
must dedicate much of her time, they have a 
larger and more important sphere of action, 
in which, if they are jndolent and neglect- 
ful, the whole government of their house 
and fortune must fall into irregularity. 
Whatever number of deputies they may 
employ to overlook their affairs, they must 
themselves overlook those deputies, and be 
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ultimately answerable for the conduct of the 
whole. The characters of those servants, 
who are entrusted with power over the rest, 
cannot be too nicely inquired into: and the 
mistress of the family must be ever watchful 
over their conduft—at the same time that 
she must carefiilly avoid every appearance 
of suspicion, which, whilst it w ounds and in- 
jures a worthy servant, only excites the ar- 
tifice and cunning of an unjust one. 

None, w ho pretend to be friends of reli- 
ligion and virtue, should ever keep a domes- 
tic, however expert in business, w hom they 
know to be guilty of immorality. How un- 
Irecoming a serious character is it, to say of 
such a one, “ he is a bad man, but a good 
servant!”—What a preference does it shew 
of private convenience to the interests of so- 
ciety, w hich demand that vice should be con- 
stantly discountenanced, especially in every 
one’s own household ; and that the sober, 
honest, and industrious, should be sure of 
finding encouragement and reward, in the 
houses of those who maintain respectable 
characters ! Such persons should be invaria- 
bly strict and peremptory with regard to the 
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behaviour of their servants, in every thing 
which concerns the general plan of domes- 
tic government—but should by uo means be 
severe on small faults, since nothing so much 
weakens authority as frequent chiding. 
Whilst they require precise obedience to 
their rules, they must prove by their gene- 
ral condu6t, that these rules are the effect, 
not of humour, but of reason. It is wonder- 
i’ul that those, who are careful to conceal 
their ill-temper from strangers, should be 
indifferent how peevish, and even contemp- 
tibly capricious, they appear before their 
servants, on whom their good name so much 
depends, and from whom they can hope for 
no real respect, when their weakness is so ap- 
parent. When once a servant can say—■“ I 
“ cannot do any thing to please my mistress 
•! to-day”—all authority is lost. 

Those, who continually change their ser- 
vants, and complain of perpetual ill-usage, 
have good reason to believe that the fault is 
in themselves, and that they do not know 
how to govern. Few indeed possess the 
skill to unite authority with kindness, or are 
capable of that steady and uniformly reason- 
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able condufl, which alone can maintain true 
dignity, and command a willing and atten- 
tive obedience. Let us not forget that hu- 
man nature is the same in all stations. If 
you can convince your servants, that you 
have a generous and considerate regard to 
their health, their interest, and their reason- 
able gratifications, that you impose no com- 
mands but what are fit and right, nor ever 
reprove but with justice and temper—Why 
should you imagine that they will -be insen- 
sible to the good they receive, or whence 
suppose them incapable of esteeming and 
prizing such a mistress ?—I could never, 
without indignation, hear it said that, 
‘‘‘ servants have no gratitude”—as if the 
condition of servitude excluded the virtues of 
humanity!—The truth is, masters and mis- 
tresses, have seldom any real claim to grati- 
tude. They think highly of what they be- 
stow, and little of the servide they receive : 
they consider only their own convenience, 
and seldom reflect on the kind of life their 
servants pass with them : they do not ask 
themselves, whither it is such an one as is 
consistent withthe preservation of their health, 
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tbeir morals, their leisure for religious duties, 
or with a proper share of the enjoyments 
and comforts of life. The dissipated man- 
ners, which now so generally prevail, per- 
petual absence from home, and attendance 
en assemblies, or at public places, is, in all 
these respects, pernicious to the whole house- 
hold—and to the men servants, absolutely 
ruinous, .Their only resource, in the tedi- 
ous hours of waiting, whilst their masters 
and ladies are engaged in diversions, is to 
find out something of the same kind for 
themselves. Thus are they led into gaming, 
drinking, extravagance, and bad company 
—and thus, by a natural progression, they 
become distrest and d ishpnest. That attach- 
ment and affiance, which onght to subsist 
between the dependant and his protestor, 
are destroyed. The master looks on his at- 
tendants as thieves and traitors, whilst they 
consider him as one, whose money only gives 
him power over them—and, who uses that 
power, without the least regard to their wel- 
fare. 

* f‘ The fool saith—I have no friends—I 
Ecclns. xx. 1». 
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have no thanks for all my good deeds, and 
they that eat my bread speak evil of me.”— 
Thus foolishly do those complain, who 
choose their servants, as well as their friends, 
without discretion, or who treat them in a 
manner that no worthy person will bear. 

I have been often shocked at the want of 
politeness, by which masters and mistresses 
sometimes provoke impertinence from their 
servants : a gentleman, who would resent to 
death, an imputation of falsehood, from his 
equal, will not scruple, without proof, to 
accuse his servant ot it, in the grossest terms. 
I have heard the most insolent contempt of 
the whole class, expressed at a table, whilst 
five or six ofthem attended behind the chairs, 
who, the company seemed to think, were 
without senses, without understanding, or 
the natural feelings of resentment: these are 
cruel injuries and will be retorted in some 
way or other. 

If you, iny dear, live to be at the head of 
a family, I hope you will not only avoid all 
injurious treatment of your domestics, but 
behave to them with that courtesy and good 
breeding, which will heighten their respect as 
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Mfell theirafFection. If, on any occasion, thtfy 
do more than you have a right to require, 
give them at least the reward of seeing that 
they have obliged you. If, in your service, 
they have any hardship to endure, let them 
see that you are concerned for the necessity-of 
imposing it. When they are sick, give 
them all the attention and every comfort in 
your power, with a free heart and kind 
countenance ;* c< not blemishing thy good 
deeds, not using uncomfortable words, when 
thou givest any thing. Is not a word better 
than a gift ?—but both are with a gracious 
man !—A fool will upbraid churlishly, and 
a gift ot the envious consumeth the eyes.” 

Whilst you thus endear yourself to all 
your servants, you must ever carefully a- 
void making a favourite of any ; unjust 
distinctions, and weak indulgencies to one, 
will of course excite envy and hatred in the 
rest. Your favourite may‘establish what- 
ever abuses she pleases: none will dare to 
complain against her, and you will be kept 
ignorant of her ill practices, but w ill feel the 

Ecclus. 
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effects of them, by finding all your other 
servants uneasy in their places, and, perhaps, 
by being obliged continually to change them. 

When they have spent a reasonable time 
in your service, and have behaved commeu- 
dably, you ought to prefer them, if it is in 
your power, or to recommend them to a let- 
ter provision. The hope of this keeps alive 
attention and gratitude, and is the proper 
support of industry. Like a parent, you 
should keep in view their establishment in 
some way, that may piescrve their old age 
from indigence; and to this end, you should 
endeavour to inspire-them with care to lay 
tip part of their gains, and constantly dis- 
courage in them ull vanity in dress, and ex- 
travagance in idle expences. That you are 
bound to promote their eternal its well as tem- 
poral welfare, you cannot doubt, since next 
to your children, they are your nearest de- 
pendants. You ought therefore to instruct 
them as far as you are able, furnish them 
with good books suited to their capacity, 
and see that they attend the public worship 
of God ; and you must take care so to pass 
the Sabbath day, as to allow them time, ob 

O 
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that day at least, for reading and reflexion 
at home, as well as for attendance at church. 
Though this is a part of your religious du- 
ty, I mention it here, because i( is also a 
part of family management : for the same 
reason, I shall here take occasion earnestly 
to recommend family prayers, which are 
useful to all, but more particularly to ser- 
vants—who, being constantly employed, are 
led to the neglect of private prayer—and 
whose ignorance makes it very difficult for 
them to frame devotions for themselves, or 
to choose proper helps, amidst the nume- 
rous books of superstitious or enthusiastic 
nonsense, which are printed for that pur- 
pose. Even in a political light, this prac- 
tice is eligible, since the idea which it will 
give them of your regularity and decency, if 
not counteracted by other parts of your con- 
dutt, will probably increase their respett 
for you, and will be some restraint, at least 
on their outward behaviour, though it should 
Jail of that inward influence, w hich in gene- 
ral may he hoped from it. 

The prudent distribution of your charita- 
ble gifts may not improperly be considered 



as a branch of Economy, since the great du- 
ty of almsgiving cannot be truly fulfilled 
without a diligent attention so to manage the 

,sums you can spare, as to produce the most 
real good to your fellow-creatures. Many 
are willing to give money, who will not be- 
stow their time and consideration, and who 
therefore often hurt tbc community, when 
they mean to do good to individuals. The 
larger ate your funds, the stronger is tbe call 
upon you to exert your industry and care in 
disposing of them properly. It seems impos- 
sible to give rules tor this, as every case is 
attended with a variety of circumstances, 
which must all be considered. In general, 
charity is most useful, when it is appropria- 
ted to animate the industry of the young, 
to procure some ease and comforts to old age, 
and to support in sickness those whose dai- 
ly labour is their only maintenance in health. 
They, who are falleu into indigence, from 
circumstances of ease and plenty, and in 
whom education and habit have added a 
thousand wants to those of nature, must be 
considered with the teuderest sympathy, by 
every feeling heart. It is needless to say. 
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that to such the bare support of existence is 
scarcely a benefit—and that the delicacy and 
liberality of the manner in which relief is 
here offered, can alone make it a real aft of 
kindness. In great families, the waste of 
provisions sufficient for the support of many 
poor ones, is a shocking abuse of the gifts 
of Providence: nor should any lady think it 
beneath her to study the best means of pre- 
venting it, and of employing the refnse of 
luxury in the relief of the poor. Even the 
smallest families may give some assistance 
in this way, if care is taken that nothing be 
wasted. 

I am sensible, my dear child, that very 
little more can be gathered from what 1 have 
said on Economy, than the general impor- 
tance of it, which cannot be too much im- 
pressed on your mind, since the natural 
turn of young people is to negleft and even 
despise it; not distinguishing it from par- 
simony and narrowness of spirit. But, be 
assured, my dear, there can be no true gene- 
rosity without it; and that the most enlarg- 
ed and liberal mind will find itself not deba- 
sed, but ennobled by it. Nothing is more 
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summon than to see the same person, whose 
want of Economy is ruining his family, con- 
sumed with regret and vexation at the effiwSl 
of his profusion ; and, by endeavouring to 
save, in such trifles as will hot amount to 
twenty pounds in a year, that which he 
wastes by hundreds, incur the character, and 
sufterthe anxieties of a mber, together with 
the misfortunes of a prodigal. A rational 
plan of expence will save you from all these 
corroding cares, and will give you the full 
and liberal enjoyment of what you spend. 
An air of ease, of hospitality, and frankness, 
will reign in your house, which will make 
it pleasant to your friends and to yourself. 
“ Bett r is a morsel of bread,” where this is 
found, than the most elaborate entertain- 
ment, w ith that air of constraint and anxie- 
ty, which often betrays the grudging heart 
through all the disguises of civility. 

That you, my dear, may unite in your- 
self the admirable virtues of Generosity and 
Economy, which will be the grace and 
crown of all your attainments, is the earnest 
wish of, 

Your ever affectionate. 
o 2 



LETTER VIII. 

ON POLITENESS AND ACCOMPLISHMENTS. 

WHILST you labour to enrich your mind 
with the essential virtues of Christianity— 
with piety, benevolence, meekness, humili- 
ty, integrity, and purity—and to make your- 
self useful in domestic management, I would 
not have my dear child negle6t to pursue 
those graces and acquirements, which may 
set her virtue in the most advantageous light, 
adorn her manners, and enlarge her under- 
standing: and this not in the spirit of va- 
nity, but in the innocent and laudable view 
of rendering herself more useful and pleasing 
to her fellow-creatures, and consequently 
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more acceptable to God. Politeness of be- 
haviour, and the attainment of such branch- 
es of knowledge and such arts and accom- 
plishments as are proper to your sex, capa- 
city, and station, w'ill prove so valuable to 
yourself through life, and will make you so 
desirable a companion, that the neglect of 
them may reasonably be deemed a negleft 
of duty ; since it is undoubtedly our duty 
to cultivate the powers intrusted to us, and 
to render ourselves as perfefi as we can. 

You must have often observed, that no- 
thing is so strong a recommendation on a 
slight acquaintance as politeness ; nor does 
it lose its value by time or intimacy, when 
preserved, as it ought to be, in the nearest 
conneftions and strictest friendships. This 
delightful qualification—so universally ad- 
mired and respected, but so rarely possess- 
ed in any eminent degree—-cannot but be a 
considerable objeft of my wishes for you : 
nor should either of us be discouraged by 
the apprehension that neither I am capable 
of teaching, no!- you of learning it, in per- 
fection—since whatever degreee you attain 
will amply reward our pains. 
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To be perfectly polite, one must have 

great presence of mind, with a delicate and 
quick sense of propriety; or in other words, 
one should be able to form an instantaneous 
judgement of what is fittest to be said or 
done, on every occasion, as it offers. I have 
known one or two persons, who seemed to 
owe this advantage to nature only, and to 
have the peculiar happiness of being born, 
as it were, with another sense, by which 
they had an immediate perception of what 
was proper and improper, in cases absolute- 
ly new to them ; but this is the lot of very 
few : In general, propriety of behaviour 
must be the fruit of instruction, of observa- 
tion, and reasoning ; and is to be cultiva- 
ted and improved like any other branch of 
knowledge or virtue. A good temper is a 
necessary ground-work of it; and, if to this 
is added a good understanding, applied in- 
dustriously to this purpose, I think it can 
hardly fail of attaining all that is essential 
in it. Particular modes and ceremonies of 
behaviour vary in different countries, and e- 
ven in different parts of the game town. 
These can only be learned by observation 
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on the manners of those who are best skilled 
in them, and by keeping what is called good 
company. But the principles of politeness 
are the same in all places. Wherever there 
are human beings, it must be unpolite to 
hurt the temper, or to shock the passions, of 
those you converse with. It must every 
where be good-breeding, to set your compa- 
nions in the most advantageous point of light, 
by giving each the opportunity of display- 
ing their most agreeable tfdents, and by care- 
fully avoiding all occasions of exposing their 
defeats;—to exert your own endeavours to 
please, and to amuse, bnt not to outshine 
them ;—to give each their due share of at- 
tention and notice, not engrossing the talk 
when others are desirous to speak, nor suffer- 
ing the conversation to flag, for want of in- 
troducing something to continue or renew a 
suhjedt;—not to push your advantages in 
argument so for that your antagonist cannot 
retreat with honour :—In short, it is an uni- 
versal duty in society to consider others 
more than yourself—“ in honour preferring, 
one another.” Christianity, in this rule, gives 
the best lesson of politeness; yet judgement 
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must be used in the application of it: Oui 
humility must not be strained so far as to 
distress those we mean to honour ; we must 
not quit our proper rank, nor force others 
to treat us improperly ; or to accept, what 
we mean as an advantage, against their wills. 
—We should be perfectly easy, and make 
others so if we can. But this happy ease 
belongs perhaps to the last stage of perfec- 
tion in politeness, and can hardly be attain- 
ed till we are conscious that we know the 
rules of behaviour, and are not likely to of- 
fend against propriety. In a very young 
person, who has seen little or nothing of the 
world, this cannot be expefted ; but a real 
desire of obliging, and a respectful attention, 
will in a great measure supply the want of 
knowledge, and will make every one ready 
to overlook those deficiences, which are ow- 
ing only to the want of opportunites to ob- 
serve the manners of polite compay. You 
ought not therefore to be too much depress- 
ed by the consciousness of such deficiences, 
but endeavour to get above the shame of 
wanting what you have not had the means 
of acquiring. Nothing heightens this fake 
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shame, and the aukwartlness it occasions, s» 
much as vanity. The humble mind, con- 
tented to be known for what it is, and un- 
embarrassed by the dread of betraying its 
ignorance, is present to itself, and can com- 
mand the use of understanding, which will 
generally preserve you from any great inde- 
corum, and will secure you from that ridi- 
cule, which is the punishment of affectation 
rather than of ignorance. People of sense 
will never despise you, whilst you a6t natu- 
rally ; but, the moment you attempt to step 
out ofyour own charafter, you make your- 
self an object of just ridicule. 

Many are of opinion that a very young 
woman can hardly be too silent and reserved 
in company ; and certainly, nothing is so 
disgusting in youth as pert ness and self-con- 
ceit. But modesty should be distinguished 
from an aukward bashfulness, and silence 
should be only enjoined, when it would be 
forward and impertinent to talk. There are 
many proper opportunities for a girl, young 
even as you arc, to speak in company, with 
advantage to herself ; and, if she does it 
without conceit or atleeiation, she will al- 
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ways be more pleasing than those who sit 
like statues, without sense or motion. 
When yon are silent, your looks should 
shew your attention arid presence to the com- 
pany: a respectful and earnest attention is 
the most delicate kind of praise, and never 
tails to gratify and please. You must ap- 
pear to be interested in what is said, and en- 
deavour to improve yourself by it : if you 
understand the subject well enough, to ask 
now and then a pertinent question, or if you 
can mention any circumstances relating to it 
that have not before been taken notice of, 
this will be an agreeable way of shewing 
your willingness to make a part of the com- 
pany, and will probably draw a particular 
application to you, from some one or other. 
-Then, when called upon, you must not draw- 
back as unwilling to answer, nor confine 
yourself merely to yes or no, as is the cus- 
tom of many young persons, w ho become in- 
tolerable burdens to the mistress of the house 
whilst she strives in vain to draw them into 
notice, and to give them some*share in the 
conversation. 
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In your father’s house it is certainly proper 

for you to pay civility to the guests, and to 
talk to them in your turn—with modesty and 
respect—if they encourage you to it. Young 
ladies of near jour own age, who visit there, 
fell of course to your share to entcrtaio. 
But whilst you exert yourself to make their 
visit agreeable to them, you must not forget 
what is due to the elder part of tlie compa- 
ny, nor, by whispering and laughing apart, 
give them cause to suspefi, what is too of- 
ten true, that they themselves are the sub- 
jefls of your mirth. It is so shocking an 
outrage against society, to talk of, or laugh 
at any person in his own presence, that one 
would think it coukl only be committed by 
the vulgar. I am sorry however to say, 
that I have too often observed it amongst 
young ladies, who little deserve that title, 
whilst they indulged their overflowing spi- 
rits, in defiance of decency and good-nature. 
The desire of laughing will make such in- 
considerate young persons find a subject of 
ridicule, even in the most respectable cha- 
racters. Old age, which if not ^disgraced 
by vicer or a dictation,'has the justest title to 

P 
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leverence, will be mimicked and insulted , 
and even personal defects and infirmities will 
too often excite contempt and abuse, instead 
of compassion. If you have ever been led 
into such an action, my dear girl, call it 
seriously to mind, when you are confessing 
your faults to Almighty God : and, be ful- 
ly persuaded, that it is not one of the least 
which you have to repent of. Yon will be 
immediately convinced of this, by compa- 
ring it with the great rule of justice, that of 
doing to all as you would they should do 
unto you. No person living is insensible 
to the injury of contempt; nor is there any 
talent so invidious, or so certain to create 
ill-will, as that of ridicule. The natural ef- 
fects of years, which all hope to attain, and 
the infirmities of the body, which none can 
prevent, are surely of all others the most im- 
proper objects of mirth. There are subjects 
enough that are innocent, and on which you 
may freely indidge the vivacity of your spi- 
rits ; for I would not condemn you to per- 
petual seriousness—on the contrary, I de- 
light in a joyous temper, a,t all ages, and 
particularly at yours. Delicate and good 
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natured raillery amongst equal friends, if 
pointed only against such trifling errors as 
the owner can heartily join to laugh at, or 
such qualities as they do not pique them- 
selves upon, is both agreeable and useful; 
but then it must be ofl'ered in perfect kind- 
ness and sincere good-humour ; if tinctured 
with the least degree of malice, its sting be- 
comes venomous and detestable. The per- 
son rallied should have liberty and ability to 
return the jest, which must be dropped u- 
pon the first appearance of its. affecting the 
temper. You will wonder perhaps, when 1 
tell you, that there are some characters in the 
world, which I would freely fallow you to 
laugh at—though not in their presence. Ex- 
travagant vanity and affectation, are the na- 
tural subjects of ridicule, which is their pro- 
per punishment. When yon see old peo- 
ple, instead of maintaining the dignity of 
their years, struggling against nature to con- 
ceal them, affeCting the graces, and imita- 
ting the follies of youth—Or a young per- 
son assuming the importance and solemnity 
of old age—I do not wish you to [be insen- 
sible to the ridicule of such absurd devia- 
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tions fronj truth and nature. You arc wel- 
come to laugh, when you leave the compa- 
ny, provided you lay up a lesson for your- 
self at the same time, and remember, that 
unless you improve your mind whilst you 
are young, you also will be an insignificant 
fool in old age—and that, if you are presu- 
ming and arrogant in youth, you are as ri- 
diculous as an old woman with a head-dress 
of flowers. 

In a young lady’s behaviour towards gen- 
tlemen, great delicacy is certainly required: 
yet, I believe, women oftener err from too 
great a consciousness of the supposed views 
of men, than from inattention to those views, 
or want of caution against them. You are 
at present rather too young to want rules on 
this subjcft; but I could wish that you 
should behave almost in the same maimer 
three years hence, as now; and retain the sim- 
plicity and innocence of childhood, with the 
sense and dignity of riper years. Men of loose 
morals, or impertinent behaviour, must al- 
ways be avoided ; or, if at any time you are 
obliged to be in their company, you must 
keep them at a distance by cold civility. 
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Bat with regard to those gentlemen, whom 
your parents thick it proper for you to con- 
verse with, and who give no offence by their 
own manners, to them I wish you to behave 
with the same frankness and simplicity as if 
they were of your own sex. If you have na- 
tural modesty, you will never transgress its 
bounds, whilst you Converse with a man, as 
one rational creature with another, without 
any view to the possibility of a lover or ad- 
mirer, where nothing of that kind is pro- 
fessed ; where it is, I hope you will ever be 
equally a stranger to coquetry and prudery; 
and that you will be able to distinguish the 
effefts of real esteem and love from idle gal- 
lantry and unmeaning fine speeches : the 
slighter notice you take of these last, the bet- 
ter ; and that, rather with good-humour- 
ed contempt than with affected gravity: 
but the first must be treated with serious- 
ness and well-bred sincerity ; not giving the 
least encouragement, which you do not 
mean, nor assuming airs of contempt, where 
it is not deserved. But this belongs to a 
subject, which I have touched upon in a 
former letter. I have already told you that 

p2 
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you will be unsafe in every step which leads 
to a serious attachment, unless you consult 
your parents, from the first moment you 
apprehend any thing of that sort to be in- 
tended : let them be your first confidants, 
and let every part of your conduct, in such 
a case, be particularly directed by them. 

With regard to Accomplishments, the 
chief of these is a competent share of reading, 
well chosen and properly regulated ; and of 
this I shall speak more largely hereafter. 
Dancing, and the knowledge of the French 
tongue, are now so universal, that they can- 
not be dispensed with in the education of a 
gentlewoman; and indeed they are both 
useful as well as ornamental; the first by 
forming and strengthening the body, and 
improving the carriage; the second, by o- 
pening a large field of entertainment and im- 
provement for the mind. I believe there are 
more agreeable books of female literature in 
French than in any other language; and, 
as they are not less commonly talked of than 
English books, you must often feel morti- 
fied in company if you are too ignorant to 
read them. Italian would be easily learnt 
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after French, and, if you have leisure and 
opportunity, may he worth your gaining, 
though in your station of life it is by no 
means necessary. 

To write a free and legible hand, ami to 
understand common arithmetic, are indis- 
pensible requisites. 

As to music and drawing, I would only 
wish you to follow as genius leads: you have 
some turn for the first, and I should be sor- 
ry to see you neglect a talent, which will at 
least afford yon an innocent amusement, 
though it should not enable you to give 
much pleasure to your friends : I Hunk the 
use of both hese arts is more for yourself 
than for others. It is but seldom that a pri- 
vate person lias leisure or application enough 
to gain any high degree ot excellence in 
them; and your own partial family are per- 
haps the only persons who would not much 
ratht r be entertained by the performance of 
a professor than by yours: but with regard 
to yourself, it is of great consequence to 
have the power of filling up agreeably those 
intervals of time which too often hang hea- 
vily on the hands of a woman, if her lot be 
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east in a retiree] situation. Besides this, it is 
certain that even a small share of knowledge 
in these arts will heighten your pleasure in 
the performances of others. The taste must 
be improved before it can be susceptible of 
an exquisite relish for any of the imitative 
arts. An unskilful ear is seldom capable of 
comprehending Harmony, or of distinguish- ' 
ing the most delicate charms of Melody. 
The pleasure of seeing fine paintings, or even 
of contemplating the beauties of Nature, 
must be greatly heightened by our being 
conversant with the rules of drawing, and 
by the habit of considering the most pictu- 
resque objefts. As I look upon taste to be 
an inestimable fund of innocent delight, I 
wish you to lose no opportunity of improv- 
ing it, and of cultivating in yourself the re- 
lish of such pleasures as will not interfere 
with a rational scheme of life, nor lead you 
into dissipation, with all its attendant evils 
of vanity and luxury. 

As to the learned languages, though 1 re- 
spe6t the abilities and application of those 
ladies who have attained them, and who 
make a modest and proper use of them, yet, 
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I would by no means advise you—or any 
woman who is not strongly impelled by a 
particular genius—to engage in such studies. 
The labour and time which they require are 
generally mcompatiblc with our natures and 
proper employments : the real knowledge 
which they supply is not essential, since the 
English, French, or Italian tongues afford 
tolerable translations of all the most valuable 
productions of antiquity, besides the multi- 
tude of original authors which they furnish ; 
and these are much more than sufficient to 
store your mind with as many ideas ns you 
will know how to manage. The danger of 
pedantry and presumption in a woman—of 
her exciting envy in one sex, and jealousy 
in the other—of her exchanging the graces 
of imagination for the severity and precise- 
ness of a scholar, would be, I own, suffi- 
cient to frighten me from the ambition of 
seeing my girl remarkable for learning. 
Such objections are perhaps still stronger 
with regard to the abstruse sciences. 

Whatever tends to embellish your fancy, 
to enlighten your understanding, and furnish 
you with ideas to re (left upon when alone, 
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or to converse upon in company, is certain- 
ly well worth your acquisition. The wretch- 
ed expedient to which ignorance so often 
drives our sex, of calling in slander to en- 
liven the tedious insipidity of conversation, 
would alone be a strong reason for enriching 
your mind with innocent subjects of enter- 
tainment, which may render you a fit 
companion for persons of sense and know- 
ledge, from whom you may reap the most 
desireable improvements: for, though I 
think reading indispensably necessary to the 
due cultivation of your mind, I prefer the 
conversation of such persons to every other 
method of instru6tion ; but this you cannot 
hope to enjoy, unless yon qualify yourself 
to bear a part in such society, by, at least, a 
moderate share of reading. 

Though religion is the most important of 
all your pursuits, there are not many books 
on that subjeft, which I should recommend 
to you at present. Controversy is wholly 
improper at your age, and it is also too soon 
for you to inquire into the evidence of the 
truth of revelation, or to study the difficult 
parts of scripture : w hen these shall come 
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before you, there are many excellent book*, 
from which you may receive great assist- 
ance. At present, practical divinity—clear 
of superstition and enthusiasm, but address- 
ed to the heart, and written with a warmth 
and spirit capable of exciting in it pure and 
rational piety—is what I wish yon to meet 
with. 

The principal study, I would recom- 
mend, is history. I know of nothing equal- 
ly proper to entertain and improve at the 
same time, or that is so likely to form and 
strengthen your judgement, and, by giving 
you a liberal and comprehensive view of 
human nature, in some measure to supply 
the defeat of that experience, which is usual- 
ly attained too late to be of much service to 
us. Let me add, that more materials fur 
conversation are supplied by this kind of 
knowledge, than by almost any other ; but 
I have more to say to you on this subject in 
a future letter. 

The faculty, in which women usually 
most excel, is that of imagination ; and 
when properly cultivated, it becomes the 
source of all that is most charming in socie- 
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ty. Nothing you can read will so much 
contribute to the improvement of this facul- 
ty as poetry; which, if applied to its true 
ends, adds a thousand charms to those sen- 
timents of religion, virtue, generosity, and 
delicate tenderness, by which the human soul 
is exalted and refined. I hope you are not 
deficient in natural taste for this enchanting 
art, but that you will find it one of your 
greatest pleasures to be conversant with the 
best poets whom our language can bring you 
acquainted with, particularly those immor- 
tal ornaments of our nation, Shakespeare 
and MHtorr. The first is not only incom- 
parably the noblest genius in dramatic poet- 
ry, but the greatest master of nature, and 
the most perfect charafteriser of men and 
manners : in this last point of view, I think 
him inestimable ; and 1 am persuaded that, 
in the course of your life, you will seldom 
find occasion to correct those observations 
on human nature, and those principles of 
morality, which you may extract from his 
capital pieces. You will at first find1 his 
language difficult; but, if you take the as- 
sistance of a friend, who understands it well 



you will by degrees enter into his manner of 
phraseology, and perceive a thousand beau- 
ties,which at first lay buried ui obsolete words 
and uncouth constructions. The admirable 
Essay on Shakespeare, which has lately ap- 
peared, so much to the honour of our sex, 
will open your mind to the peculiar excel- 
lencies of this author, and enlighten your 
judgement on dramatic poetry in general, 
w ith such force of reason and brilliancy of 
wit, as cannot fail to delight as well as in- 
struct you. 

Our great English poet, Milton, is as far 
above my praise as his Paradise Lost is above 
any thing which I am able to read, except 
the sacred writers. The sublimity of his 
subjeCt sometimes leads him into abstruse- 
ness ; but many parts of his great poem are 
easy to all comprehensions, and must find 
their way direCily to every heart by the ten- 
derness and delicacy of his sentiments, in 
which he is not less strikingly excellent than 
in the richness and sublimity of his imagina- 
tion. Addison’s criticism in the Spectators, 
written with that beauty, elegance, and 
judgement, which distinguish alibis writings 
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will assist you to understand and to relish 
this poem. 

It is needless to recommend to you the 
translations of Homer and Virgil, which e- 
very body reads that reads at all. You must 
have heard, that Homer is esteemed the fa- 
ther of poetry, the original from whence all 
the moderns—not excepting Milton himself, 
—borrow some of their greatest beauties, and 
from whom they extract those rules for com- 
position, which are found most agreeable to 
nature and true taste. Virgil, you know, 
is the next in rank amongst the classics : 
You will road his yEneid with extreme 
pleasure, if ever you are able to read Italian 
in Annibal Caro’s translation ; the idiom of 
the Latin and Italian languages being more 
alike, it is, I believe, much closer, yet pre- 
serves more of the spirit ot the original than 
the English translations. 

For the rest, fame will point out to you 
the most considerable of our poets; and I 
would not exclude any of name, among 
those whose morality is unexceptionable : 
but of poets, as of all other authors, I wish 
you to read only such as are properly recom- 
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mended to you—since there are many who 
debase their divine art, by abusing it to the 
purposes of vice and impiety. If you could 
read poetry with a judicious friend, who 
would lead your judgement to a trne discern- 
ment of its beauties and defeats, it would in- 
expressibly heighten both your pleasure and 
improvement. But, before you enter upon 
this, some acquaintance with the Heathen 
Mythology is necessary. I think that you 
must before now have met with some book 
under the title of The Pantheon : And, if 
once you know as much of the gods and god- 
desses as the most common books on the 
subject will tell you, the rest may be learned 
by reading Homer: but then you must par- 
ticularly attend to him in this view. I do 
not expect you to penetrate those numerous 
mysteries—those amazing depths of morality, 
religion, and metaphysics—which some pre- 
tend to have discovered in his mythology : 
but to know the names and principal offices 
of the gods and goddesses, with some idea 
of their moral meaning, seems requisite to 
the understanding almost any poetical com- 
position. As an instance of the mdral mean- 
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ing I speak of, I will mention an observa- 
tion of Bossuet; That Homer’s poetry was 
particularly recommended to the Greeks by 
the superiority which he ascribes to them o- 
Ver the Asiatics : this superiority is shewn 
in the Iliad, not only in the conquest of A- 
sia by the Greeks, and in the aftual destruc- 
tion of its capital, but in the division and ar- 
rangement of the gods, who took part with 
the contending nations. On the side of A- 
sia was Venus—that is, sensual passion— 
pleasure—and effeminacy. On the side of 
Greece was Juno—that is, matronly gravi- 
ty and conjugal love; together with Mercu- 
ry—invention and eloquence—and Jupiter 
—or political wisdom. On the side of Asia 
was Mars, who represents brutal valour and 
blind fury. On that of Greece was Palias 
—that is, military discipline, and bravery, 
guarded by judgement. 

This, and many other instances that might 
be produced, will shew you how much of 
the beauty of the poet’s art must be lost to 
you, without some notion of these allegori- 
cal personages. Boys, in their school-learn- 
ing, have this kind of knowledge impressed 
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on their mimls by a variety of books : but 
women, who do not go through the same 
course of instruction, are very apt to forget 
what little they read or hear on the subject: 
—I advise you therefore never to lose an op- 
portunity of inquiring into the meaning of 
any thing you meet with in poetry, or in 
painting, alluding to the history of any of 
the heathen deities, and of obtaining from 
some friend an explanation of its connection 
with true history, or of its allegorical refer- 
ence to morality or to physics- 

Natural Philosophy, in the largest sense 
of the expression, is too wide a field for you 
to undertake; but, the study of nature, as 
far as may suit your powers and opportuni- 
ties, you will find a most sublime entertain- 
ment. The objects of this study are all the 
stupendous works ol the Almighty Hand 
that lie within the reach of our observation. 
In the works of man perfection is aimed at; 
but it can only be found In those of the Cre- 
ator. The contemplation of perfection must 
produce delight, and every natural objeCt 
around you would offer this delight, if it 
could attract your attention. If you survey 
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the earth, every leaf that trembles in the 
breesr, every blade of grass beneath your 
feet, is a wonder as absolutely beyond the 
reach of human art to imitate, as the con- 
struction of the universe. Endless pleasures 
to those who have a taste for them, might 
be derived from the endless variety to be 
found in (he composition of this globe and 
its inhabitants. The fossil—the vegetable 
—and the animal wwld—gradually rising 
in the scale of excellence—the innumerable 
species of each, still preserving their speci- 
fic differences from age to age, yet of which 
no two individuals are ever perfectly alike 
—afford such a range for observation and 
inquiry as might engross the whole term of 
our short life, if followed minutely. Besides 
all the animal creation obvious to our unas- 
sisted senses, the eye, aided by philosophi- 
cal inventions, sees myriads of creatures, 
which by the ignorant are not known to 
have existence : it sees all nature teem with 
life; every fluid—each part of every vege- 
table and animal—swarm with its peculiar 
inhabitants—invisible to the naked eye,but as 
perfeft in all their parts, and enjoying life as 
indisputably, as the elephant or the whale. 
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Bui, if from the earth, and from these 

minute wonders, the philosophic eye is rais- 
ed towards the Heavens, what a stupend- 
ous scene that opens to its view !—those bril- 
liant lights that sparkle to the eye of igno- 
rance as gems adorning the sky, or as lamps 
to guide the traveller by night, assume an 
importance that amazes the understanding ! 
—they appear to be worlds, formed like ours 
for a variety of inhabitants—or suns, enlight- 
ening numberless other worlds too distant 
for our discovery !—I shall ever remember 
the astonishment and rapture with which 
my mind received this idea, when I was a- 
bout your age; it was then perfectly new to 
me, and it is impossible to describe the sen- 
sations I felt from the glorious, boundless 
prospect of infinite Ijeneficcnce, bursting at 
once upon my imagination!—Who can con- 
template such a scene unmoved ?—If your 
curiosity is excited to enter upon this noble 
enquiry, a few books on the subject, and 
those of the easiest sort, w ith some of the 
common experiments, may be sufficient for 
your purpose,—which is to enlarge your 
mind, and to excite in it the most ardent 
gratitude and profound adoration towards 
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that great and good Being, who exerts his 
boundless power in communicating various 
portions of happiness through all the im- 
mense regions of creation. 

Moral Philosophy, as it relates to human 
attions, is of still higher importance than 
the study of nature. The works of the an- 
cients on this subject, are universally said to 
be entertaining as well as instructive, by those 
who can read them in their original langua- 
ges ; and such of them as are well translated 
will undoubtedly, some years hence, afford 
yon great pleasure and improvement. You 
will also find many agreeable and useful 
books, written originally in French, and in ! 
English, on morals and manners : for the 
present, there are works, which, without 1 

assuming the solemn air of philosophy, will 
enlighten your mind on these subjects, and 
introduce instruction in an easier dress : of 
this sort are many of the moral essays, that 
have appeared in periodical papers—which, 
when excellent in their kind—as are the 
Spectators, Guardians, Ramblers and Ad- 
venturers—are particularly useful to young 
people, as they comprehend a great variety 
of subjeds—introduce many ideas and ob- 
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servalions that are new to them—and lead to 
a habit of reflecting on the characters and e- 
yents that come before them in real life, 
which I consider as the best exercise of the 
understanding. 

Books on taste and criticism will hereaf- 
ter be more proper for you than at present: 
whatever can improve your discernment, 
and render your taste elegant and just, must 
be of great consequence to your enjoyments, 
as well as to the embellishment of your under- 
standing. 

I would by no means exclude .the kind of 
reading, which young people are naturally 
most fond of; though I think the greatest 
eare should be taken in the choice of those 
fictitious stories, that so enchant the mind— 
most of which tend to inflame the passions 
of youth, whilst the chief purpose of educa- 
tion should be to moderate and restrain them. 
Add to this, that both the writing and sen- 
timents of most novels and romances are 
such as are only proper to vitiate your style, 
and to mislead your heart and understand- 
ing. The expectation of extraordinary ad- 
ventures—which seldom ever happen to the 
sober and prudent part of mankind—and 
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the admiration of extravagant passions and 
absurd conduct, are s(.me of the usual fruits 
of this kind of reading which, when a young 
woman makes it her chief amusement, gene- 
rally renders her ridiculous in conversation, 
and m iscrably wrong-headed in her pursuits 
and behaviour. There are however works of 
this class in which excellent morality is 
joined with the most lively pictures of the 
human mind, and with all that can enter- 
tain the imagination and interest the heart. 
Hut, I must repeatedly exhort you, never to 
read any thing of the sentimental kind, 
without taking the judgement of your best 
friends in the choice ; for, I am persuaded, 
that the indiscriminate reading of such kind 
of books, corrupts more femate hearts than 
any other cause whatsoever. 

Before I close this correspondence, I shall 
point out the course of history I wish you 
to pursue, and give you my thoughts fo 
geography and chronology, some knowledge 
of both being, in my opinion, necessary to 
the reading of history with any advantage. 

I am, my dearest Niece, 
Your ever affectionate. 

.?—mui i j ucti 



LETTER IX. 

ON GEOGRAPHY AND CHRONOLOGY. 

31Y DEAR NJEOE, 
I Have told jou that you will not be a- 

ble to read history, with much pleasure or 
advantage, without some little know ledge of 
Geography and Chronology. They are 
both very easily attained—I mean in the de- 
gree that will be necessary for you. \ ou 
must be sensible that you can know but lit- 
tle of a country, whose situation with re- 
spect to the rest of the world you are cntire- 

i ly ignorant of—and that it is to little puipose 
that you are able to mention a fact, if you 

| cannot nearly ascertain the time in which it 
happened, which alone, in many cases, 
gives importance to the fact itself. 

In Geography, the easiest of all sciences, 
and the best adapted to the capacity of chil- 
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dren—I suppose you have made some Ixj- 
ginning ; to know at least the figure of the 
earth—the supposed lines—the degrees—how 
to measure distances—and a few of the com- 
mon terms: If you do not already know 
these, two or three lessons will be sufficient 
to attain them : the rest is the work of me- 
mory, and is easily gained by reading with 
maps ; for I do not wish your knowledge to 
be exa<S and masterly—but such only as is 
necessary for the purpose of understanding 
history, and, without which, even a news- 
paper would be unintelligible. It may be 
sufficient for this end, if, with respect to an- 
cient Geography, you have a general idea 
«f the situation of all the great ^states, with- 
out being able precisely to ascertain their 
limits. But, in the modern, yoit 'ought to 
know the bounds and extent of every state 
in Europe, and its situation with respedt to 
the rest. The other parts of the world will 
require less accurate knowledge, except with 
regard to the European settlements. 

It may be an useful and agreeable method 
when you learn the situation of any impor- 
tant country, to join with that knowledge 
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some one or two leading fa$s or circum- 
stances concerning it, so that its particular 
property may always put you in mind of the 
situation, and the situation, in like manner, 
recal the particular property. When, for 
instance, you learn in what part of the globe 
to find Ethiopia, to be told at the same time, 
that, in that vast unknown tratt of country, 
the Christian religion was once the religion 
of the state, would be of service—because the 
geographical and historical knowledge would 
assist each other. Thus, to join with Egypt, 
the nurse and parent of arts and of supersti- 
tion—with Persia, shocking despotism and 
perpetual revolutions—with ancient Greece, 
freedom and genius—with Scythia, hardi- 
ness and conquest, are hints which you may 
make use of as you please. Perhaps annex- 
ing to any country the idea of some fami- 
liar form which it most resembles, may at 
first assist y ou to retain a general notion of 
it; thus Italy has been called a boot—ami 
Europe compared to a woman sitting. 

The ditierencc of the ancient and modern 
names of places is somewhat perplexing; the 
most important should be known by both 

It 
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names at the same time, ami you must en- 
deavour to fix a few of those which are of 
most consequence so strongly in your mind, 
by thinking of them, and being often told 
of them, that the ancient name should al- 
ways call up the modern one to your memo- 
ry, and the modern the ancient •: Such as 
the ^Egean Sea, now the Archipelago'—die 
Peloponnesus, now the Morea—Crete, Can- 
dia—Gaul, France—Babylon, Bagdat—By- 
zantium—to which the Romans transplant- 
ed their scat of empire—Constantinople, &c. 

There have been so many ingenious con- 
trivances to make Geography easy and a- 
musing, that I cannot hope to add'any thing 
of much service ; I would only prevail with 
you not to neglect acquiring, by whatever 
method pleases you best, that share of know- 
ledge in it, which you will find necessary^ 
and which is so eaily attained ; and I entreat! 
that you would learn it in such a manner as 
to fix it in your mind, so that it may not be 
lost and forgotten among other childish ac- 
quisitions, but that it may remain ready fon 
use through the rest of your life. 

Chronology indeed has more of difficulty; 
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but, it'you do not bewilder yourself by at- 
tempting to learn too much and too minute- 
ly at first, you need not despair of gaining 
enough for the purpose of reading history 
with pleasure and utility. 

Chronology may be naturally divided in- 
to three parts, the Ancient-—The Middle— 
and the Modern.—with respeft to all these, 
the best direction that can be given, is to fix 
on some periods or epochas, which, by be- 
ing often mentioned and thought of, explain- 
ed and referred to, will at last be so deeply 
engraven on the memory, that they will be 
ready to present themselves whenever you 
call for them. These indeed should be few, 
and ought to be well chosen for their impor- 
tance, since they are to serve as elevated sta- 
tions to the mind, from which it may look 

..backwards and forwards upon a great varie- 
ty of fails. 

Till your more learned friends shall sup- 
ply.you with better, I will take the liberty to 
recommend the following, which I have 
found of service to myself: 

In the ancient chronology, you will find 
there were four thousand years from the crc- 
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atipn to the redemption of man—and that 
Noah and his family were miraculously pre- 
served in the ark 1650 years after Adam’s 
creation. 

As there is no history, except that in the 
Bible, of any thing before the flood, we may 
set out from that great event, which happen- 
ed, as I have said above, in the year of the 
world 1650. 

The 2350 years, which passed from the 
deluge to our Saviour’s birth, may be thus 
divided.—There have been four successive 
Empires called Universal, because they ex- 
tended over a great part of the then known 
world—these are usually distinguished by 
the name of the Four Great Monarchies: the 
three first of them are included in ancient 
Chronology, and begun and ended in the 
following manner: 

1st, The Assyrian Empire, founded by 
Nimrod, in the year of the world 1800, end- 
ed under Sardanapalus in 3250, endured 

' 1450 years. 
The Median—though not accounted one 

of the four great monarchies, being 
conquests of rebels on the Assyrian em- 
pire—-comes in here for about 200 years 
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2d, The Persian Empire, which began 

under Cyrus, in the year of the world 3450* 
ended in Darius in 3670, before Christ 330, 
lasted a little more than 200 years. 

3d, The Grecian Empire, begun un- 
der Alexander the Great in 3670, was soon 
after his death dismembered by his succes- 
sors, but the different parcels into which 
they divided it were possessed by their re- 
spedive families, till the famous Cleopatra, 
the last of the race of Ptolemy, one of Alex- 
ander’s captains, who reigned in Egypt, was 
conquered by J ulius Caesar, about half a 
century before our Lord’s birth, which, 
is a term of about 300 years. 

Thus you see that from the deluge to the 
establishment of the first great monarchy— 
the Assyrian—is . . 150 years 
The Assyrian Empire continued 1450 
The Median . . . 200 
The Persian 200 
The Grecian . . 300 
From Juluis Caesar, with whom 

began the fourth great monar- 
chy-viz. the Roman-to Christ 50 

In all . . 2350 years 
*be term from the deluge to Christ. 
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I do not give you these dates and periods 

as correfdy true; for I have taken only 
round numljers, as more easily retained by 
the memory; so that when you come to con- 
sult chronological books or tables, you will 
find variances of some years between them 
and the above accounts ; but precise exact- 
ness is not material to a beginner. 

I offer this short table as a little specimen 
of what you may easily do for yourself; but 
even this sketch, slight as it is, will give you 
a general notion of the ancient history of the 
world from the deluge to the birth of Christ. 

Within this period flourished the Grecian 
and Roman Republics, with the history and 
chronology of which it will be expected you 
should be -tolerably well acquainted ; and 
indeed you will find nothing in the records 
of mankind so entertaining. Greece was di- 
vided into many petty states, whose various 
revolutions and annals you can never hope 
distinctly to remember; you are therefore to 
consider them as forming together one great 
kingdom—like the Germanic body, or the 
United' Provinces—composed separately of 
different governments, but sometimes aCtihg 
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with united force for their common interest. 
The Lacedemonian government, formed by 
Lycurgus in the year of the world 3100— 
and the Athenian, regulated by Solon about 
the year 3440—will chiefly engage your at- 
tention. 

In pursuing the Grecian chronology, you 
need only perhaps make one stand or Epocha 
—at the time of Socrates, that wisest of phi- 
losophers, whom you must have heard of; 
who lived about 3570 years from the crea- 
ation, and about 430 years before Christ: 
for within the term of 150 years before Socra- 
tes, and 200 after him, will fall in most of 
the great events and illustrious characters of 
the Grecian history. 

I must inform you that the Grecian me- 
thod of dating time was by Olympiads— 
that is four complete years—so called from 
the celebration, every fifth year, of the O- 
lympic Games, which were contests in all 
the manly exercises, such as wrestling— 
boxing — running — chariot-racing, &c.— 
They were instituted in honour of Jupiter, 
and took their name from Olympia, a city 
of Elis, near which they were performed: 



they were attended by all ranks of people, 
from every state in Greece; the noblest 
youths were eager to obtain the prize of vic- 
tory, which was no other than an olive 
crown, but esteemed the most distinguishing 
ornament. These games continued all the 
time that Greece retained any spark of liber- 
ty ; and with them begins the authentic his- 
tory of that country—all before being con- 
sidered as fabulous. You must therefore 
endeavour to remember that they began 
in the year of the world 3228—after the 
flood 1570 years—after the destruction of 
Troy 400—before the building of Rome 23 
—before Cyrus about 200—and 770 before 
Christ. If you cannot retain all these dates, 
at least you must not fail to remember the 
near coincidence of the first Olympiad with 
the building of Rome, which is of great 
eon sequence, because, as the Grecians reck- 
oned time by Olympiads, the Romans dated 
from the building of their city : and as these 
two eras are within 23 years of each other, 
you may, for the ease of memory, suppose 
them to begin together, in the year of the 
world 3228. 
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In reading the history of the Roman Re- 

public, which continued in that form of go- 
vernment to the time of Julius Caesar’s dic- 
tatorship, about the year of the world 3960, 
and about 48 years before Christ—you will 
make as many epochas as you shall find con- 
venient : I will mention only two—the sack- 
ing of Rome by the Gauls, which happened 
in the year of the world 3620—in the 365th 
year of the city—in the 97th Olympiad— 
before Christ 385—and about 30 years be- 
fore the birth of Alexander. The second e- 
pocha may be the 608th year of the city— 
when, after three obstinate wars, Carthage 
was destroyed, and Rome was left without a 
rival. 

Perhaps the following bad verses, which 
W’cre given me when I was young, may help 
to fix in your mind the important eras of the 
of the Roman and Grecian dates :—You 
must not laugh at them, for chronologers 
do not pique themselves on their poetry, but 
they make use of numbers and rhymes mere- 
ly as assistants to memory, being so easily 
learned by heart. 



H Rome and Olympiads bear the same date, 4| Three thousand two hundred and twenty-eight. 
“ In three hundred and sixty was Rome sack’d and torn, 
“ Thirty summers before Alexander was born.” 

You will allow that what I have said in 
these few pages is very easy learned—yet, 
little as it is, I will venture to say that, was 
you as perfectly mistress of it as of your al- 
phabet, you might answer several questions 
relating to ancient chronology more readily 
than many who pretend to know something 
of this science. One is not so much requi- 
red to tell the precise year in which a great 
man lived, as to know with whom he was 
contemporary in other parts of the world.— 
I would know then, from the slight sketch 
above given, about what year of the Roman 
republic Alexander the Great lived.—You 
would quickly run over in your mind, “ Al- 
“ exandcr lived in the 3670th year of the u world—330 before Christ—consequently 
“ he must have flourished about the 400th 
“ of Rome, which had endured 750. years 
“ when Christ was born.” Or, suppose it 

That is, in the 365th year of the cily 
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was asked, what was the condition of Greece, 
at the time of the sacking of Rome by the 
Gauls ; had any particular state, or the u- 
nited body, chosen then to take advantage 
of the misfortunes of the Romans?—You con- 
sider that the 365th year of the city—the date 
of that event is 385—before Christ : conse- 
quently this must have happened about the 
time of Philip of Macedon, father of Alex- 
ander, when the Grecians, under such a 
leader, might have extirpated the Roman 
nation from the earth, had they ever heard 
of them, or thought the conquest of them an 
object worthy their ambition. 

Numberless questions might be answered 
in like manner, even on this very narrow' 
circumscribed plan, if it was completely 
mastered. I might require that other periods 
or epochas should be learned with the same 
exactness—but these may serve to explain 
my meaning, and to shew you how practi- 
ble and easy it is. One thing however, I 
must observe—though perhaps it is sufficient- 
ly obvious—which is, that you can make 
no use of this sketch of ancient Chronology, 
nor even hope to retain it, till you have read 
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the Ancient History. When you have gone 
through Rolliu’s Histoire Ancieune once, 
then will be the time to fix the ancient 
Chronology deep in your mind, which will 
very much enhance the pleasure and use of 
reading it a second time; for you must re- 
member that nobody reads a history to much 
purpose, who'does not go over it more than 
once. 

When you have got through your course 
of ancient history, and are come to the more 
modern, you must then have recourse to the 
second of the three divisions—viz. Middle 
Chronology; containing about 800 years 
from the birth of our Lord, and from with- 
in 50 years of the rise of the Roman em- 
pire, to Charlemagne, who died in 814. 

This period, except in the earliest part of 
it, is too much involved in obscurity to re- 
quire a very minute knowledge of its histo- 
ry—it may be suflicient to fix two or three 
of the most singular circumstances by their 
proper dates. 

The first cpocha to be observed, is the 
year of our Lord* 330—when Constantine, jf 
the first Christian emperor, who restored 
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peace to the oppressed and persecuted church, 
removed the seat of empire from Rome to By- 
zantium, called afterwards from him Con- 
stantinople. After his time—about the year 
400—began those irruptions of the Goths and 
Vandals, and other northern nations, who 
settled themselves all over the western parts 
of the Roman empire, and laid the founda- 
tion of the several states which now subsist in 
Europe. 

The next epocha is the year 622—for the 
ease of memory say 600—when Mahomet, by 
his successful imposture, became the found- 
er of the Saracen empire, which his follow - 
ers extended over a great part of Asia and A- 
frica, and over some provinces of Europe.— 
At the sarue time, St. Gregory, bishop of 
Rome, began to assume a spiritual power, 
which grew by degrees into that absolute and 
enormous dominion, so long maintained by 
the popes over the greatest part of Christen- 
dom. St. Augustine—a missionary from St. 
Gregory—about this time, began the conver 
sion of Great Britain to Christianity. 

The third and concluding epocha in this 
I division is the year SCO, when Charlemagne 

S 
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king of France—after having subdued the 
Saxons, repressed the Saracens, and establish- 
ed the temporal dominion of the pope, by a 
grant of considerable territories—was defied 
emperor of the west and protector of the 
church. The date of this event corresponds 
with that remarkable period of our English 
history—the union of the Heptarchy—or Se- 
ven kingdoms—under Egbert. 

As to the third part of Chronology—name- 
ly the modern, I shall spare you and myself 
all trouble about it at present; for, if you 
follow the course of reading which I shall re- 
commend, it will be some years before you 
reach modern history—and, when you do, 
you will easily make periods for yourself, if 
you do but remember carefully to examine 
the dates as you read, and to impress on your 
memory those of very remarkable reigns or e- 
vents. 

I fear you are by this time tired of Chro- 
nology; but my sole intention in what I have 
said, is to convince you that it is a science 
not out of your reach, in the moderate degree 
that is requisite for you. The last volume of 
the Ancient Universal History is the best En- 
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glish Chrqpological work I know ; if that 
dot s not come in your way, there is an ex- 
cellent French one, called Tablettes Chro* 
nologiques de I’Histoirc Universelle, Du Fres- 
noy, 3 tomes, Paris : there is also a chart of 
universal history, including Chronology— 
and a Biographical chart—both by Priestley 
—which you may find of service to you. 

Indeed, my dear, a woman makes a poor 
figure who afte&s, as I have heard some la- 
dies do, to disclaim all knowledge of times 
and dates. The strange confusion they make 
of events,which happened in different periods, 
and the state of ignorance, when such are re- 
ferred to as are commonly known, are suili- 
ciently pitiable: but the highest mark of fol- 
ly is to be proud of such ignorance—a re- 
source, in which some of our sex find great 
consolation. 

Adieu, my dear child—I am, with the 
tenderest affection, 

Ever yours. 



LETTER X. 

ON THE MANNER & COURSE OF READING HISTORY. 

MY BEAR NJECE, 
When I recoirmcnd <o you to gain some 

insight into the general history of the •vvoild, 
perhaps you will think I propose a formi- 
dable task ; but your apprehensions will 
vanish, when you consider that of near half 
the globe wc have no histories at all;—that, 
of other parts of it, a few thtts only are 
known to us—ami that, even of those nations 
which make the greatest figure in history, 
the early ages are involved in obscurity and 
fable. It is not indeed allowable to be to- 
tally ignorant even of those fables, because 
they are the frequent subjefts of poetry and 
painting, and are often referred to in more 
authentic histories. 



The first recorders of aflions are generally 
pods. In the historical songs of the bards 
are found the only accounts of the first ages 
of every state; but in these we must natural- 
ly expert to find truth mixed with fiftion, 
and often disguised in allegory. In such 
early times, before science has enlightened 
the minds of men, the people are ready to 
believe every thing—and the historian, ha- 
ving no restraints from the fear of contra- 
diftion or criticism, delivers the most impro- 
bable and absurd tales, as an account of the 
lives and aft ions of their forefathers : thus 
the first heroes of every nation are gods, or 
the sons of gods ; and every great event is 
accompanied with some supernatural agen- 
cy.—Homer, whom I have already men- 
tioned as a poet, you will find the most a~ 
greeable historian of the early ages of Greece, 
and Virgil will shew you the supposed ori- 
gin of the Carthaginians and Romans. 

It will be necessary for you to observe 
i some regular plan in your historical studies 
which can never be pursued with advantage 

I otherwise than in a continued series. I do 
not mean to confine you solely to that kind : 

s 2- 
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of reading—on (lie contrary, I wish you fre- 
quently to relax with poetry, or some other 
amusement, whilst you are pursuing your 
course of history ; I only mean to warn you 
against mixing ancient history with modern, 
or general histories of one place with parti- 
cular reigns in another; by which desulto- 
ry manner of reading, many people distract 
and confound their memories, and retain no- 
thing to any purpose, from such a confused 
mass of materials. 

The most ancient of all histories, you will 
read in your Bible : from thence you will 
proceed to I’llistoire Ancienne of Rollin, 
who very ingeniously points out the con- 
nexion of profane with sacred history, and 
enlivens his narrative with many agreeable 
and improving reflections, and many very 
pleasing detached stories and anecdotes, 
which may serve you as resting places in 
your journey, it will be an useful exercise of 
your memory and judgement, to recount 
these interesting passages to a friend, either 
by letter or in conversation, not in the words 
of the author, but in your own natural style 
—by memory, and not by boot; and to add 
whatever remarks may occur to you. I 
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need not sny that you will please me much, 
whenever you arc disposed to make this use 
of me. 

The want of memory is a great discou- 
ragement in historical pursuits, and is what 
every body complains of. Many artificial 
helps have been invented, of which, those 
who have tried them can Ircst tell you the 
effe&s : but the most natural and pleasant 
expedient is that of conversation with a friend, 
who is acquainted with the history which 
you are reading. By such conversations* 
you will find out how much is usually re- 
tained of what is read, and you w ill learn 
to select those charafters and facts which 
are best woith preserving; for, it is by try- 
ing to remember every thing without dis- 
tinction, that young people arc so apt to 
lose every trace of what they read. By re- 
peating to your friend what you can recol- 
lect, you will fix it in your memory ; and, 
if you should omit any striking particular 
which ought to be retained, that friend will 
remind you of it, and will direCt your at- 
tention to it on a second perusal. It is a 
good rule, to cast your eye each day over 
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what you read the day before, and to look o- 
rer the contents of every book when you 
have finished it. 

Rollin’s works takes in a large compass—• 
—but, of all the ancient nations it treats of, 
perhaps there are only the Grecians and Ro- 
mans, whose stories ought to be read with 
any anxious desire of retaining them perfect- 
ly : for the rest—such as the Assyrians, E- 
gyptians, &c.—I believe, you would find, 
on examination, that most of those, who 
are supposed tolerably well read in history, 
remember no more than a fcwr of the most 
remarkable fafls and characters. I tell you 
this, to prevent your being discouraged on 
finding so little remain in your mind after 
reading these less interesting parts of ancient 
history. 

But, when you come to the Grecian and 
Roman stories, I expert to find you deeply 
interested and highly entertained ; and, of 
consequence, eager to treasure up in your 
memory, those heroic artions and exalted 
characters, by which a young mind is na- 
turally so much animated and impressed. 
As Greece and Rome were distinguished as 
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much for genius as valour, and were the 
theatres, not only of the greatest military 
adlions—the noblest efforts of liberty and 
patriotism—but of the highest perfection of 
arts and sciences, their immortal fame is a 
subjeCl of wonder and emulation, even to 
these distant ages; and, it is thought a 
shameful degree of ignorance, even in our 
sex, to be unacquainted with the nature and 
revolutions of their governments, and with 
the characters and stories of their most illus- 
trious heroes.—Perhaps when you are told 
that the government and the national cha- 
raCtcr of your own countrymen have been 
compared with those of the Romans, it may 
not be an useless amusement, in reading the 
Roman history, to carry this observation in 
your mind, to examine how (ar the paral- 
lel holds good. The French have been 
thought to resemble the Athenians in their 
genius, though not in their love of liberty. 
These little hints sometimes serve to awaken 
reflection and attention in young readers— 
I leave you to make what use of them you 
please. 

When you have got through Rollin, if 
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you add Vertnt’s Revolutions Romaines— 
a short, and very entertaining work—you 
may be said to have read as much as is ab- 
solutely necessary of ancient history. Plu- 
tarch’s Lives of famous Greeks and Romans 
—a book deservedly of the highest reputa- 
tion—can never be read to so much advan- 
tage as immediately after the histories of 
Greece and Rome: I should even prefer 
reading each life in Plutarch, immediately 
after the history of each particular Hero, as 
you meet with them in Rollin or in Vertot. 

If hereafter you should chuse to enlarge 
your plan, and should wish to know more 
of any particular people or period than you 
find in Rollin, the sources from which he 
drew may be open to you—for there are, I 
believe, French or English translations of 
all the original historians, from whom he 
extracted his materials. 

Crevier’s continuation of Rollin, I believe, 
gives the best account of the Roman empe- 
rors down to Constantine. What shocking- 
instances, will you there meet with, of the 
the terrible effects of lawless power on the 
human mind !—How will you be amazed to 
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see the most promising characters changed 
by flattery, and self indulgence in- 
to monsters that disgrace humanity!—To 
read a series of such lives as t hose of Tiberi- 
us, Nero, or Domitian, would be intolera- 
ble, were we not consoled by the view of 
those excellent emperors, who remained un- 
corrupted through all temptations. When 
the mind—disgusted, depressed, and terri- 
fied—turns from the contemplation of those 
depths of vice, to which the human nature 
may be sunk, a Titus, the delight of man- 
kind—a Trajan—an Antoninus—restore iff 
to an exulting sense of the dignity, to which 
that nature may be exalted by virtue. No- 
thing is more awful than this consideration: 
a human creature given up to vice is infi- 
nitely below (he most abject brute; the same 
creature, trained by virtue to the utmost 
perfection of his nature, “ is but a little low- 
“ er than the angels, and is crowned with 
“ glory and immortality.” 

Before you enter upon the modern bisto- 
ry of any particular kingdom, it will be pro- 
per to gain some idea of that interval be- 
tween ancient and modern times* which is 



justly called the dark and barbarous ages— 
and which lasted from Constantine to Char- 
lemagne—perhaps one might say to some 
centuries after. On the irruption of the 
northern barbarians, who broke the Ro- 
man empire and dissipated all the treasures 
of knowledge as well as of riches, which 
had been so long accumulating in that 
enormous state, the European world may 
be said to have returned to a second in- 
fancy; and the monkish which legends, 
are the only records preserved of the times 
in which they were mitten, are not less fa- 
bulous llian the tales of the demi-gods. I 
must profess myself ignorailt how to direct 
you to any distinct or amusing knowledge 
of the history of Europe during this period 
—some collect it from—Puftendorf’s Intro- 
duction—some from The Universal History, 
and now, perhaps, with more advantage 
and delight, from the first volume of Ro- 
bertson’s Charles the Fifth, in which he 
traces the progress of civilization, govern- 
ment, and arts, from the first settlements of 
the Barbarians; and shews the foundation 
ofthe severaj states into which Europe is now 
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divided, and of those laws, customs, and 
politics, which prevail in this quarter of the 
world. 

In these dark ages, you will find no single 
character so interesting as that of Mahomet 
—that bold impostor, who extended his u- 
surped dominion equally over the minds and 
properties of men, and propagated a new re- 
ligion, whilst he founded a new empire, o- 
ver a large portion of the globe. His life 
has been written by various hands. 

When you come to the particular histo- 
ries of the European states, your own coun- 
try seems to demand the precedence; and 
there is no part more comjnodious to set out 
from, since you cannot learn the history of 
Great Britain, without becoming in some de- 
gree acquainted with almost every neigh- 
bouring nation, and without finding your 
curiosity excited to know more of those with 
whom we are most connected. 

By the amazing progress of navigation 
and commerce, within the last two or three 
centuries, all parts of the world are now con- 
nected : the most distant people are become 
well acquainted, w ho, for thousands of years, 

T 



never heard of one another’s existence. We 
are still every day exploring new regions— 
and every day see greater reason to expert 
that immense countries may yet be discover- 
ed, and America no longer retain the name 
of the New World. You may pass to e- 
very quarter of the earth, and find yourself 
still in the British dominions; this island, in 
which we live, is the least portion of it; and 
if we are to adopt the style of ancient conque- 
rors, we might call it the throne, from 
which we rule the world. To this boast we 
are better entitled than some of those who 
formerly called themselves Masters of the 
Globe, as we possess an empire of greater 
extent, and, from the superior advantages 
of our commerce, much greater power and 
riches :—but we have now too many rivals 
in dominion, to take upon us such haughty 
titles. 

You cannot be said to know the history of 
that empire, of which you are a subject, with- 
out knowing something of the East and West 
Indies, where so great a part of it is situated; 
and you will find the accounts of the dis- 
covery and conquest of America very enter- 
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Gaining, lliougli you 'will be shocked at the 
injustice and cruelty of its conquerors. But, 
with which of the glorious conquerors of man- 
kind must not humanity be shocked !—Am- 
bition, the most remorseless of all passions, 
pursues its object by all sorts of means ; jus- 
tice, mercy, truth, and every thing most 
sacred, in vain oppose its progress!—Alas, 
my dear, shall I venture to tell you, that the 
liistory of the world is little else than a shock- 
ing account of the wickedness and folly of 
the ambitious !—The world has ever been 
and, I suppose, ever must be, governed and 
insulted by these aspiring spirits—it has al- 
ways, in a greater «r less degree, groaned 
under their unjust usurpation. 

But let not the horror of such a scene, put 
a stop to your curiosity : it is proper \oti 
should know mankind as they are: You 
must be acquainted with the heroes of the 
earth, and perhaps you may be too well re- 
conciled to them : Mankind have in gene- 
ral a strong bias in their favour: we see them 
surrounded with pomp and splendour—e- 
very thing that relates to them has an air of 
grandeur—and, whilst we admire their na- 
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detestable abuse of them, to the injury and 
min of the human race. We are dazzled 

• with false glory, and willingly give into the 
delusion ;—for mighty conquests, like great 
conflagrations, have something of the su- 
blime that pleases the imagination, though 
we know', if we refleft at all, that the con- 
sequences of them are devastation and mi- 
sery. 

The Western and Eastern world will pre- 
sent to you very different prospers. In A- 
merica, the first European conquerors found 
nature in great simplicity ; society still in its 
infancy — and consequently the arts and 
sciences yet unknown : so that the facility, 
with which they overpowered these poor in- 
nocent people, was entirely owing to their 
superior knowledge in the arts of destroying. 
They found the inhabitants brave enthusias- 
tic patriots, but without either the military 
or political arts necessary for their defence. 
The two great kingdoms of Mexico and Pe- 
ru had alone made some progress in civiliza- 
tion ; they were both formed into regular 
states, and had gained some order and dis- 
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met with something like an opposition. At 
first indeed, the invaders appeared superna- 
tural beings, who came uixm them Hying 
over the ocean on the wings of the wind, and 
who, mounted on fiery animals, unknown 
In that country, attacked them with thunder 
and lightning in their hands—for such the 
fire arms of the Spaniards appeared to this 
astonished people. But from being wor- 
shipped as gods, they soon came to be fear- 
ed as evil spirits; and in time being discov- 
ered to be men—diilerent from the Ameri- 
cans only in their outrageous injustice, and 
in the cruel arts of destroying—they were 
abhorred and boldly opposed. The resist- 
ance, however, of a million of those poor 
naked people, desperately crowding on each 
other to destruction, served only to make 
their ruin more complete. The Europeans 
have destroyed, with the most shocking 
barbarity, many millions of the original in- 
habitants of these countries, and have ever 
since been depopulating Europe ami Africa 
to supply their place's. 

Though our own countrymen have norca- 
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son to boast of the justice and humanity of 
their proceedings in America, yet, in com- 
parison with those of the Spaniards, our 
possessions there were innocently acquired. 
Some of them were gained by conquest, or 
cession, from Spain and from other Euro- 
pean powers—some by contract with the na- 
tives, or by settlements on uninhabited lands. 
* We are now possessed of a series of col- 
onies, extending above two thousand miles 
along the whole Eastern coast of North A- 
merica, besides many islands of immense 
value. These countries, instead of being 
thinly peopled by a few hordes of ignorant 
savages, are now adorned with many great 
cities, and innumerable rich plantations, 
which have made ample returns to their mo- 
ther country, for the dangers and expences 
which attended their first establishment. 
Blest with more natural advantages than al- 
most any country in the world, they are 
making a swift progress in wealth and gran- 
deur, and seem likely, in some future period, 
to be as much the seat of empire and of sci- 

* This work was first printed in 1773. 
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eace as Europe is at present. Whether their 
attainments in virtue and IfttppinesstfiU keep 
pace with their advancement in knowledge, 
wealth, and power, is much to be question- 
ed ; for you will observe, in your historical 
view of the'several great empires of the world, 
that as each grew up towards the highest 
pitqh of greatness, the seeds of destruction 
grew up with it; luxury and vice, by de- 
basing the minds, : and enorvating the bodies 
of the people, left them all, in their turns, 
an easy prey to poorer and more valiant na- 
tions. 

In the East, the Europeans introduced 
themselves in a milder way : admitted first 
as traders—and, for the more commodious 
carrying on their commerce, indulged by 
the powers of the country, in establishing a 
few small factories—they by gentle degrees 
extended and strengthened their settlements 
there, till their force became considerable e- 
nough to be thought an useful auxiliary to 
contending princes : and—as it has often 
happened to those who have called in fo- 
reign powers to interfere in their domestic 
contentions—by availing themselves of the 
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disturbances of a dismembered monarchy, 
they at length raised a power, .almost inde- 
pendent of their employers. Soon the several 
JEuropean nations, who had thus got footing 
in the Indies, jealous of each other’s grow- 
ing greatness, made the feuds of the native 
princes subservient to their mutual contests 
—till within a few years, the English, by a 
happy concurrence of circumstances, obtain- 
ed the mastery, and expelled their rivals from 
all their considerable settlements. 

The rapidity of our conquests here has 
been perhaps equal to that of the first invad- 
ers of America—but from different causes. 
Here we found an old established empire ad- 
vanced to its crisis ; the magnificence and 
luxury of the great carried to the highest ex* 
cess—and the people in a proportionable de- 
gree of oppression and debasement. Thus 
ripe for destruction, the rivalships of the vi- 
ceroys, from the weakness of the govern- 
ment, became independent sovereigns—and 
the dastardly spirit of the meaner people- 
indifferent to the cause for which they were 
compelled to fight—encouraged those ambi- 
tious merchants to push their advantages 
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farther than they could at first hare suppo- 
sed possible; with astonishment they saw 
the intrepid leaders of a few hundreds of 
brave free Britons, boldly oppose and re- 
peatedly put to flight millions of these ef- 
feminate Indian slaves—and in a short time, 
raise for them an empire much larger than 
their mother country. 

From these remote quarters of the world, 
let us now return to Great Britain, with the 
history of which you ought certainly to ac- 
quaint yourself before you enter upon that 
of any other European kingdom. If you 
have courage and industry enough to begin 
so high as the invasion of Julius Caesar—be- 
fore which nothing is known of the inhabi- 
tants of this island—you may set out with 
Rapin, and proceed with him to William 
the Conqueror. From this era there are o- 
ther histories of England more entertaining 
than his, though I believe, none esteemed 
more authentic. Party so strongly influen- 
ces both historians and their readers, that it 
is a difficult and invidious task to point out 
the best amongst the number of English his- 
tories that oiler themselves: but, as you will 
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not read with a critical view, nor enter deep- 
ly into politics, I think you may be allow- 
ed to choose that which is most entertaining^ 
and, in this view, I believe the general voice 
will direct you to Hume, though he goes no 
farther than the Revolution. Among other 
historians do not forget my darling Shakes- 
peare—a faithful as well as a most agreeable 
one——whose historical plays, if read in a 
series, will fix in your memory the reigns he 
has chosen, more durably than any other 
history. You need not fear his leading you 
into any material mistakes, for he keeps sur- 
prisingly close to the truth, as well in the cha- 
racters as in the events. One cannot but 
wish he had given us a play on the reign 
ef every English king—as t would have been 
the pleasantest, and perhaps the most use- 
ful way of becoming acquainted with it. 

For the other portion of Great Britain, Ro- 
bertson’s History of Scotland is a delightful 
work, and of a moderate size. 

Next to your own country, France will be 
the most interesting object of your inquiries; 
our ancient possessions in that country, and 
the frequent contests we have been engaged 
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in with its inhabitants, conneft their hist»- 
ry with our own. The extent of their do- 
minion and influence—their supposed supe- 
riority in elegance and politeness—their emi- 
nence in the arts and sciences—and that in- 
tercourse of thought, if I may so call it, 
which subsists between us, by the mutual 
communication of literary produttions— 
make them peculiarly interesting to us: and 
we cannot but find our curiosity excited to 
know their story, and to be intimately ac- 
quainted with the character, genius, and 
sentiments of this nation. 

I do not know of any general history of 
France that will answer your purpose, except 
that of Mezerai, which, even in the abridge- 
ment, is a pretty large work : there is a very 
modern one by Velly, and others, which 
perhaps may be more lively, but is still more 
voluminous, and not yet completed. From 
Mezerai you may proceed with Voltaire to 
the end of the reign of Louis the Fourteenth. 

In considering the rest of Europe, your 
euriosity may be confined within narrower 
limits. Modern history is, from the nature 
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of it, much more minute and laborious than 
the ancient—and to pursue that of so many 
various kingdoms and governments would 
be a task unequal to your leisure and abili- 
ties, at least for several years to come; at 
the same time, it must be owned, that the 
present system of politics and commerce has 
formed such a relation between the different 
powers of Europe, that they are in a manner 
members of one great body, and a total ig- 
norance of any considerable state would 
throw an obscurity even upon the affairs of 
your own country. An acquaintance how- 
ever with the most remarkable circumstan- 
stanccs, that distinguish the principal go- 
vernments, will sufficiently enlighten you, 
and will enable you to comprehend whatever 
relates to them, in the histories with which 
you are more familiar. Instead of referring 
you for this purpose to dull and uninterest- 
ing abridgements, I choose rather to point 
out to you a few small Tracts, which exhi- 
bit striking and lively pictures, not easily 
effaced from the memory, of the constitu- 
tions and the most remarkable transactions of 
several of these nations. Such are 



Sir William Temple’s Essay on the Uni- 
ted Provinces. 

His Essay on Heroic Virtue, which con- 
tains some account of the Saracen Em- 
pire. 

Vertot’s Revolutions de Suede. 
  de Portugal, 
Voltaire’s Charles XII. de Suede. 
 Pierre le Grand. 
Puffendorf’s Account of the Popes, in his 

Introduction to Modem history. 
Some part of the History of Germany and 

Spain, you will see more in detail in Robert- 
son’s History of Charles the Vth, which I 
have already recommended to you,in another 
view. 

After all this, you may still be at a loss 
for the transactions of Europe, in the last 
fifty years. For the purpose of giving you, 
in a very small compass, some idea of the 
state of affairs during that period, I will 
venture to recommend one book more— 
Campbell’s S:ate of Europe. 

Thus much may suffice for that moderate 
scheme, which I think is best suited to your 
sex and age. There are several excellent 

U 
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aistories, and memoirs of particular reigns 
and periods, which I have taken no notice 
of in this circumscribed plan—but withwhich 
if you should happen to have a taste for the 
study, you will hereafter choose to be ac- 
quainted. These will be read with most 
advantage, after you have gained some ge- 
neral view of history—and they will then 
serve to refresh your memory, and settle 
your ideas distinctly, as well as enable you 
to compare different accounts of the persons 
and fa6ls which they treat of, and to form 
your opinions of them on just grounds* 

As I cannot, with certainty, foresee what 
degree of application or genius for such pur- 
suits you will be mistress of, I shall leave 
the deficiencies of this collection to be sup- 
plied by the suggestions of your more infor- 
med friends—who, if you explain to them 
how far you wish to extend your knowledge, 
will dirett you to the proper books. 

But if, instead of an eager desire for this 
kind of knowledge, you should happen to 
teel that distaste for it, which is too com- 
mon in young ladies, who have been indul- 
ged in reading only works of mere amuse- 
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ment, you will perhaps rallier think that I 
want raercv in offering \ou so large a plan, 
than that there needs an apology for the de- 
ficiencies of it: but, comfort yourself with 
the assurance, that a taste for history will 
grow and improve by reading: that as you 
get acquainted with one period or nation, 
your curiosity cannot fail to be awakened 
for what concerns those immediately con- 
nected with it; and thus, you will insensibly 
be led on, from one degree of knowledge to 
another. 

If you waste, in trivial amusement, th * 
next three or four years of your life, which 
are the prime season of improvement, be- 
lieve me, you will hereafter bitterly regret 
-their loss : when you come to 'feel yourself 
inferior in knowledge to almost every one 
you converse with—and, above all, if you 
should ever be a mother, when you feel your 
own inability to direCt and assist the pursuits 
of your children—you will then find igno- 
rance a severe mortification and a real evil. 
Let tins, my dear, animate your industry— 
and let not a modest opinion of your own 
capacity he a discouragement to your endea- 
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vours after knowledge ; a moderate under- 
standing, with diligent and W'ell directed ap- 
plication, will go much farther than a more 
lively genius, if attended with that impa- 
tience and inattention, which too often ac- 
companies quick parts. It is not from want 
of capacity that so many women are such 
trifling insipid companions—so ill qualified 
for the friendship and conversation of a sen- 
sible man—or for the task of governing and 
instructing a family; it is much oftener from 
the negleCl of exercising the talents, which 
they really have, and from omitting to cul- 
tivate a taste for intellectual improvement. 
By this negleCi, they lose the sincerest of 
pleasures : a pleasure, which would remain 
when almost every other forsakes them— 
which neither fortune nor age can deprive 
them of—and which would be a comfort 
and resource in almost every possible situa- 
tion of life. 

If I can but inspire you, my dear child, 
with the desire of making the most of your 
time and abilities, my end is answered ; the 
means of knowledge will easily be found by 
those who diligently seek them—and they 
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will find their labours abundantly reward- 
ed. 

And, now, ray dear, I think it is time to 
finish this long correspondence — which, 
though in some parts it may have been te- 
dious to you, will not, I hope, be found 
entirely useless in any. I have laid before 
you all that my maturest reflexions could 
enable me to suggest, for the direction of 
your conduX through life. My love for 
you, ray dearest child, extends its views be- 
yond this frail and transitory existence ; it 
considers you as a candidate for immortality 
—as entering the lists for theprizeof your high 
calling—as contending for a crown of unfa- 
ding glory. It sees, with anxious solicitude, 
the dangers that surround you, and the ever- 
lasting shame that must follow, if you do not 
exert all your strength intheconfliX. Religion 
therefore has been the basis of my plan—the 
principle, to which every other pursuit is 
ultimately referred. Here then I have en- 
deavoured to guide your researches; and 
to assist you in forming just notions on a 
subjeX of such infinite importance. I have 
shewn you the necessity of regulating your 
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-heart and temper, according to the genuine 
spirit of that religion, which I have so ear- 
nestly recommended as the great rule of 
your life. To the same principle, I would 
refer your attention to domestic duties—rand 
even that refinement and elegance <of man- 
ners, and all those graces and accomplish- 
ments, which will set your virtues in tlie 
fainest light, and will engage the affection 
and respect of all w1k> converse with you.— 
Endeared to Society by these amiable quali- 
ties, your influence in it will be more ex- 
tensive, and your capacity of being useful 
proportionably enlarged. The studies, which 
1 have recommended to you, must be like- 
wise subservient to tike same views: the pur- 
suit of knowledge, when it is guided and 
controuled by the principles I have estab- 
lished, will conduce to many valuable ends, 
The habit of industry, it will give you— 
tlie nobier kind of friendships, for which, it 
will qualify you, and its tendency to pro- 
mote a candid and liberal way of thinking, 
are obvious advantages. 1 might add, that 
a mind well informed in the various pursuits 
which interest mankind, and the influence of 
such pursuits on their happiness,will embrace, 
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with a clearer choice, and will more steadily 
adhere to, those principles of Virtue and Re- 
ligion, which the judgement must ever ap- 
prove, in proportion as it becomes enlightened. 

May those delightful hopes be answered, 
which have animated my heart, while with 
diligent attention I have endeavoured to ap- 
ply to your advantage all that my own ex- 
perience and best observation could furnish. 
With what joy should I see my dearest girl 
shine forth a bright example of every’ thing 
that is amiable and praise-worthy!—and 
how sweet would be the reflection that I had, 
any degree, contributed to make her so !— 
My heart expands with the affecting thought 
and pours forth in this adieu the most ardent 
wishes for your perfection ! If the tender so- 
licitude expressed for your welfare by this 
“ labour of love,” can engage your grati- 
tude, you will always remember how deep- 
ly your conduct interests the happiness of 

Your most affectionate Aunt. 

FINIS. 
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